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Our 98th Year

100 Apply For Head Coach

Rising Prices
For Food Send
Inflation Rate Up

Rumors About AD Pick
Unfounded Say Officials
A rumor that the athletic director's
position at Murray State University has
been offered to Johnny ligtgan, MSU
baseball coach, was described today as
being "absolutely false" by university
officials,
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president
of university serviceskand Kai Spencer,
assistant to MSU president Constantine
Curris, both told The Murray Ledger &
Times today that the rumors were
untrue.
"It will probably be after the first of
the year before we make a recommendation on the AD slot," Dr. Gordon
said. "The primary thing we're trying
to do now is to get a head football
coach."
The two athletic positions at the
university became open recently when
football coach Bill Furgerson and
athletic director Cal Luther both

TVA Power
Still Tight
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)— Another
egt Tennessee Valley Authority's
idi gth
of
§ gruel citing units- has -broken
down, creating more trouble for the
already crippledpnwer system.
"It was , tighter last night than
yesterday morning," Lee tFheppeard, a
spokesmlin- ^for de seven-state
government utility, said today. "We
only survived By buying every bit of
power we could find between New
Jersey and Oklahoma."
Sheppeard said TVA's system
reached a peak load of more than 20
million kilowatts Wednesday night, juat
after its second 1.3 million kilowatt
generator at its Cumberland plant near
Nashville broke down with boiler tube
leaks. The Cumberland plant is now
shutdown.
"When you're running all of our units
this hard, it's not unexpected to have
problems with boiler tubes," Sheppeard said. "It will continue to be tight
until we get the weekend dropoff in
power loads."
Another boiler tube leak Wednesday
shut down a halfmillion kilowatt
generator at TVA's Widows Creek
power plant near Jackson, Ala. Ten of
TVA's largest generating units are now
out of service, representing 10.2 million
kilowatts of its 28 million kilowatt
capacity.
A cold front that dropped temperatures into the teens moved into the
Tennessee Valley on Tuesday, catching
the government utility by surprise
while several plants were still down for
refueling and fall maintenance.

resigned from their posts. Both
Furgerson and Luther indicated they
felt the football team should have won a
conference championship in recent
years and that a change was in order.
Dr. Gordon is chairman of a
screening committee that is reviewing
the applicants for the football coaching
slot. Gordon said today that approximately 100 applicants for the
position have been received and about
10 of the applicants had been interviewed. Deadline for coach aporis— Ribe—siBmitted is Friday,
taielti—
Dec. 9. .
Gordon said that a recommendation
on the committee's choice for the head
coaching job will be submitted to the
university's board of regents at the
Saturday, Dec. 17 meeting of the board.
Gordon also pointed out that the
athletic directorship has not yet been
advertised as being open and that no
deadline had been set on naming the
athletic director. He said that approximately 11 applications for the AD
post have been received, but reemphasized that the position would not be
filled until after the football coach was
selected.

Consumer-Education
Grant Is Awarded
To Murray State
FRANKFORT — A $10,085 grant has
been awarded to Murray State
University by the State Council on
Higher Education to educate
paraprofessionals who will deliver
consumer information to the poor in
western Kentucky.
The consumer education training
preject is to focus on providing credit
and budgeting information and
materials ttiparaprofessionals who will
then Conduct consumer cduCit.roic.äIi
those subjects in homes of adults with
incomes below the poverty level.
Three training workshops for a
minimum of 16 paraprofessionals will
be conducted by consultants from
MSU's home economics department.
Norman 0. Lane, adult education
coordinator of MSU's Center for
Continuing Education, is in charge of
the project through which at least 250
people and their families in Western
Kentucky will receive "consumer
education learning activities" from the
workshop-trained paraprofessionals.
MSU will add $8,141 to the amount
provided by the Council for the project.
The Council grant was funded by the
U.S. Office of Education through the
federal Title I-A, Higher Education Act
Program.

Joe Sills, left Murray High band director, and Dan Jones with MurraV
Moose Lodge peer down at a $300 check the Moose recently donated to
Mtirriyiftgh Saint The money is experterf try be used to meet expenses
for the band's upcoming trip to the Orange Bowl in Miami Fla.

Trial Of Murray Couple
Continuing In U.S. Court
prosecutors
PADUCAH—Federal
were expected to call their final witnesses today-as the trial of a Murray
couple continues in U.S. Federal
District Court here.
The couple, Bruce Garland and his
wife Melvie Garland face multiple
counts of perjury and conspiracy
charges.
Prosecution introduced two tape
—Efi- allegedly
recordings yesterday fitu
contained conversations with one of the
defendants and another„. .county.
resident, . Buddy Workman, —the
•
prosecution's key witness.
Bruce Garland, convicted in U.S.
District Court last May for illegal
posseasion '8f Operation Of a moonshine
operation in Calloway County, is
charged in the most recent case with
conspiracy, subordination of perjury,
bribery of a witness and perjury before
the court in connection with,lhe earlier
trial. Garland faces 12 counts, according to the federal court clerk here.
Melvie Garland is charged with perjury

Band To Get Boost
At Local Restaurant
The Murray High Band's Orange
Bowl Fund will get a boost from patrons
of the Sirloin Stockade this weekend
according to an announcement made
today by band and restaurant officials.
From 11 a.m. until 10 p. m. on
Saturday, Dec. 10, the restaurant will
donate all monies received from the
sale of beverages and ice cream
products, Ray Hammond, restaurant
manager said.
Band booster officials urged persons
shopping in the area to drop by the
restaurant sometime during the day for
refreshments and in turn, help the
band.

before the court and conspiracy, and
faces two counts.
A federal court jury in May convicted
Garland in connection with moonshining. He faces four -years imprisonment and has appealed the
conviction.
According to reports, Workman
testified that a still found on the
Garland property earlier this year was
6ariand'a. Workman has
hin
since changed his testimony and claims
Garland offered to pay his legal fees in
exchange for alleged false sfatementi.
during the May trial, according to
.
reports.
Eugene Spillman', a Kentucky State
Police-detective, testified Tuesday that
he and Ray Wilt, an agent with the U.S.
Alcohol, Tobacco and firearms
division of the Department of the
Treasury, stakes out the operation last
February and observed the defendant
Garland at the site, according to
reports.
Wilt testified that he and another
state police detective, Paul Lane met
with Workman and his wife Aug. 17 and
wired Workman with a transmitter and
tape recorder. The Workmans then
Went to the Garland residence and
recorded the conversations, according
to published reports.

The Carter administration has set an
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices rose 0.7 percent in November as inflation goal of about 6 percent for the
the cost of food continued to climb at a year. The rate for the first 10 months
rapid rate, the Labor Department said was 5.9 percent.
Inflation has fluctuated this year,
today.
The wholesale price increase was with drastic risel and falls in the cost of
smaller than the 0.8 percent gain in food, while prices of----many other
October, but it was still enough to products have risen gradually.
Both food prices and wholesale prices
contribute substantially to inflation.
Farm products rose 3. percent in cost- rose rapidly in the spring, then trailed
for the month after a 2.4 percent rise in off or declined during the summer
October and five months of declines before rising again this fall. Farmers
complain that while their prices have
before that.
The prices of industrial commodities begun to rise, much of the wholesale
rose 0.4 percent, compared with a 0.6 price increase goes to middlemen.
While hoping the rate of inflation
percent increase the month before,
indicating that food prices have been slows, government economists also
the main cause of the two-month jump want consumer spending and business
investment to increase and thus expand
in wholesale prices.
Prices paid to wholesalers usually the economy. They are worried about a
show up later at retail stores and are possible slowdown in the middle of next
considered an early warning of in- year.
The Federal Reserve Board reported
flation trends. Most of the food price
increases had not been reflected at good signs of consumer activity for
supermarkets in the latest consumer October in a report on consumer installment debt released Weciti.es.4aY.
price reportfor Octoher
Wholesale price increases usually Consumers increased their indebrise
take a Yew months tc show up in the tedness by ;2.63 billion, the largest
—
credit-installment
Large
Months.
six
Which
in
—
Indei,
Consumer -Price
ineasureS the nation's inflation' rate. usually means consumer confidence
The index went up a moderate 0.3— and increased business activity.
The Commerce Department reported
percent in each of the last three monthat businesses increased
Wednesday
ths.
on plants and equipment
spending
Julius Shiskin, the Labor Depart- their
by 4.6 percent in the third quarter, the
ment's commissioner of labor
of
statistics, who had said he expected the largest gain since the first quarter
1973. However, they indicated much
higher, prices to show up on grocery
through
shelves in October, said the increases smaller plans for spending
mid-1978, at a rate below the 9 percent
may be felt in the November or
annual rate the administration favors.
December index instead.

Groundbreaking Held On Outwood Facility
DAWSON SPRINUS — In groundbreaking ceremonies here Wednesday,
state Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn began what he called "the
long-delayed modernization" of Outwood, a state facility for the care of
mentally retarded people.

Eleven residential cottages will be
built to replace the old, dormitory-type
structures at Outwood, originally built
as a veterans hospital in the 1920's.
Each two-unit cottage is designed for 16
residents, eight persons in each unit.
After completion of the residential

structures in late 1979, construction will --difriiii-the-'ceremony. The more homelike environment, he said, will help
begin on acirnintitraUvi and dining
mentally retarded citizens b4Come
service buildings.
more independent so they can "make
"The new Outwood facility will
the best use of ..their .capabilities and
provide a protective environment, yet
some day return ,to live in their own
the residents will live within a homehome communities."
like cottage," Conn said in remarks
r

r

Conn said that the Outwood iniprovements are part of the state's
"New Directions" program. -Governor
Julian Carroll and this Department are
committed to the concept of deinstitutionalization," he stated. "We are
reducing the number of state_ in-____
stitutional beds to serve mentally
retarded citizens from 1,008 to 924."
The capacity at Outwood will be
reduced from 300 to 176.
Institutions are a necessary part of
the Department's broad range of care,
he said, but "institutional placement
should never be seen as an end in itself.
It is a resource to help those who need
specialized care."
Conn responded to recent criticism of
the State's institutional care program
for mentally retarded persons. "Some
critics," he nod "say that inlete, and that
stitutional care
Kentucky is out of step with the nation
in modernizing institutional beds."
The groundbreaking ceremonies
were opened by Elder Eddie Beshear,
Chairman of the Outwood Citizens'
Advisory Board. Included in the
program were Burnice Ransdell, acting
commissioner of DHR's Bureau for
health Services; John W. Swann,
president of Excepticon, Inc., a private
agency that manages Outwood under
f
state contract; The Rev. Robert Moore,
Outwood chaplain, Clayton Lorenze,
in left photo). secretary of the Kentucky Department of
OUTINOOD GROUNDeRfAKING — Peter Conn (right
in Dawson Springs To his
Outwood
at
Outwood director; and Orville Taylor, a
ceremonies
ing
groundbreak
Human Resources, tosses a shovel of dirt during
In the photo at right. are state
resident of Outwood. Calloway County
institution.
the
of
board
advisory
citizens
the
of
left is Elder Beshear, chairman
,
Mille!
0.
Robert
Judge
County
Robert 0. Miller, chairman of
Judge
and
le)
-Madisonvil
Calloway
senators Pat McCuistAn (D-PernbmItel, Ken Gibson(0
Health Systems Agency-West, also
facility.
the
of
future
the
discussing
chairmani of. Health Systems Agency-West,
attended the ceremonies.
-)hotos fronie.t. Gordon
_
•
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ASC Committeemen
Are Named In Election
Results of the December 5th election
of ASC community committeemen for
1978 were announced today by Glenn
Crawford, chairman of the Calloway
County Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation(ASC)committee.
Farmers elected to the committee
were:
Community A: Charles M. Burkeen.
chairman; Clyde Phelps, vicechairman; Jim Kelly, regular member; Alvin H. Hale, first alternate;
Gary Evans,second Alternate.
Community B: Eurie Smith, chairman; James G. Wilson, vice-chairman;
Charlie W. Bucy, regular member;
Thomas D. Lax, first alternate; Clovis
Byerly,second alternate.
Community C: James Euel Erwin,
chairman; Paul Blalock, vicechairman; Charles Outland, regular
member; Carves Paschall, first
alternate; Billy M. Paschall, second
alternate.
Community D: Jewell McCallon,
chairman; Baron Palmer, vicechairman; Clinton Burchett, regular
member; Danny Darnell, first alternate; Herman Darnell, second alternate.
Crawford also announced the county
ASC convention will beheld on Thursday, December 15, 1977, at 9:30 a.m. at
the ASCS Office, where farmers will be
elected to fill vacancies on the county
- -• •
ASC committee:Convention delegates will also elect a
county committee chairman, vicechairman, regular member and two
alternates to the committee for the
coming year.
The recently elected ASC community
committee chairman, vice-chairman,

inside today

and regular members automatically
become delegates to the county convention, Crawford said.

Health Department
Sponsors Rodent
Control Program
The Calloway County Health
Department in cooperation with the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture is
sponsoring a Rodent Control program
for Murray and Calloway County.
Two thousand pounds of rodent bait
has been mixed and is free to any one in
the city or county that needs the bait..
The rodent bait is safe to use and the
directions for use are on the package,
according to a health department
spokesman.
The health department officials
expressed appreciation . ta, Hutson
Grain, Farris Grain, and the Carpentry
Class at the Murray Vocational School
for their help in this program.
The bait may be secured at Cirie of the
following places beginning Wednesday,
December 7: Health Department,
North Seventh and .Olive Streets,
Murray; Crawford's Shell at Lynn
Grove; Bucy's Market at Alm°
Heights; Blackford's Market at Faxon
and Highway 94 East; Usrey's Grocery
at Kirksey; New Concord Grocery at
New Concord; and Dee's Bank at
Hazel.

One Section — 16 Pages

Is technical training the answer to the job crisis? Two
Murray State University professors examine the question
in today's "Pro and Con" series. Page 5.

light snpw Travelers advisory late this
afternoon and tonight. Light snow
today changing to or becoming
mixed with rain and freezing rain
and changing back to snow
tonight. Possible afternoon
thunderstorms. Snow s accumulation one to two inches
before ending tonight. Clearing
and colder Friday. High today in
the low and mid 30s. Low tonight
5 to 10 above. High Friday from
the upper teens to low 20s.

today's index
Classifieds
Crosswords
C.ornica
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Horoscopes
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
.
Opinion Page
Sports

13,14, 15
13
13
4
16
4
12
•2,3•4
5
6,7,8
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Perhaps I had picked LLD some
kind of bug enroute, they said,
and decided the hospital was
the place for me.
.. My appearance going from
my room and through the
lobby got some attention. The
negligee, a going awar gift
from
Lillian Tate, was a
PRACTICING SONGS — Martha Pitman music teacher
caftan in large prints of
for the Murray Preschool Corporation practices singing
purple, lavendar, rose and
special holiday song. with Karie Goetz and Christi
blue Thai colors. The
activities
of
the
school
Reeves. This is one of the many
limousine, in a short time, got
held for three and four sear old children at the Murray
me to the emergency room of
State University Earls Childhood Center Sara Hussung is
the hospital.
the preschool teacher
..Fortunately, the handsome,
dark-haired young doctor that
attended me, spoke broken
English. My tour director and
Martha .were able to communicate with him. He was a
Canadian serving there on an
exchange program. His
trealinent was effeetiVe and
Y.
soon the tainted chicken salad
Dr. Stephen Shechtman classes will resume on
was relocated.
addressed the parents of the January 4, 1978. The next
„The- hospital room I was
Murray Preichool Cor- parents meeting is scheduled
placed in was almost bare—a
poration at the November to be held on Tuesday,
high bed and a wooden bench
monthly meeting.
January 10, 1978, at 7:30 p.m.
under the window. There was
His topic-was -The Father's at the MSU Early Childhood
a bath room that accomodated
Role in Raising Children." Dr. Center.
a shower, commode and
Shechtman pointed out that
Anyone interested in the
lavatory. fJo door or curtain to
our changing society gives the program of the Murray
the bath. On my first trip to it,
man the opportunity and the Preschool Corporation may
I discovered, after stumping
freedom to actively par- call Ruth Tunick (753-3133.) or
my toes, there was a two-inch
ticipate in raising and guiding Gunhild Yarbrough (753-9537).
high door sill.
his children. He led the There are two openings in the
My night was terrifying.
parents into an interesting four year old group, and apThe illness was past, but my
discussion about both the plications are being taken.
restless legs gave. me fits.
mother's and the father's
Attendants on duty looked to
inpact on children and anbe teenagers in regular
swered questions which arose
dresses—no uniforms. I
then along wait. Dinner Was" puTIdirr mirke-tne- grtuOther activities of the
HOSPITAL PATIENT
was derstand my situation. Three
served., The food
Murray preschool CorMrs. Richard Duke of Hazel -delicious. Soon after the meal,.- ..of them ,gathered around the.
porition include monthly field has been a patient at Lourdes a nurse entered,"It's time for bed and stared. When I asked
trips. On -October 24,. the Hospital; Paducah.
your Medicine." Slie
* bands me for the—doeto6 -they 'unchildren visited the farm of
the little white pill cup and derstood the "doctor" part
Pete Hanson, Route ii, in
HOSPITAL PATIENT
,waits,for me to pour- the two and would say repeatedly,
preparation for theHalloween
Cecil Freeman of Hardin pills and a capsule into my "Docta not here. Sleep." They
celebration, and on November wbs dismnsed November 29 hand. She hands me a glass of admired the dozen or so
28, the children visited Mc- from the Benton Municipal water and remained until she bangle bracelets I was
Donald's -Restaurant.
Hospital.
knew the medicine was in my wearing, and touching them
...A1 Mrs. Gunhild Yarbrough,
they would say; "Bootyful."
stomach.
HOSPITAL PATIENT ,
president, announced that
Flying to Bangkok in a Thai About daybreak I was given a
there will Se no parenis 'Mrs. Lucille Bryant of plane was a colorful ex- hype for pain, and shortly
meeting in December. The Hardin Route One has been perience. The plane was' after I fell asleep, I was
last school day for the year dismissed. from Lourdes decorated in shades of rose, disturbed ta hear the "Breakwill be December 14, and Hospital, Paducah.
oxchid and .pink color& The fast here."
What an experience that
costumes worn by the
hostesses were in the same night had been. I wouldn't
colors and emphasized the agree for Martha to stay with
L_ beauty of the young Thai girls. me, and sent her back to the
0 We were given the real
chamber
of
commerce
v Cuts
v Permanent v Dermetics
welcome. Dinner, served in
elegance, and was delicious.
v Pedicure
v P.D. Plus v Manicure
MANNING GIRL
Also the dinner trays 'were
Mr. and Mrs. L. Joe Manpurple orchids and folding ning of Alrno Route One are
ivory and lace fans.
the parents of a baby girl, Jodi
The generous serving Ann, weighing six pounds Thz
caused me to take some of the ounces, measuring 2042 ingoodies to the hotel, to be ches, born on Sunday,
further enjoyed. I paid for it November 27, at 3:11 p.m. at
later. The food lay on a chest the Murray-Calloway County
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
in our room and forgotten until Hospital.
To Serve You
rest period next day, when I
The father, is employed at
pinched a bite of sandwich and Murray Muffler. The mother
Owner, Brenda Harper
tasted it. A few hours later I is the former Cheryl Lewis.
Glenda Roberts & Pat Taylor
became ill, diarrhea and
Grandparents are Mrs.
r-* vomiting.
My tour director Palace Manning of Kirksey
came with the hotel manager. Route One, Harmon Lewis of
Murray, and Mrs. Robbie
Brittain of Almo Route One.
Great grandparents are Clyde
Bell of Kirksey Route One and
Mrs. Mary Butler of Almo,
Route One.
DOWDY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Dowdy, 824 South Seventh
Street, Mayfield, are the
parents ota baby Jagy, Jeremy
Howard, born on Friday,
..November 18, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
Grbndparents are -Mr - ahd
Mrs. Howard Dowdy and Mrs.
Gerry Donaldson, all of
-Mayfield.

Dr. Shechtman Speaks
To Preschool Parents

-

Hospitals Get
Your History
Entering an out-of-town
hospital as a patient is a
lingering ordeal. One could die
in the admission office while
answering the questionyou
were
s..."Where
born and when?" My Social
Security nu,mber? My weight?
They don't believe me and I
stood on the scales; My
height? They measure me.
Who my parent were and what
did they die of?
By this time I'm ready to
return to Murray and get into
my bed. But I'm not through.
-Whom shall we notify in case
of an emergency? Thier
names, addresses
and
telephone numbers. What
relationship are they to me?
My temperature taken, my
blood pressure recorded and
my blood typed. My wrist
band containing my name of
room number. Although I had
driven to the hospital, parked
the car, I had to go to my room
in a wheel chair. (I looked
foolish and felt the same way.)
I'm given special attention
by cute little nurses meeting
me at the door who take over.
Dressing me for the night,
they go through my bag and
purse, recording the information, and have me sign
the list. I presume she took it
to the nurses' station. Then the
physician came in.
So much attention at first—

Give YourselfA
Christmas Gift!

"ArZEWatzt

Brenda's (men&
Beauty Salon:17o

e,e)m

ovie At Cheri
anommwa
hotel. I didn't want her to sit or
stand there all night. There
was no furniture M the room
except a sort of wooden chest
under the window. She was
afraid to go to the hotel alone,
end called our hotel. She-waa
given special escorted transportation.
Still thinking I had a bug, I
was not allowed to leave the
hospital next morning even
though the diarrhea and
vomiting ceased in the admittance office. My tour group
was scheduled to leave for
Tokyo next day and I wanted
to be with it. But how was I to
get out of the hospital without
an interpreter. My fellow
travelers were touring the
scheduled places in the north.
It pays in more ways than
one to- attend church on
Sundays—especially in this
case it paid well. The morning
before I became ill, we attended the National Christian
Church. The minister came to
visit the hospital, found my
name on the patient list, and
came to visit me. He was an
American chaplain stationed
here.
In our conversation, I
mentioned that the P.E.O.
chapter in my home town had
entertained foreign students
enrolled in Murray State
University. In the group were
Bangkok.
several from
•'You're a P.E.0.?", he asked.
When I said yes, he told me

that-its wife -was a- member.
This organization is a
sisterhoxi.. IntArestsd in
philanthropic educational
scholarships and owns a
woman's college, Cottey, in
_
Nevada, Mo.
This common interest
seemed to be the answer to my
need of help in getting out of
the hospital. I felt free to ask
him to assist me in getting the
bill paid, my dismis:sal,_ and
return to the hotel. I had no
further problems. After all
details had been. cared for in
the hospital, I rode with him in
his black limousine, air
conditioned and chauffured
car to my hotel.
Entering the hospital is
much the same the world
over. They all get your history
first. Probably my record is
filed in the hospital in
Bangkok.

The Xi Alpha Delta chapter
of Bcta Sigma Phi met on
Thursday, December 1. for its
regular bi-monthly meeting.
After a short business
meeting Ib Brown and Peggy
Shoemaker, hostesses for the
evening, treated the group to
the movie, "Bad News Bears:
Breaking Training" at the
Cheri-Theater-- ------Refreshments for the
evening were popcorn and
cokes.
Members attending were:
Debbie Brandon, Ra Brown,
Barbara Chilcutt, Rheanetta
Coleman, Rowena Emerson,
Brenda Estes, Joyce Gibson,
Mary Graves, Linda Hodge,
Vicky Holton,Sue Ann Hutson,
Beth Lasater, Debbie Lyons,
Shirley
Martin, Jeanie
Morgan, Louis Ruiz, Peggy
Shoemaker, Joyce Thomas,
Pam Thornton, and Glenda
Wilson.

Marriage, Religion, And
Children Are Top Factors

Westfield, Mass.—Marr executive officer, "that for
Agee religion and the birth of.a contestants—a cross section of
child were the most influential America—the factors w-Mc.h
factors in changing the lives of affect family life have most
meaning."
most Americans.
This was revealed today Rounding out the top 10
when the results of a factors which changed the
nationwide competition were world for the entrants were
tallied. Called the "Changed illness, death, friendship,
My World" Contest, the moving, family and love. .
competition asked Stanley • Over 1250 prizes were
Home
Products,
Inc., awarded in the "Changed My
customers
to
submit World" Contest. The Grand
statements about an event or Prize was a choice of an allperson who "changed their expense-paid millionaire's
vacation for two in Italy or
world."
$5,000
in cash. Other prizes
Of the more than 24,000
entiries
received,
the included 24 first prizes-Magic
-relationship with a spouse Chef Microwave Ovens, 34
(15.2 per cent) topped the list second prizes-GE 13" Ports
of' catalytic factors in Color TV Sets, 24 third prizes40 channel CB Radio's, and
changing people's lives.
Only wild roses come from
1,200 fourth prizes-Lenox 24k
"This
seems
to
indicate,"
hyvarieties
are
seed. Name
gold-trim Symphony Censaid
Homer
G.
Perkins,
the
brids and every seedling will
company's president and chief terpieces.
be different.

Ws Another Waning Weekend! J.71
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Sun
Mon .T1,, - 10
Fri &Sat 7.20,1 40

inirv Wed.

I=D
Wad
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Pumpng
Iron

Late Show Fri. t Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment 18 or over on

Thru Wed.

C

This movie-has heart,soul, blood, guts,
perspiration and
plenty of muscle.

His whole life was
a million-to-one shot.
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'Coating For Christmas
-The Gauntlet" "World's Greatest Lover"
"Close Encounters of The Third Kind"
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Miniskirt
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753-4582

FORRESTER GIRL
A baby girl, Amanda -Jo,
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Forrester of Sedalia
Route One on Monday,
November 7, at the Community Hospital, Mayfield.
The grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Hart of
Sedalia Route One and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Allie B.
Forrester.

It's the year of the snake, and who knows
it better than !Me Stride? The autentic
whipsnake in a higher version that's
fashion-right for the times.

Mon.-Fri.

Open For Your Convenience
We are Open
9:00 AM -8:00 PM
Sal. 9:00 AM - 6.00 PM

Sundays

Black or,
Camel
Lizzard
$250
- 0

JACKSON TWINS
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Wayne Jackson of Sedalia are
--the parents of twin boys born
on Sunday, November 13, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have been
named Michael Kent and Kyle
Wayne.

1:00 PM-510 rts

Free Gift Wrapping With Every Purchase
4

TURNER GIRL
Mary Ann is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Brock
Turner of Route One,
Buchanan, Tn., for their baby
girl, weighing seven Pounds
five ounces, born'on Mohday,
November 28, at the Henry
County G,enerld Hospital,
Parts; Tn., The Mother is the
former Dianne Gowen!

p.
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Ders,Mk1.1
High School Lock-in at First
Independence -United
Methodist Church Women will Baptist Church Fellowship
meet at seven p.m. at the ----- Hall-will be at ten p.m.
church.
Golden Age Club will meet
Tribute to Elvis will be at at twelve noon at the social
Exposition Center, Murray hall of First United Methodist
State, at 7:30 p.m., featuring Church with guests being All
J. D.Sumner and The Stamps. Male Chorus of Murray State
with Paul Shahan as director. _
"Harvey," will be the
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
drama presented by the
Murray State University A. M. will have a potluck
Theatre at eight p.m. at the dinner in honor of all widows
MSU Theatre. Admission is of Masons at the new lodge
hall at six p.m.
$2.50.
-Christmas open house will
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Progressive be held at the Jaycee Center,
for a potluck supper with Mayfield Highway 121, from
Muriel Baer; Dexter at 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. for members
Dexter Center at 5:30 p.m. for of the Oaks Country Club and
family dinner; Town and their guests.
Country at 6:30 p.m. for a
Church
First Baptist
potluck dinner with Mrs.
Harry Conley, 302 Oakdale; Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
South Murray, Racers, and at the church.
New Frontier, but places not
Elm Grove Baptist Church
announced.
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church at the church.
WMU will meet with Mary
Gregory.at seven p.m.
Bake sale by Kentucky
Women of Stop ERA will be at
Thursday, December 8
Roses from ten a.m. to two
Bea Walker Group of First p.m.
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Paul ManDemonstration of eggshell
sfield at seven p.m.
decorations for Christmas
trees will be by Evelyn Cox
- betty Sredd'Mission Group following the noon meal at the
of Memorial Baptist Church Senior Citizens Nutrition
will meet at seven p.m.
Center.

Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at
twelve noon at the ehttreh -for
the week of prayer program
led b y Mrs• Ralph Wright

North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have a church
wide dinner and Christmas
party at DeVanti's at 6:30
p.m.

Annual Delta Sigma Phi
arts and crafts festival will
continue all day aL. Beshear
Gym,Student Center: Murray
State.

r-..=1011/11

-

They have one son, Lam'',
age 24. The father is eMployeid at Airco alloys;Calveit—
City. The mother is on leave
from the Murray Independent
School System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William B. Cantrell and
Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Tucker, all of Mayfield.

ycliir friendliest(ristmas store!

feirjoesIsts
iuing

Give a beautiful
fleece robe!
Fleece is in..in demand and right in
the center of fashion. Select an Arne!'
triacetate/nylon long wrap robe,
embroidered V-neck, bodice and cuffs,
front tie, elasticized back. Taupe or
brown in sizes P-S-M. 35.00. Beautifully
gift-wrapped free at Bright's!

qfice
by VAN ITY FLAIR

Bright's
sweater
show-offs.

SIRMHTS

$C00
Machtne
Washable

a

Take the weather in stride this season ,..
inljfeSliidp
that- is! This snuggly warm, fleeced lined
cold
weather boot gives you that spec" id protection
you need when the temperature drops.
What
real fashion boost for the pant-stuffer look!

Life Siride.
Powder Blue
!
-': Royal Blue
-2- Red
'- Brown
2:Pink
White

Bears
the
Ilements:
Black or camel
leather at 1110

Machine
Washable

If you're sweet on
sweatersAmid who isift),
these up-to-date styles
are certain to satisfy.
yourfashion craVing!
At top,crochet stitch long sleeve crew
neck sweater in pastel combination or
apricot combination,S-M-L at 70.00:
At bottom, peasant style pullover with
self ruffle collar, long sleeves in cream,
sizes
priced at 1910

Open \Iglus
8:30
Sundays 1 to .3

She'll treasure a
beautiful new bag.

Aut
rr•r

I

Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will start serving plates
at $1.50 each at 5:30 P.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with a musical program to
follow.

CANTRELL GIRL :
Mr. and Mrs. Billy R.
Cantrell of Murray Route
Seven are the parent. of a
baby girl, Allison Nicole,
weighing ãeven pounfd five
ounces, born on Thursday,
November 24, at 9:27 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway Count/
Hospital.

SIRMITIPS

The night fantastic starts with a long, slinky sleepgown
from Vanity Fair. And keeps on glowing in their own •
shimmering Ravissantb nylon with anti-cling.Antron• III
The fit fora dream comes from scallopsof see-through
lade-in front and a gentty'etatticized shaping in back
For sizes 32-38. $18. In English Teal. Espresso,
all with ecru lace.

Ladyjiff'es

I $500

"Harvey" will be presented
by the Murray State
University Theatre at eight
p.m.

Balt6t.

r

ormAires

Red
Pink
k:T Powder Blue
Salmon
-': Green

Chapter M ci PEO wQ have
a luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at the
home of Mn. Frank Albert
Stubblefield with Mrs. John C.
Quertermous as cohostess.
Note change in time.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenton T.
White will be honored on their
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at the home of
their son-in-law and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank AlienSunday, December 11
Pool, 1604 Locust Drive,Murray Country Club will Murray. All friends
and
have its Christmas party and relatives 'areInvited
to call
open house from four to seven between two and four
p.m.
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church's
"Toys For Tots" benefit will music groups of Sunshower
be held at Kentucky Lake and Playground, along with
Music Barn near New Concord the church puppets, will
from two to five p.m. This will present a music special at the
he-replat 3htivir Wilk rtisTs— tiniverSIty Center audito-riiiii,
donating talent. No admission • North 16th Street, at eight
but each person is requested p.m.
-to bring a toy, candy, fruit,
Piano recital by James R.
etc., for a child which will be
distributed along with baskets Wright, Cahokia, Ill., will be
for the elderly by the at Old Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 3:30 p.m.
Bluegrass CB Club.

Open
- Nights
8:30
Sundays
1 to 5

Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at
twelve noon at the church for
the week of prayer program
led by Mrs. Ralph Wright.

VtRaCYME EMElatitrek.ICII= ball11:111

Young Adult Sunday School
Churchwide potluck of
Class
of Poplar Spring Baptist
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ will be af the Murray Church will have a potluck
Woman's Club house at six supper at the home of 0. B.
and Bobbie Cook at 6:30 p.m.

Saturdayt December 10
Four Wheel Drive Pull,
Young Adult Sunday School
Class of Poplar Spring Baptist sponsored by American
Church wW have a potluck Legion, will be at the Exsupper at they honie of 0. B. - positlon Center at 7:30 p.m.
and Bobbie Cook at 6:30 p.m.
Seventh annual Christmas
Senior Citizens may take the bazaar of Immanuel Lutheran
round trip.by.hus to Nashville, Church will be at the Calloway
Tn.,at cost of $16, and call 753- Public Library from nine a.m.
to five p.m.
,
3934 for information.

Ngoi Kipanda, native of
The drama, "Harvey," will
Africa, will speak at Murray be presented by Murray State
Sub,Distriet_IIMYF
e_e_
-University -Theatre- at eight
United p.m.
Coldwater
at
Methodist Church at seven
p.m.
Annual Delta Sigma Phi
arts and crafts festival will be
Gamma Gamma Chapter of - held at Beshear Gym,Student
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with Center, MSU. For information
Julie English at seven p.m. call-753-9135.'
Grove 126 of WOW will meet
Exhibits of drawings and
at Murray Woman's Club paintings by Martha Stalion,
House at six p.m.
Goshen, Ohio, paintings by
Gary Logsdon, Litchfield, and
Murray Chapter No. 92 by
Troutman,
Pamela
Royal Arch Masons is Owensboro, will open at the
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU, and conBrass Choir of Murray State tinue through December 21.
VrtiVereity Will appear In'
concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Shopping for Murray Senior
Recital Hall Annex of Fine
.Srts Center, MSU. Free and Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
open to the public.
morning- shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
Friday, December 9
shopping.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will have a potluck
International Friendship
luncheon and exchange of
Dinner will be at First Baptist
gifts at the home of Mrs.
Church Fellowship Hall at six
Edgar Morris at 11:30 a.m.
p.m.

Saturday, December 10
First Baptist Church BYW
will have a husband and wifeChristmas potluck at six p.m.
at the Fellowship Hall.

VISA'

Feast your eyes on the leather-look-alike urethane vinyl bag
with cut-oui handles and removable shoulder strap. Look Inside
and **three compaFtments and an inner wall zippPr. Copy of a
-priceemport. H410,tobacso or-amber at I9.00

ack
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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I wander where November
went to:, It seems only
-yesterday that Clctohar was
Just leaving us. There never
was a truer statement than
"Time Flies.' But it was a
basy month. By the time we
set out new plantt, moved old
ones, got all shrubs pruned
and well mulched, the month
was gone. Then there was the
bringing in of potted plants
and getting a good place for
them indoors
Ili Several people have called
me this week to say their
potted plants were dropping
some of their leaves or they
were turning yellow. That is
inevitable, for the change of
temperature and humidity is a
shock to a plant .and it will
'sho% its displeasure by turning yellow and actually
dropping some of its foliage.
Usually it will gradually come
back if we are patient and
treat them gently. Don't make
the mistake of flooding them
with water. Simply soak them
well and then let them alone
for a few days or a week. Wait
until the soil feels DRY before
putting any more water on
them. And never let them
stand in water. Good luck.

By Abigail Van

Boren

Boy's Pot-Smoking
there is any sentiment attached to plants. Sometimes Disturbs His Aunt
we reeeive a shrub or-plant of
any kind from a loved one, or
from a place where we used to
live and we want that particular plant to live.
I have a Eunonymous that
came from a small cutting
from a bush in the yard of
mother-in-law
back
ir
Alabama fifty years ago. It
has made such a pretty shrut
and I have cherished it arm
guarded it carefully.

DEAR -ABBY. A- year ago 4 took in my -brother's
who is now 22. He had a serious disagreement with his
parents and moved out. He has always been a favorite of
mine. He is a beautiful, intelligent young man, but he has
one fault. He smokes marijuana. I became aware of this
shortly after he moved in with me. One thing I admire
about him is that he will, not lie.
I have tried to accept his smoking, but I cannot. He
doesn't smoke at home, but I finally gave him an
ultimatum—to quit smoking entirely or to leave. He wants
to stay. and says he's trying to quit, but I doubt if he can.
If! turn him out, he will be completely alone. I hate to
see this happen to him. I am his only contact with "family,"
and the only good influence in his life. He loves and
respects me. I love him, too, but cannot tolerate his
smoking marijuana.
NAME WITHHELD

We all remember this or
that flower that grew in our
grandmother's yard. Wouldn't
DEAR NAME: I am told that marijuana is NOT
it be interesting to have a addictive, so your nephew could quit if he really wanted to.
grandmother's garden? It Many have done so.
would be fun to re-create such - I do NOT condone the use of marijuana, but as long as he
a Place. It would be a memory doesn't smoke it in your home I think it would be a mistake
psot, filled with nostalgia and to ask him to leave. He desperately needs your positive
with love. If love would make influence in his life.
flowers grow, that kind should
DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I are both devout.
thrive. There are so many to
plant, Nasturtiums, Datura's, Catholics. We believe in clean living and turning away
Larkspur, climbing roses, from evil.
My fiance is going to be best man at a wedding, and the
Lavendar, Four O'clocks. The
list goes on and on. We have bachelor stag party is coming up soon. There will be
the whole winter ahead of us to alcohol and porno movies, and I heard they've even hired a
nothing on!
plan and to find out what to dancing girl to jump out of. a cake with
htte pleaded with my fiance not to go to this party. He
plant and where to get each says he hates to go, but there is no way he can get out of it
plant. We have a climate that because he's the best man.
is conducive to growing
Abby. do you think a good Christian man should be
almost any flower. Whatever forced to witness such lowdown, disgusting entertainment
of
My lovely bright row
you do, plant something in- if he doesn't really want to?
SICK,INSIDE
geraniums are finally gone. I teresting and different next
hate to see them go as they spring.
DEAR SICK: No But who is "forcing" him? As best man
have been a joy all summer
but skip the
he could "make an appear ance
long. 4 did not try to save the
—
entertainment.
plants by hanging them up in
BUTTER CURLS
DEAR ABBY: Jim and I are both 30. We've been
the tats.ement. Quite a Jot of
. .
'married for seven -*ars, and -treoi to- tie -the—pickiest —
folks do that and seem to have
Your holiday meals will eater in the!,A'orld! lie,hates all yegetables'and most•fruits,
the best good fortune with carry a festive'accent If you and he won t touch meat, fish or chicken. He practically
them. It is especially good if serve butter curls with the lives on peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Can you
bread or rolls. Use a butter - believe, this is a grown man and the father of two?
Dining out is embarrassing because all- Jim ever Order's'
curler, dipping it into hot
Get Your
water after each time you is a peanut better and jelly sandwich and a glass of milk.
And when we're at the home of friends, he pushes his food
make a curl. Beginning at the
around on the plate and doesn't eat any of it. When the
print
of
far side of a pound
hostess notices it,. she asks if something is wrong with the
butter, draw the curler lightly food, and I want to crawl under the table!.
and rapidly toward you. This
Eieforek wve -go to someone's home, I give him a peanut
makes a thin shaving of butter butter and jelly sandwich so he won't be hungry
What. do yo.u'aclyisg? ',don't want to give, up my social
which curls: drop imFlorist &
mediately into iced water. life because roriny husband's childish eating habits. CLEARWATER, FLA.
Refrigerate in the water until
Garden Center
DEAR CLEAR: You needn't sacrifice your social life
ready to serve. They can be because of your husband's kooky eating habits. Your
753-8944
frozen separately, then friends will soon become accustomed to his idiosyncrasy
packed in a freezer container and accept it. If I were you, I'd be more concerned about
753-3251
for long time storage.
his health. He's asking for nutritional bankruptcy.
Problems? Tell them to Abby. For a personal
unpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Z\
•
•
Vig
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
V
"

Poinsettia's
Early

Shirley's

FOR FRIDAY,DECEMBER It, IR77
well but defer taking action
What kind of day will
until early next- week.
airnorrosit-be7 To find out what
AQUARIUS
the stars say, read the forecast
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ••••••...__-__1.
given for your birth Sign.
Under good Uranus influences, your imagination is
.ARIES
ir4/4
heightened. Give your creative
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
ideas the "full treatment."
Be alert now. Others may be
They should work out well.
trying to outmaneuver you.
PISCES
Keep eyes, ears attuned so that
tFeb-2e-to Mar.....204_
you dellit miss-a- trials—New
Some difficulty in combenefits m the offing.
munication
likely. Be especially
TAURUS
careful in what you tell another
Apr. 21 to May 21)
"confidentially." It could
Neither renege on promises
boomerang.
nor attempt too much. Both
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremes are likely now. Accept
Medi-Sysrem
endowed with a fine intellect,
only what better sense
• safe
tremendous drive and such
recognizes will suit the day and
faith in your convictions that
good purpose.
your persuasive powers are
GEMINI
boundless. There's a touch of
I May 22 to June 21)
the mystic about you, too, which
The lessons of experience
expresses itself in
should govern this day's moves. sometimes
music or poetry: Your talents
well-planned
A
program will
are such that your choice of a
run much more smoothly than a
career is. almost limitless, but
spur-of-the-moment set-up. •
your greatest fortes include
CANCER
finance,,
business
ad411(c)
403 So. 12th
June 22 to July 23)
ministration, science, the law,
Keep on your toes, stress your
statesmanship and medicine.
Pink
& Brown Holise j
(
The
calm, capable self, and
Also,. with your keen sew_ of.
•
pi-oblems Will be resolved Mari line and proportion, iou would
wIth p,ochase us 20 yold Waled ste,iess
easily. Your persuasiveness can
make an excellent architect.
do much, but don't overdo.it.
Birthdate: of: John Milton,
world-renowned poet.
LEO
July.24 to Aug. 23) 1061Vv7..,
Stimulating influences indicate a day in which to step up
efforts. Mix with.- those who
encourage your desire to
achieve.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may have a complex
problem. Tackle it with
unobtrusive but solid determination. Back principles
stoutly, but avoid being sharp
with others.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -An
A good day .for puUing
strings." Persons of influence
will be highly amenable should
,
yov.need..theit
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
2 Daily Plate Lunch
Curb tendencies toward
combativeness. You can be
your independent self without
being arrogant or domineering
Meat, 2 Vegetables & Roll
— and you'll gain more.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
If you have doubts or uncertainties- about launching a
certain project, it would be well
to heed. Try to find the underlying reasons for your
Call 753-0265
hesitancy.
CAPRICORN
and we'll have it ready for you
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1
6
.
S. 12th Street, Murray
Some unprecedented
situations
or
unusual
propositions indicated. Study

Free
Ear
Piercing
• painless
• quick,,

Sister Curtsinger Celebrates
Fiftieth Year As Franciscan Nun

(Prices_Good Friday & Saturday December 9 & 10 Only)

Mickey Mouse
Talking Phone
Charlie's
Angel
Dolls

'
1

Reg $14 75

$400

Connect
Four

Creative
Playthings

0
"

$ 59

20% on

Dixieland
Center

753-9696

TIVVIVVvtirVVIT

Sister Mary Jeanne
Curtsinger, a native of
Fancy Farm, and daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Luke J. Curtsinger,
celebrated her fiftieth
anniversary as a Franciscan nun on Saturday,
November 26. at Fancy
Farm.
The celebration began
with a High Mass of
Thanksgiving, offered by
Father Walter A. Hancock,
at St. Jerome Church, at 11
a. m. David Willett,
seminarian at-St. Meinrad,
Indiana, and a cousin of
Sister Mary Jeanne,
assisted with communion.
Luke J. Curtsinger, Ill, a
nepnew, was lector, and
nephews Tom Curtsinger,

Is Now Open

Specials

clkOss
GLanterit
RESTAURANT
AURORA, KENTUCKY

Western Kentucky's
Most Unique Restaurant!
icatunng

Char-broiled Steaks

Open
At

5 P. M

Scheduled Your Christmas Party Yet?
Closing For The Season December22
Reopen in late March
CAROL AND DICK THOMAS

For Reservations Call: 502 - 474-2773
( Except Saturdays)

Aecillas.aanteril
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

Cattitat

Cutteiti Aumal,KIP Mkovizul KAI • Camp bdli4&KA4 • Ga4U(1414,Ata •Taamio-n,st(
/ 4.

•

dairJ1

_

affoRdaw

of Owensboro, and Robert
Curgsinger. Louisville, and
a cousin, David Curtsinger,
of Fancy Farm, served the
mass.
At the offertory, Sister Mary Jeanne, with her four
brothers beside her,
renevied% the vows of
poverty, chastity and
obedience which she first
made at the Franciscan
Motherhouse, Mt. St. Clare.
_Clinton, Iowa. fifty yeaiN
ago.
During these years,Sister
Mary Jeanne has been a
teacher at many of the
Franciscan schools,
elementary and secondary,
in several different states.
At present, she-is head of
the accounting department
at Mt! St..._Clace College. After the mass, Qne
hundred and fifty relatives
and friends gathered at the
- Knights of •Ccrtumbus- Hatt
for dinner and a reception.
Among those present for
the festivities were Sister
Mary Jeanne's. brothers,
Walter Curtsinger, Fancy
Farm, L. J. Curtsinger and
Joseph C. • Curtgltiger,
Louisville, and Thomas A.
Curtsinger, Owensboro,
with their families. Her
only sister, Barbara Lou, of
Cincinnati, was unable to
attend.
Also attending were
Sister James Marion
Curtsinger, Sister Jeanne
Marian Willett. Sister
Celestine Marie Henshaw,
Sister Albert Louise
Thompson, all of Sisters of
Charity of Nazareth. and
Sister Mary Ann Phelan. of
the Franciscan order.

,t.rter r.vritup

OEM
Itot Dell

SVVITV

Christmas Specials

edElit8

Frances Drake

'Dean.

•.::.
X

7)e

4101

A

OPEN EVERY
NIGHT

4111.

LEATHER
Of
ilitiOATS

JUMPERS

HOLIDAY
LONG
DRESSES

Great
new

Soft

selection
genuine
, of jumpers

You will want

leather
to top all

to dance all

coats in rich

night in

f

and

these

•

shirts.

loxurious

your
brown Jones,
sweaters

with front
tie belts

•

and tap
Many

lonq & ShOtt-

Stitching
claims

' dresses.

styles.

. Reg.
15900

,Reg. to

-Reg. 27

9900

9

COORDINATE
140,
,G, SPORTSWEAR

GOWNS

1599

1101
"-A

FLEECE
ROBES

Warm & cozy
gowns to

Famous name,

-

Perfect to
curl up in

Nationally

wrap up in
on cold winter

Advertised.

.5

for the
nights. Pretty

Great selection

holidays.
pastel colors
.

of pants, tops,

Robe comes
'with

skirts, shirts

in warm
delicate

and jackets.

colors and

Get Your

lace trim.
many sizes.

Poinsettia's
Early

Reg. to 2999

Shirley's

899

Florists
Garden Center
753-6944
753-3251

•

444464

t-

-1

--Reg. 899

Reg 1999

399

899

-71 Solo's C11•;,• • IlimfrAmormard • Mester Owe,.

•CENTRAl6HOPPINd CENTER MURRAY KY
Niewpotli-i(M •-MtAMOM km •

op.1)(41.44..

Gtulfris:tt Ata,

12(z.kg
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Looking Back

The Jobless Crisis:Is
Technical Training
The Answer?

10 years Ago
Tourism poured $211 million last year
into- the =may of thittsea_°auntie*
Including Calloway County in the
Western Waterland Vacation region.
James M. Lassiter has been ap- pointed to the Board of Directors of the
Bank of Murray, according to Luther
Robertson, chairman.
Deaths reported include Tremon
Beale,- hge 92, merchant and banker,
and OW& E. Warren, age 66,-former
Murray Chief of Police.
Hewlett Cooper, Regional Health
Educcator with the Kentucky Department of Health, is attending anntionjil
conference in Washington, D.C., this
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Larrie Clark presented
a special musical program at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, according to
Mrs.. Ronald Churchill, program
chairman:

establishment of vocational-technical
programs as a part of our public
education efforts. More than half a
billion dollars are authorized by the
federal government each year to
support technical training throughout
the United States.
By KENNETH W. WINTERS
In an attempt to better serve the
Dean,Col. of Ind. and Tech.
regional industries, business, as well as
Murray State University
education, Murray State has developed
The changing job demands within our
and implemented a vast array of
"CAN WE SEE WHERE )100 KEEP
increasingly complex technological
engineering technology and industrial
'society 'points up the urgency for
technology training programs. Typical
greater emphasis upon technical
of these job-oriented programs are
training, along with concern'about the
those in Ilectrical Engineering
By M.C. Garrott
vocational aspects of school guidance.
Technology,
Manufacturing
This career development, concept is
Retiring Mayor George Hart and
Engineering Technology, Occupational
'bit-Timing the most important part of
Mayor Holmes Ellis are pictured
Safety and Health Technology, Drafour total educational effort towards the
turning the first shovel-of dirt for the
ting and Design Technology, and
maximum development of each inconstruction of the new building of the
Graphic Arts Technology.
dividual's potential and interests.
Southern Bell Telephone Company at
Student and industrial acceptance of
In both human and economic terms,
North Seventh and Olive Streets.
these and other programs at Murray
satisfactory employment should be one
Deaths reported include Willie
State and elsewhere has been
of life's most rewarding experiences. In
Enoch,age 76.
phenomenal. This is clearly indicated
addition to providing the security of an _ by the growing enrollment figures
Airman First Class William T. Clark
and
adequate income, a good job offers the
of Laurence G. Hanscom Field, Redthe extremely high percentage of
In my day I've been lucky enough to
clarinet on such numbers as "The
pride of human achievement, an opfore, Mass., was chosen as base airman
All were just great, and I didn't nap
graduates who have actually found jobs
have heard Gene Krupa play the
portunity for individual growth, and a
Nearness of You," "Sweet Georgia
of the month at his base.
for a moment while they were on. If I
in the fields for which they were
drums, Eddy Eluchin and -Floyd
Brown"'and"Fins and Middy," while
sense of personal usefulness.
In high school basketball games
enjoyed any One more than the others,I
trained.
Kramer play the piano and Benny
But satisfying employment seldom is
Chuck took over periodically with his
Hazel beat Lynn Grove and Murray
suppose it was the George Burns Show.
Similar programs are being imGoodman and Pete Fountain play
acheived without wise career planning.
drums on several of the livelier numHigh beat Kirksey. Duncan got 22 for
I always get a big kick out of George
plemented by vocational centers,
clarinet, but in my opinion they were no
The schools must play an inCreasing
bers.
Hazel, Warren got 39 for Lynn Grove,
Burns and his humor as well as his
community colleges, technical inbetter than our own Chuck Simons,
role in assisting the student in
++++++
Roberts got V for Murray, and
philosophy of life. He takes no credit for
stitutes, as well as four year colleges
Marie Taylor and Don Story,
examining his or her interests,
Chuck, Marie and Don started
Edwards got
r iCirksey.
doing anything special to live into his
and universities throughout the United
Marie and Don are music faculty
abilities, and goals.
playing together about three years ago
Mrs. Paul t egan and Mrs. Paul
eighties. He just radiates good humor
States. During the past year,some 1,850
members at Murray State. Chuck has
At the time a student is able to make
when they presented a faculty recital at
Wilson presented the lesson at the
and seems to enjoy every moment.
institutions listed programs such as
been until not long ago on a part-time
a career choice, the schools, must also
the university., Before they realized it,
One of his .quips was particularia_ meeting,of the, Suburban Homemakera
these, an increase of 151 over the-last
basis, but now he devotes all of his time
be prepared technically and
they were getting requests to play from
Club held at the Grogan home.
great. He was talking about Dick
two years.
to his music store on Main Street. The
philosophically to move him or her into
all over.
Cavitt, the talk-show specialist.
The fact that jobs are plentiful, and
three of them get together occasionally
a program that will lea4 directly/to a
Although they did present-.a- free,
"f-saw Dick at a party the other
industry and , studens demand and
and play as a jazz triotaffir special
job. This.educational responsibility
public program at the Calloway County
night," Burns said, fliciting the ashes
deserve appropriate-technical training
functions around town — Chuck on the
may occur at the high school, post-high
Library east spring; it costs a little
from his ever-present, oversized cigar.
programs,leaves us with no alternative
An iron lung has recently been
drums, Marie at the piano and Don on
school vocational' school, technical
-money to get them to play for parties,
"He was dancing with Raquel Welch. I
but to provide this service to our
donated to the Murray Hospital by the
the
clarinet.
institute-community college, or four
banquets
and
other
social
functions
didn't
realize
he
was so short. It looked
educational regions as part of Out onKentucky Chapter of the National
year college level.
I heard them for the first time the
such asthat nowadays.
as if he had three heads."
going public educational system.
Foundation of Infantile Paralysis. The
'other
While there seems to be a leveling off
night
-at
a
dinner
They
given
are,
however,
by
the
seriously
As
conthe
laughter
died
away, he conThe dramatic need for technicians
lung has been checked out by Dr.
in enrollment in higher education,
university's Woman's Club. These
sidering another public performance,
tinued with his perfect sense of timing,
and specialists has also brought about a
Roberts galls, according to hospital
three are not only musicians; they are
technical education continues to attract
to be staged sometime this coming
"The band was playing a fox trot, but
need for more careful, job-directed
authorities.
increasing numbers of ,shidents who
artists:
•
spring
at
the
university,
so
more of the
Dick was doing a waltz. He not only
vocalidnill Counseling. Counselors must
Arvin McCuiston, Mrs. Otis WorkFrom the moment they swung into
look to it for preparation for a variety of
folks who ordinarily wouldn't have an
couldn't see; he couldn't hear,either."
help their students see the necessity for
man,
Mrs. Herman Darnell, Mrs.
occupations. This increase in student technical and job training
their theme, or signature, number,
opportunity
to
heir
them
will
be able to
as part of
Garnett Loafman, and Alfred Lassiter
"When You're Smiling," until they
participation is exemplified by currerfT their education and the key
do
so.
to ocreteived awards in the-I947 Cowrie
(
4brought down the -house with that
enrollment trends in Murray State
" rtirlooking fortrard to that, and will
cupational fulfillment.
Journal and Tom Wallace Forrestry
University's technical career.,oriented
"Running Wild" encore, theirs was one
keep you posted. If you like good, toeRealizing that the labor market, for
contests.
programs. These programs have shown
of the most delightful programs I have
tapping music you can relate to, these
the foreseeable future, will have its
Deaths reported include Ronald Ted
a growth in excess of 50 percent over
heard
in
years.
good
I
could
people
relate to every
can strictly play it.
major need an abundant supply of
Atkins, infant son, and William S.
the past three years.
note of it.
++++++
Now I know that the Lord is greater
technician-level employees, it seems
Jones.
A further indication of interest has
Each was featured on particular
Speaking of performances, there
than all gods. — Exodus 18:11.
only fitting that educational institutions
James Collie of Murray has pledged
come from the federal government.
numbers from time to time. Marie
have been some delightful specials on
When we read the many injunctions
move forward in preparing to serve this
Phi
Epsilon Kappa, honorary
Successive administrations have the
played
two
early
television
Christmas
lately.
carols
I'm
of
in
thinking of the
the Old Testament that we should
segment of our student population.
organization for physical education
French and German origin and which
George Burns One-Man Show, America
worship the Lord God of Hosts and no
majors at Indiana University.
we know today as "Now Is Barn the
Salutes the Queen, the last Bing Crosby
training and our education, this has not
other god or gods, we feel that these
Mrs. Carl Lockhart has returned
Divine Christ Child" and "Good
Christmas Show and a big special by
always been the case.
teachings are for a bygone age. And
from a visit with her daughter and
Christian Men Rejoice."
Johnny Cash and friends. These were,
In every society, from the most
yet, how many people today worship
family, Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones
Don demonstrated his mastery of the
entertainment.
primitive to the most complex,children
the gods of gold, wordly wealth,
and baby, Janeth Louise, of St. Louis,
have learned both how to survive and
prestige and temporal power?
Mo.
how to "earn a living." Children were
Written By The Humane
trained — usually by their parents — in
Society Of Calloway County
By KEN WOLF
skills that made them useful members
Assoc. Prof., History Dept.
of society. The same was true of
Murray State University
education. We did, and still do, learn
Public education in America seems to
heat. Exp4s agree that an outdoor dog
"Weathering Winter Weather"
our moral values and such wisdom and
be moving in the direction of job
,may need, halfagain as much food in
decision-making abilities as we possess
training. Many argue that the
winter as in the summer. But in adAlthough Nature may have endowed
from our parents far more than from
traditional educational disciplines of
dition to quantity, he needs added
your
with a heavier coat to protect
our teachers.
literature, history; philosophy, and the
guarded,is teams' health of body and
vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates, Dear Editor:
Schools and colleges,then,are hardly him from winter cold, he needs special
like are of limited value in today's job
peace of mind as their most precious
In September 1978, the Murray State
fats and proteins. Table scraps and
indispensable as agents of either our consideration and care from his owner
market. Although we often use the
stock in trade. He has found,time to do
some of the cheap dry food on sale Football Team will take the field for the
training or our education. Realizing if he is to survive the winter in
words -interchangeably, there is a
all thing's needful, but never lets time
about town will not do. Eggs first time in a-number of years without
this, we can more easily suggest that reasonable comfort. What are his
difference between "education" and
find him doing nothing.
(
preferably cooked) and milk should be Bill Furgerson at the helm. I find that
our colleges especially choose whether specialneeds?
"training." Although both are imBill Furgerson lie winner because he
added to the diet now and then, and a reflection on this leaves me with an
1. Most obvious of Rover's winthey will emphasize education or
portant, the primary goal of all schools, training.
has his expectation of reward on the '
better grade dry food should be pur- "empty"-feeling.
terneeds is shelter. While a dog can
Bill Furgerson and his fine staff will
but especially of colleges and universolid foundation of service rendered. He
chased.
We complain that colleges do not endure relatively low temperatures, he
succeeded at Murray State, but in
sities, ought to be education. This is my
be
has looked upon his work as an op4.
isbulnerable
Winter
of summer, your dog needs
to drafts. He is especially
adequately prepare people to "face
principal argument.
portunity to be seized with joy and
an abundant supply of fresh, clean many people's hearts they will never be
life." Even if we taxpayers could agree vulnerable if he is confined to a cage or
When we are gold that someone is on what is necessary to face
made the most of,'and not as painful
water. But in the winter his water replaced.
life, is it chained to his dog house.
For those of us that have supported
trained, we assume that the person has
dredgery to be Eeluctantly endured.
frequently freezes over. Owners
Many of the dog houses one sees
possible that our schoels often fail
Coach Furgerson over the years, I want
some specific skill or skills, that he or
Furgerson is a winner lecause he
because they imply try to de-400 arotind Vurray are laosely-construste.cl
_ st19.14.44e4 Awning and flight tosee
say thank yeti Toi• this opportunity
to
'she is trained to perform a Particular
pas,believed in his proposition heart
that the water is not frozen.
much? Who can better face the job wooden boxes with an open door at one
job, be it. laying pipe, cutting hair or
and soul. He carries-an air of optimism
5. Special attention should be paid to and privilege. To those that might not
market — a student trained to do a job end. These are inadequate:, Frigid
writing a clear English sentence. The that may be obsolete in five years
into the sea of adversity, dispels ill
grooming in cold weather. Daily have supported Bill Furgerson, all I can
or winds whistle through cracks and'whip
theft, temper with cheerfulness, kills doubts
distinction between education and
one who has developed the ifiSights and through the doorway. And thelact that • brushing with a firm brush is essential' say to them is,that I am sorry for
as
lucky
been
have
as
could
they
wish
I
with strong convictions, and removes
training is not a distinction between sense of identity that will sustain
for a healthy coat. The pads on your
Rover has survived other winters in
him
we have been, so that they too might
active friction with an agreeable
white-collar and blue-collar jobs or one through the many job changes that
dog's
such
shelter
a
should
paws
obscure
not
the
should
be
examined
for
will
personality.
between manual labor and so-called
snow or ice _which may cause mares. If know how it feels to cheer for a winner.
be necessary in our rapidly changing fact that he probably has spent many a
Folks,that's just what Bill Furgerson -- Finally; BM Furgerson 1S-a Winner
"head woll.".U-training is seen as -the society?
salt or chemicals have been used to
miserable night in it, and, as he grows
because he has taken a good grip on the
development of particular skills, then
melt ice on sidewalks and streets, the is, a winner. He's a whiner because he
Colleges (arid perhaps even secon- older,the cold will elact its toll upon his •
truck drivers and plumbers and dary schools) should drop job training
paws should be washed with warm respects his profession, he respects his joy of life and played the game like a
health.
fellow man,and he respects himself. He
gentleman.
electricians are trained but so are and vocational programs,leaving
water to prevent burns.
Cracks should be covered over, and,
these
To Coach Furgerson and his staff I
medical doctors, lawyers, and to be learned more cheaply and efIf the above needs are met, your dog has been honest and fair with the
an "L" shaped entrance should be
university and I hope the university has
want
to say thanks for the guidance and
professional writers. In many cases, all ficiently on the job. They should
should
constructed
be
able
to
As
ward
a
to
off
survive
wind.
the
most.winter
conbeen honest and fair with him.
leadership you have provided the'
or most of this training was not centratb instead on the more imminimum, the house should face
weather without difficulty. But when
football program over the years.
acquired in a school.
Bill Furgerson is a winner because he
the temperatures get down to 10 or 15
portant, if less expensive, function of another building or bales of stra
Thanks for being "class" individuals,
University
with
Murray
State
Training develops skills; education educating people. Education requires
of
thinks
degrees above zero, it is probably a
placed as a barrier against the wind
but most of all, thanks for being great
helps us to form values. If proper no sophisticated technological devices. The house itself should be large enough
good idea to take Rover inside for the loyalty, speaks of it with praise, and
friends
to all of us.
custodian
trustworthy
training makes us a better stane mason It can be done in any classroom.
always
as
acts
a
night.
for the dog to lie down comfortably, but
Virgil M Harris
or computer operator, education helps
A couple of final words of caution: of it's egad name.
not so large as to dissipate his body
Education happens when we have
Murray, Ky.
Bill Furgerson is a winner because he
us understand why we enjoy building time while in school to read those
heat. It goes without saying that the
Owners should never haul dogs in the
walls or studying print-outs. Education books, talk to those people and ask
back of trucks without providing is d booster not a knocker. pusher not a
house needs a board, not dirt, floor.
helps us see the social, political, and ourselves those questions that will help
protection against the cold wind. kicker, and a motor not a clog. He has
2. Your dog also needs bedding such
Murray Ledger & Times
moral consequences of our training. It ns grow in sell-knowledge. Only if we
Without such . protection, the animals
as straw or clean rags and rugs to
Walter I, Apperson
Publether
• can also help us make decisions about know ourselves will we be able to set
can easily sustain severe frostbite to
provide a soft place for him to sleep and
Ft Gene Mc(utcheon
Editor
WRITE A LETTER
what is good and bad for us — after realistic and humane goals and have
help insulate him against cold. Many '- -ears and noses in just a few
Murray ledger & Tunes is published
The
Letters to the editor are welcomed
helping us define what "good" and theppatience. and perseverance to work
ever) afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christminutes—"a short ride downtown."
owners do aot provide bedding because
and encouraged. All letters must be
mas Da). New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
"bad" mean. In short, training allows toirard those goals.
Owners whose dogs (or cats) are
"the dog just drags it outside every
Murray Newspapers. Inc , 1C3 N 4th Si.
signed
by
the
writer
and
the
writer's
Murray. Ky 4207I Second Class Postage Paid at
us to do something. Only education
habitually kept indoors in the winter
time I put it in." Unfortunately, Rover
If you are educated, the British
address
Murray Ky 43071
phone
and
number must be
allifis us to become or be something. believed, youcan always be trained. If
should be especially careful not to
does notichow any better.
suBscRIPTIps BATES In areas served by
included
for
verification.
The
pane
Training helps us stay alive, but you know how to learn and why you are
rarners. $350 per month, payable in advance
forget about animals who are let outThe problem can eften be solved by
number
Tall in Calloway County and to Benton, HarBi
will
not
be
published.
education is necessary if we are really learning, you can always be taught new
side "for a few minutes." These
nailing a board across the bottom of the,
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farrrungton, Ky . and
Letters
should
be
typewritten
and
Pans, Buchanan and Puryear, Tr% , $1750 per
to live.
doorway to help hold the baldirig in.
animals are not accustomed to winds
skills. Using this philosophy,the British
double-spaced whenever possible
year By mail to other destinations. 132 50 per
It should be clear that both training produced enough talent to run the
and frigid temperatures,and can easity
Securing the rages and rugs to the floor
year
and
should
be
on
topics
general
of
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
and education have been important to largest empire in world history for over e of the dog house with broad-headed
perish is left outside overnight or all
Assonation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
interest.
man for centuries. Men were trained a century and enough wisdom to
day.
nails will also help. Bedding should be
Association
Editors reserve the right to
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
and educated long before they were surrender the empire when it was no
dry, and should be changed from time
dondense
republish local news originated by The Murray
or
reject
letter
any
and
"schooled." The modern system of longer practical to hold on to it.
•
to time when it gets dirty. Soiled bedFor information about the Humane
ledger at Times as well as all other AP news.
limit frequent writers
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
mass-schooling is less than a century
ding can endanger your dog's health
Society of Calloway:. County snd its
Let's insist that our schools and
703-191e
corresponden
fiwonem Office
Address
ce
to:
• old: The emphasis on vocational or job colleges educate our children. It is .and provides little insulation against
activities, please write The Humane
753-1916
•
lassified Advertinng
Editor, The Murray Ledger Or
Advertising
753-1919
Display
Retail
skills is even more recent. Although we cheaper, more efficient and wiser
the cold.
Society of Calloway County, P.O. Box
than
Taries..Box32,•Murray-K44.1207L
. Aka*.
..
Litcuiation
'PM"to -Metsemis-03-tram-.7WeimilMii sYriretitioritsi wrotWilis1129311?'"1:7
ftv5Sratt
Murray,
og;
7S3-19
•
News and Sports Dept
7"
7
"
tatirafinteilviallli ,Yolif 1w-almost sole relponstbility for both our courses that we now tolerate.
'needs extra nutrition to produce body
Kentucky. or call 7534994.
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Morehead Gets
First Win But
(
41
Western Upset
By The Associated Press
Morehead recorded its first
.win of the season while
Eastern and Western Kentucky's ledgers read 2-3 as a
result of nonconference
basketball action in Kentucky
Wednesday night.
HertarStir—
nper-poured inzt
points as Morehead defeated
Northern Kentucky 78-71 to
post its first win in four
outings. Eastern Kentucky,
meanwhile, defeated Urbana
89-75 and Butler overcame a
stubborn Western Kentucky
team 90-86.
Coming off a 32-32 halftime
tie, Morehead rallied to overcome a seven-point Northern
lead with 6:50 on the clock and
took the lead for good at 6644
with 3:50 remaining.

Louisville Pulls Upset With
88-85 Win On Michigan Floor

Eastern recorded 31 assists,
an Ohio Valley Conference
record, in its matchup rvith"
Urbana.'Sophomore eenter
Dave Bootcheck scored 20
points for the evening's honors
in a game. that was decided
when Eastern went ahead 19,17 ith 10:02yemaining in the
jifst half.
Western's loss to Butler
gave the Indiana school its
first. win of the season against
six losses. Butler put five
players in double figures, led
by Tom Orner with 24.
Western returned from a 4442 halftime deficit to lie the
score, but couldn't muster a
ledd. The Hilltoppers' James
Johnson took game honors

76ers End Jinx Against
Blazers, Romp 122-100

(Mt RRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

By LARRY PALADINO
AP Sports Writer
ANN ARBOR, Mich. ( AP)
— Since the 1972-73 college
basketball season, only
Indiana had been able to
defeat Michigan in Crisler
Arena.
And the last norf-conference
team to upend theWolverines
their homon e court had been
Toledo in December, 1971.
Louisville changed all that
Wednesday night before a
screaming capacity crowd of
13,600.
The 16th-ranked Cardinals,
who trailed by 11 points midway through the first half,
took a 43-41 halftime lead and
then battled No. 9 Michigan to
the wire for an exciting 88-85
victory.
The outcome snapped a 23-,
game home victory string for
Michigan and was only its
third home loss in the last 56
games. The other two were to
the great Indiana teams of
1975 and 1976.
Also, the Wolverines'
snapped their 25-game Crisler
winning streak against non:

Big Ten as their record fell to
3-1. Louisville is 2-1.
Rick Wilson, who led Louisville with 26 points, stole the
ball from freshman Paul
Heuerman and scored on a
layup with 26 seconds
remaining to give the Cardinals an 86-83 lead. He
wrapped things up with a pair
of free throws with six seconds
left.
"It was just a tough game to
lose when we play so well and
dejected
so hard," said
Coach Johnny Orr. of
Michigan. "It was a super
for
game
basketball
December."
His counterpart., Denny
Crum, sighed: "I think I lost
10 pounds, at least."
Crum probably sweated off
a couple of them when one of
his forwards, Larry Williams,
took a 15-foot jump shot late in
the first half — at the
Michigan basket.
Had Williams connected,
Michigan might have won the
game,85-84. Wilson's final two
free throws came as a result of
a deliberate foul_ that wouldn't
have been committed had the
Wolverines held the lead.
'
a

two pressure free throws
earlier for an 83-82 Wolverines
lead.
Bobby Turner chipped in 19
points for the Cardinals, Griffith had 14 and wrong-way Williams 13.
The game was the first ever
between the schools. Both resume action Saturday at
home, Michigan against
Dayton and Louisville against
Robert Morris.

Gordie Howe Breaks
1,000-Goal Barrier

By ALEX SACHARE
Cleveland Cavaliers 96-95, the Alvan Adams' basket with
Pacers 118, Jazz 183
AP Spoils Writer
Phoenix Suns beat the Detroit 1:40 to go in overtime snapped
John Williamson led the way
They all count the same in Pistons 113-1177 in overtime, a 105-105 tie and put Phoenix with 26 points for the Pacers,
the standings, but the fact re- the San Antonio Spurs ahead to stay.
who won without high-scoring
mains that some games are defeated the New Jersey Nets
Davis and Paul Westphal Adrian Dantley, sitting out a
more important than others. 125-122 in overtime, the In- scored 27 points each and one-game suspension for an
That was the case in Phila- diana Pacers toppeiithelleit__Adama bad 26 for Phoenix_
altercation. with_ Milwaukee's
delphia Wednesday night, Orleans Jazz 118-103 and the
Spurs 125, Nets 122
Dave Meyers.
when the 76ers whipped the Denver Nuggets beat the AtGeorge Gervin was held
Nuggets 123, Hawks 11,8
Portland Trail Blazers 122-100. lanta Hawks 123-116.
scoreless in the first period
Dan Issel scored a season"This establishes our conGeorge McGinnis led the Si- but got 38 in the next three as high 34 points as the Nuggets
fidence; we now know we can xers with 24 points and Julius San Antonio sent the Nets to raised their home-court
beat Portland," said Phila- Erving added n.
their fifth straight loss and record to 12-11. David Thompdelphia Coach Billy Cunningdropped their record to 3-21, son added 32 points and Bobby
ham, whose club had lost five
Portland got 27 points from worst in the. NBA.
Jones 24.
in a row to the Blazers, in- forward Maurice Lucas and 25
cluding four straight in the from center Bill Walton, but
National
Basketball nobody else scored more than
Association playoff finals last 10.
spring.
Celtics 113, Kings 109
"This has got to be our best
The slumping Celtics
game of the season without a snapped a three-game losing
doubt," added Cunningham, streak behind veterans Dave
who replaced Gene Shue when Cowens and John Havlicek.
the Sixers were 2-4 and has Cowens had 28 points and 16
seen the club go on a 15-2 tear. rebounds and Havlicek added
-We dominated the defensive 25 points, including eight in
boards, and our fast break the fourth quarter.
was awesome in the middle of
Bullets 94, Cavaliers 96
the third period."
Kevin Grevey's three-point
That's when the Sixers
broke the game open, scoring play with 25 seconds
16 points in a row.to erase a76- remaining gave Washington
71 deficit and go ahead to stay. its victory. Grevey, who
The loss snapped a club- scored 19 points, sank a 12-foot
For
record eight-game wining- -bank shot-and-added a free
streak for Portland, whose 18- throw to break a 93-93 tie.
Suns 113, Pistons 107; OT
4 record leads the league.
Detroit blew a 15-point lead
In other NBA games
Wednesday night, the Boston with 7:54 to go in regulation,
Celtics edged the Kansas City ,rookie Walter Davis tying it
Kings 113-109, the Washington for Phoenix with a short
Bullets
trimmed
the jumper with one. second left.

Bull Durhams
Open All Winter
Tues. - Sun.

Call
642-0368

• By The Associated Press
"The 1,000th goal for Gordie
Howe — it's finally come after
10 agonizing hockey games."
How better to describe the
accomplishment Wednesday
night by the grand old man of
professional hockey than
through the play-by-play
commentary of New England
Whalers broadcaster Bob
Neumeier?
"It's beast°(Dave)Keon at
the point, Keon spinning,
shooting. Now it's centred by
Mike) Antonovich, hehits the
S.
411111
post. (John) McKenzie with
It
.
•
the rebound,in front to Gordie-.
•
"I thought that was a great -Howe ... he scores!"
basketball game," Crum said.
Howe, a 49-year-old native
t).tl\itt"I would have thought so even of Floral, Sask., in his 31st pro
if we would have lost."
season, wasted little time
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
Wilson's heroics over- Wednesday reaching the
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
shadowed brilliant games career_milestone scoring on
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
from Michigan's lone seniors, a power play at 1:35 of the first
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
0-fo-4-8 center Joel Thompson - period as the Whalers beat the
with a space problem.
and 6-3 -guard Dave Baxter. Birmingham Bulls 6-3 in a •
Includes. Individual bays ( any size), 24 hour private
Thompson scored a career World Hockey Association
entrance, security,lights,insurance.
29-points — 10 straight in the contest.
pressure-packed final six
"We were on a power play,
minutes — and led everyone with the forward line. of •
with 13 rebounds. Baxter had Antonovich, McKenzie and
28 points and eight assists. The myself, plus the defense unit.
duo scored just one free throw Antonovich had hit the goal
post, Pie (McKenzie) threw it
between them.
That was Joel's greatest across and it was in.
"It was almost an identical
game at Michigan," Orr said.
641 North, Center Drive
"And it was Baxter's fourth play to when I got my first
Neer parkins Pancake Hone, behind Cad Howard Used Cons.
outstanding performance in a goal against Turk Broda.
performance
U-STORE IT
The veteran _;ht winger,
- U-LOCK IT
row."
TELEVISION
Detroit
Red
Wings
to
who
led
There
were
10
lead
changes
us0PA!,
U-KEEP THE KEY
the last six minutes. Darrell seven consecutive National
League
chammonth
5'x10'
Griffiths' jumper with 1:02 left Hockey
gave Louisville an 84-83 lead pionships and four Stanley
month
5'x16'
Cups from 1949 to 1955, scored
for the last change.
Michigan then slowed down 786 regular season NHL goals
4-fp
month
8'x10'
the tempo, apparently playing and 67 in the playoffs before
for a final winning bucket retiring from the Wings in
month
10'x16'
when Wilson pilfered the ball 1971.
When he left Detroit, pro
from Heuerrnan — who sank
25" irsegonal/WYM9314PN
hockey's all-time scoring
MEDTERRANEAN STYLING distressed Dark Spanish
•
•
Pecan finish on hardwood solids, wood composition
leader
had
won
six
scoring
ZazTrIzzilirrairVIZZIMarliq titles, six most-valuable713-13-4117121- 117r271;r7rVZ
board and simulated wood accents. Concealed
Casters.
player awards, made the all'1•100
0*
star team 21.4irnes and held
V.
league records for goals,
II
i•••••dlM••Ya
seasons (25), games (1,089),
),
el assists (1,023) and points
all, (1,809)•
4
▪
In four WHA seasons with
el) Houston Aeros, Howe had 121
regular-season goals and
,/\
ati another 20 in,the playoffs
• before jumping to the Whalers
4
ei with sons Mark and Marty
ati during the off-season.
Prior to Wednesday's
ett historic game, Howe had five
•goals and 17 assists this
•••1
1
6°7season. Goal No,_090 had come
14" diag0•11/1A7364VID
• almost a month earTier
Walnut fin,sn on high Impact plashc
25"diogonal ^1109412MP
at against Edmonton.
t•••
EARLY AMERICAN STYUNG distressed maple finish
Now that the 1,000th goal is ..t
on hardwood solids and wood composition board
r_".atscs,otect-Casters-----out- of the way, Meg'Gordie
- •
ek) have any further goals for the
W/T
current campaign?
"I'd like to get 20 goals, but
it's taken 11 games to get
• one," he mused.
617 Bob Stephenson tied it for
ki
t the Bulls before the period
▪ ended, but the Whalers put the
di game out of reach with three
et, unanswered goals in the third. ota
tat "There's certainly no
W/T
argument about the greatest
tri4hockey player who ever
IS" clic:lipase' AIGIANVY
iriPE ir
cOmeo wry
lived," said Birmingham
fir-mr,
Coach Glenn Sonmor."Gordie
is probably the most respected
w1
_, player by every teammate
wl and opponent."
•,‘
•
Jets 5, Aeros 2
Et) Bobby Hull, not far behind
trd Howe in his chase for a 1,000th
dtt career tally, scored twice as
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
di Winnipeg snapped a fiveto game home winless streak by
HOWARD COY and JOHN SiNINONS, OWNERS
tiv
beating Houston.
314 Fast Main Street
Oilers 5,Stingers 4
212 EAST MAIN ST.
PHONE 753-1586
Murray,Ky. 42071
(41/
Bill Plett's. second goal of
753-0123
the game, a one-handed
.
• iri•
a
CRI screen shot at 54 seconds of
"
.14
TO'
ad the overtime period, lifted
,?•;.•0?;1.A.6,4.-..<
Ian!,
L"...AAA
4
11F-',:;;;
4
.114
ii
Edmonton over Cincinnati and
el gave Flat his courth game11110
:4
P
-11h1
•
lip
Iry73-477311TanirIZZVOZtrizarti winning 'goal against the
Oranar72-4 ITV •
this
seasZln.
Stingers
• 10.
,

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

Christmas Party
Bookings

-

11'^V0S-

0

753-4758

1 6c")
$2300

•11 S.

WIT

•

9.

Gi

_

•

4

o 094/0
03

_

'59888

to

'7995

att

*Portable Typewriters *Attache Cases
*Pen Sets *Desk Accessories

Many gift items for that"Special" Boss
or Secretary on your Christmas List!

•

MURRAY APPLIANCE

•

Twin Lakes Office Products
Vvo-pt

att

illim'

tan/

416.

•••

'34

/4
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William Mary Shocks
Second-Rated Tarheels

Standing On
The Firing Line
.By Mike Brandon Sports Editor

A Good Chance To Aid Recruiting
a

'KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
... it's not often anybody mentions William & Mary's
basketball team in the same
breath with North Carolina,
but.the-Indians are certainly
-6-tielirai
r footing with the Tar
Heels today.
In fact, they're a step ahead
of them.

Cross whipped Iona. 105-83;
18th-ranked
Syracuse
trounced Colgate 99-50 and No.
19 Kansas blasted Fairleigh
Dickinson 88-54.
John Lowenhaupt!s 21 points
led Williatuk-M6rY's.iipset of
North Carolina. The surprising Indians took a 32-31
lead at halftime and steadaly
built it until the Tar Heels
made a. belated comeback
behind Phil Ford, who scored
24 points in the game..
The Indians came close to
losing their lead late in the
game by missing the front end
of two. one-on-one free throw
situations. With 31 seconds
left, North Carolina's Mike
O'Koren hit on two to make it
71-70. But then free throws'by
Bobby Boyd and Billy
Harrington moved the Indians
ahead 76-71 and the Tar Heels
couldn't come back.
-

attack buried Colgate. Darnell
Valentine scored 19 points to
lead Kansas over Fairleigh
Dickinson.
In other games, Texas beat
Oklahoma State 106-87 as Jim
Erivacsscored 42 poiiitsf
Graziano's"24 points led South
Carolina ove Baptist College

of
Charleston
107-75;
Georgetown walloped Wagner
96-65 as Rich Jackson scored
16 second-half points; George
Washington defeated
Wisconsin 77-74 behind Toni
-petftta -and- -West----Virginia buried CCNY 105-66 as Lowes Moore scored 24.

Murray State will play at Indiana Saturday.So?
We'll get an idea of how the Racers are doing in connThe..Racers_go intn thP-tennuf with-a.= 4:ecor4 and quite- __parts=With tbeother league teamsfteitt week.
frankly, they should be 3-1. But whether anyone realizes it
Next Wednesday, Georgia College is here' and Middle
or not, the game in Bloomington Saturday will be quite
Tennessee beat them Monday 92-55. Then on December 17,
important for the Racers.
Georgia College plays at Eastern Kentucky.
Point: The game- will be carried live on television in
Chicago.
My schedule had Austin Peay playing at Old Dominion
Wiiham & Mary pulled off
the upset of the young college
Point: The game will be carried live on television in
last night but I can't find any score anywhere. Therefore,
Louisville.
season Wednesday night with
the predictions are a bit incomplete for the OVC games.
a 78-75 victory over the
Point: The game will be carried live on television in
Thus far for the young season, they are 15-6 with the Peay
Evansville.
nation's second-ranked team,
game of last night not included.
How about East Tennessee last night? They played at 'and Coach Bruce Parkhill
Now, think of all the outlying areas which can pick up the
home against a tough Wake Forest team and lost by one
game on one of those three stations.
indulged himself with the
point.
Get the point?
inevitable superlatives.
r-N
The high school picks are off to a 17-4 record and comM,urray won't win. They aren't that good. If a team can
It was a great, great win
for us," said the :William &
bined with the OVC predictions, the total is 32-10 for an
win at home by just three points over Bethel College, then
accuracy mark of .762 which is a bit high this early in the
let's face facts; they aren't a very good teOn and they are
Mary coach. "I think we
season.
fooling themselves if they think they can play with Indiana.
maintained the tempo of the
Dear Santa,
For Friday,in the high scOpol games:
But. . . sometimes people can fool themselves. And if
game throughout. UNC is a
. My name is Virginia and though I am now an
Calloway at. MAYFIELD by nine —Mayfield might be a
Murray State•could only make it respectable for Saturday.
heck of a ball team, but right
-adult I still believe in you and in your ability to
little over-rated but they are enough over-sized they should
If they Were to play even with 10 points, it could be great
now I just can't find words to
bring joy on Christmas morning by delivering
be able to outscrap a physical Laker team. It would not be
publicity.
describe how I feel about our
Duck Williams scored 23
exactly what each person wants. Finivelier. I
a major upset if the Lakers did win, even though Mayfield is
For instance. . a 6-9 kid from Chicago is watching the
squad."
points as Notre Dame held
also believe that even you, Dear Santa, could
ranked eighth in the state by the Lit-Ratings.
game. Because of the young talent and because he's not
Northwestern scoreless for
profit from what I learned on a recent shopElsewhere
college
in
Murray at WINGO by two - That's no misprint. The
quite good enough himself, he understands he may not be
the first seven minutes and
ping
trip to the
basketball,cl
thirJranked
Tigers would be picked by 99 per cent of the people in town
able to play for Indiana. And if he did go there, his talent
Notre Dame walloped Nor- romped over the outclassed
but I've never .been known to be a conformist. Wingo is a
couldn't develop because he might be riding the bench.
Big Ten team.
thwestern 88-48; No. 16
good club, they are physical and above all, are at how& So
Let's just assume Murray does play a good game. Let's
Rick Wilson stole the ball
Louisville defeated No. 9
even without guard Scott Tucker, who was injuredid the
say they make it exciting. This 6-9 young man will be sitting
The Quality of their merchandise is the best
from
Paul Heuerman and
Michigan 88-85; No. 12 Marygame with Mayfield, the Indians have to be a slight
in his living room and saying: "You know, I might be able
and
their prices are unbelievable!
scored
on
a
layup
with 26 secland tripped East Carolina
favorite.
to play at Murray State. And besides, look at all the seniors
For example I found' Corduroy jacket and
onds
left,
then
iced
the
game
130-106; 15th-ranked Holy
Other Friday games: CARLISLE COUNTY at Sedalia by
they have out there."
jean sets 2 5-10..10, corduroy shirts - 516.99,
with two free throws with six
two, Fulton City at HEATH by two, Fulton County at
Now, if Murray gets beat by 35 points, he'll sit there and
flannel shirts - 56.99, sweater vests - 52.(1
remaining
seconds
as
MARSHALL COUNTY by three, TILGHMAN at Hickman
never remember who Indiana beat that day. But, if a good
sweaters from $11.00. dress shirts from 58.00,
Louisville beat Michigan.
TENNIS
County by 22, LOWES at Symsonia by one and St. Mary at
impression is made, you never know what can happen.
Wilson had 26 points to lead
khakis and jeans reasonably priced.
LONDON
BNlie
Jean
REIDLAND by four.
Saturday's game could be a great recruiting tool or it
the Cardinals before a
Unfinished furniture including toy chests,
King
moved
into
the
second
SATURDAY: Murray High at TODD CENTRAL byeight
could be a humiliating experience.
capacity crowd of 13,600 at
children's chairs, ladder back chairs, tables,
round
of
the
$36,000
Bremer
- Having to play on the road- Friday plus making a 90There is a reason why Murray State is not playing good
Cup women's tennis tour- Crisler Arena-in Ann Arbor,
chest-of-drawers, desks and rockers. Brass
minute bus trip_Saturday won't do the Tig_ers any., g_ood..._
balL-For one thing,and that's obvious.taanyone,theyare.
by defeating,.
- planter poles, place mats, napkins, 'napki
n
CALLOWAY
at
Carlisle
County
by
six
The
fakers
run
making far too many turnovers.
Greg Manning scored 20
I :nda Nlottram 6-1.6-2.
rings,
Christmas
ornaments,
dishes,
antiques,
into
last
year's
coach, Robert Slone, and they will be out to
Let's not forget two things: one, Grover Woolard started
points, leading eight players
.animal prints,,collector prints.
impress theiroldhotis. Also,. gULTON COUNTY-tat-Ballard
- MEI,R0tIRNE: Australia' in'double figures as Maryland
for four years- at MSU and Zacb BIaSingatbe for three. You
And Santa you will find - smiling, friendly
Memorial
by
three.
hi Scanlon won the first set defeated East Carolina in a
are talking about seven years of experience which is not
helpers that gift wrap free. You will also find
OVC
SATURDAY:
Southern
Tech
at
TENNE-SSEE
TECH
17-15
tie-breaker
and
beat
here any longer.
school record performance.
free•oranges, nuts, candy and cokes.
by seven, Morehead at WRIGHT STATE by 2, skestern
.A,istralian Ray Ruffels
The seven years have been replaced by Bobp Jackson and
The Terps' point -total broke
Kentucky
at
WISCONSINAII.WAUKE
Virginia
V
by
four,
Georgia
in
the
second
the
round
of
Johnnie Thirdkill, both of whom are new to the program.
the mark of 127, set against
Southwestern at MIDDLE TENNESSEE by 20, Georgia
Marlboro ' Men's Tennis East Carolina and equalled
You do not replace seven years overnight.
Southern at AUSTIN PEAY by three and Murray State at
C4issic
- It is going to take some time for
Racers to-learn-how
against -Brown.
INDIANA by 20.
In another match, Tony
each other thinks-and what their roles are in the lineup. At
Ronnie Perry scored a
Itoche, suffered a recurrence gamehigh 29 points to lead
the present pace, if they do not improve, Murray will not
7,f a stomach muscle injury Holy Cross past Iona.
finish in the top four in the OVC and they probably. won't
and withdrew from his match
even finish with an even record.
Dale Shackleford and Marty
vdth Sieve Docherty. They Byrnes combined for 30 points
But, things`should begin looking better. Fred Overton will
1804 Coldwater Road, Murray
re tied 6-6 in the first set.
probably pick out five players and let that five go and play
as Syracuse's well-balanced
them as long as they are not in foul trouble and are working
smoothly together.
NEW .YORK (API - State and New Hampshire.
Quarterback Reed Giordana Boise's representatives were
of the University of Wisconsin wide receiver Terry Hutt and
at Stevens Point, the only offensive tackle Harold Cotton
player in college football while New Hampshire placed
at your service! history to reach 10,000 yards in offensive tackle Grady
total offense, was named to Vigneau and running back Bill
KABA provides top dairy, beef and exotic sires
The Associated Press 1977 Burnham.
Call your local KABA man for all the facts:
College Division All-American
Giordana, a 6
-foot-1, 190team today.
pound senior from Kaukauna,
Joining Giordana on the Wis., surpassed' the 10,000elite small college squad were yard mark in passing and total
Phone 489-2151
two players each from Boise offense. He has ranked among
national NAIA leaders in
*1-AAWAWA:i4AWA-AW-AWA,
AWAWS the
V,
each of his four seasons and
,tt the
holds the records for most
touchdown Passes and most
passes thrown without an
interception.
Joining him in the backfield
are running backs Burnham of
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky.
New Hampshire and Larry
Collins of-Texas A&I.
Burnham, a 6-foot, 210All Proceeds will go to the
pound senior from Dorchester.
been
has
Mass.,
Legion Baseball
chosen Player of the Year in
_14 • • „,aist
;
#0,„
.b • 4 •••
'Division II of the Eastern
4:
College Athletic Conference in
each of the last two seasons.
Tickets Available At:

NE BLACKFORD HOUSE

The
Blackford
House

Bible Of Austin Peay. Named
To First Team, All-America

Profit Makers-

4 Wheel Drive Pull
Sponsored by The American Legion

JAMES TUCKER

Saturday,Dec. 10,7:30 p.m.

Is
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is
Is
IF
Is
GreatIs

Just In Time
For Christmas

at.-

-.../.470°,0ie,-Ae- •

irApp 11.
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5-:-1%-'•461I `'

All

se‘ecx_.:0„,s
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N /1 v"`

Bib-Coverall

1/2 Off

4, •
-

Is
Is$13.10
sasvet
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-

Se/ectio
n

Sweaters 11
1
/
2off

West Ky.,Expo. Center,
Mans World,
Dennison Hunt
Adikission Adults '4.00, Students'30', Children,(6-12)'2°'
Five (5) vehicles constitute a class. Three classes by weight in two (2)
divisions as follows — plus open class. Winner take all in 7,000 pound
maximum class.

Entr Fee

15.00

offense.
.A1

Original Design

Ladies

EveniSng
resse

Gowns
By Geveden
Elegant Versatile

fCan Be Warn 4
different ways)

Collins, a 671, 205-pound
senior' from San Antonio.
Texas, is the all-time leadim:
itiOlitlt
.Texas Aiith 4.Z;
regular-season yards and 77(4
in Six NAIA playoff games
During his career he averaged
7,4 yards per carry and score I
328 points. Collins was named
Back of the Year in the
touchLneSar-Gftce.
The rest of the Colleile
Division squad the so-called
Little All-America team '
consists of tight end Kevn.
Cummings of Massachusetts
wide receivers Hutt of Bois.
State and Steve -Kreider Lehigh, tackles Cotton -•
Boise and Vigneau of Nov.
Hampshire, guards .Stev,,
Head of Kutztown, Pa.,.-State
and Tyrone McGriff of Florid,
A&M and center Franc
Bourea
ss
of Lawrence

f
jekliglir•

Group

Gowns Made To Fit
Your Mood

West Ky. Exposition Center

;
4

,4

10
pp

Off

P
.. :4-AW-AW-AWAW,i-AWAW-='.4..=W-AW7=

The defensive -unit is
composed of ends Bill Matthews of South Dakota Stab,
and John
Mohring
C.W.Post, tackles Jesse Baker
of Jacksonville, Ala., State
and Barry Bennett of Concordia-Moorhead.
Minn
middle guard Ray Allred of
Idaho State, linebackers Bob
Bible of Austin Peay, Steve
Cockerham of Akron and
Rusty Rebowe. of Nicholls
State and backitouis Blanton
of Southwestern Oklahoma
State, Mitch Brown of St
Lawrence and Frank Dark
Virginia Union.
-

Admission Adults sr,Students '300, Children (6-12)'2"

1st-75
3500 Pounds Under Stock
2nd-550_
5500 Pounds Under Stock
6500 Pounds Under Stock
3rd—'25
1st-5150.00
3500 Pounds Under Modified
2nd—'100.00
5500 Pounds Under Modified
3rd-550.00
6500 Pounds Under Modified
Weight to include driver, safety equipment — 20& pound tolerance will be allowed
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College Basketball Scores

First Free Agent, Messersmith,
All But Given To Yanks By Braves

)
(Mt[MAI LEI/4;ER 60 TIMES

E Michigan 63, Cleveland St
By The Associated Press
so
EASE
Illinois St 51, S Illinois 48
George Washington 77, WisKansas 88, Fair. Dickinson
consin 74
54
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Holy Cross 105, Iona 83
In 1975, unable to reach at the end of the season he arbitrator.
Louisville 88, Michigan 85
AP Sports Writer
-Lafayette 88, Muhlenberg 70
become a free agent. It was the start of the free
financial agreement
£G,
SL
•
-Laya/a
- with
• the_,• would
• •HONOLULU (AP) litanhattativille-75, irDt7=-played
the
case
Ant To- arbitration, agent frenzy; theera of longMessersmith
Dodgers,
Loyola, Ill. 57, N Illinois 55
Baseball as well as politics
Madison 71
09.144r_
Montana"
79,
Portland
St
71'
'
Navy 64, King's Point 57
players.
it, was his option year,and that federal courts upheld the contracts for
'88,
NorNotre
Dame
Messersmith,
the
Andy
Rhode Island 78, LaSalle 73
thwestern 48
who
-smashed
pitcher
Syracuse 99, Colgate 50
Ohio U 73, Marietta 69
baseball's lifetime hold on a
Vermont 82, St. Michael's 75
S Dakota 60, SW Minnesota
' a riccontract, then
Yale 73, Brown 66
Tonl_.s
pplauryneerds
57 "
rich offer from the
SOUTH
LinePackgrs,,..
=
_
_By liERSCRELNI5aNSQN
_Temple 63.,..Dayton 52- - sreiv-YarkTii-niteefrfta-be-en
ida 96, hie Lei -74
i
Jerry
. Cousineau, Ohio State;
AP Sports Writer
SOUTHWEST
Grambling 86 Wiley 78
NEW YORK ( AP) - Earl Robinson, UCLA; Gary Spani, sold to the 'world champions
Houston
118,
Texas
- -6SU 120-,- Tulane 88-- - for one-tenth of what he would
Campbelit; the University of Kansas State.
Maryland 130, E Carolina Lutherin 69
have cost them three years
bruising
Defensive
backs
Texas'
220-pound
Luther
Texas 108, Oklahoma St 87
106
ago.
become
Notre
expected
to
Bradley,
runner, is
Dame; Zac
!
FAR WEST
AT
N Caro St 104, Davidson ,94
(1) the Heisman Trophy Henderson, Oklahoma; The 32-year-old MesserFresno
St
60,
California
go
sold
by
was
the
Atlanta
S Carolina 107, Charleston
smith
television
Dennis
Thurman,
winner
and
(2)
a
Southern
Carroll VW-Audi is offering great savings during the month of December
St. Mary's, Calif. 84, GonBaptist 75
Braves to the Yankees
personality tonight when California.
zaga
73
on
new and demonstrator models of the most exciting line of cars in VW$100,000,
Virginia 70, Penn 63
After the six new DAC Wednesday night for
Washington 69, Wyoming 64 college football's most
apAudi
pitcher's
VMI 86, James Madison 68
pending
the
History.
is Awards, interspersed with
award
prestigious
Virginia Tech 84, Penn St 75
presented in an hour-long TV entertainment by such stars proval. Atlanta owner Ted
SKIING
Wake Forest 70, E Tenn St
as Connie Stevens, Leslie Turner said, however, the
special( CBS,10 p.m.,EST).
Club Car Bus
VAL D' ISERE, France 69 .
Since Jay Berwanger of the Uggams and Elliott Gould, approval was a mere forRabbit
W Virginia 105,XCNY 66 - Switzerland's 1972 Olympic University of Chicago won the there will may still be time for mality.
Demonstrator,
11,000
4 Door automatic, limited
William & Mary 78, N Caro- double gold .medalist Marie- first HeisMan Trophy in 1935, the Heisman winner to be
And before the Messersmith
Model
1721,
2
door,
custom,
miles, automatic, air conedition model, loaded with
Therese Nadig ended a two- the 13'1-inch-high statue of a announced.
lina 75
bombshell was 'dropped at
yellow-black leatherette indition, mag wheels, sleeps
extras
year eclipse of her career with running back has gone. to a
MIDWEST
tenor, radial tires
After-all, the show is being baseball's winter meeting, the
2, complete with dining
. Sale 56995 00
list S8359 90
list $415350
a decisive victory over the runner or a quarterback every produced by CBS' en- Baltimore Orioles shattered
Sale 5405000
Air Force 65, Regis 48
table
with
Cent Michion_ 99, Oakland world's elite in the season's year but two.
fiveday
trade
calm
the
-'
tist
St615 00
--tertaimnent department,. not
$S680000
You Save'1384.90
first World Ski Cup downhill
E.4
Larry Kelley of Yale in 1936 CBS Sports• CBS reported! two deals involving nine
You Save'403.50
You Save 9825.00
race.
Dominican 121, Pace 57
Orioles'
Before
the
players.
shelled
out
$164
Dame
000
to the DAC
and Leon Hart of Notre
in 1949 were the only and $36,000 to Trans World business with Montreal and
"outsiders" to capture the International, a firm that Seattle, only five trades inFox
award. Both were two-way specializes in packaging volving 11 players had tran4 Door, automatic, demonConvertibles
spired since baseball brass
ends. No interior lineman has shows for the networks.
strator less than 3000 miles,
Limited edition models'
Campbell's closest Heisman descended on Oahu Friday.
ever won the Heisman.
2 Door, 4 speed, sun roof,
5 cylinder luxury car,
white-white
top-white
Baltimore acquired pitchers
One thing is certain this challengers are expected to be
factory
' air, tachometer'
ceylen beige-beige velour
leatherette interior, stripes
year - the winner won't be a Oklahoma State running back Dan Stanhouse and Joe
alloy magWheels beige:
interior, mag alloy wheels,
classic,
.'
.'-'
and white tires, a
quarterback. To provide some Terry Miller and Notre Dame Kerrigan, plus outfielder Gary
beige leatherette
interior,
AM/FM stereo radio__
excellent Christmas gift,
Roenicke from the Expos for
suspense and drama, the tight end Ken MacAfee.
sporty and economical.
cruise, a car that performs
complete with red bow
veteran left-hander Rudy
Downtown Athletic Club of
list 57152 00
Sale S6152.00
with the very finest.
list S5464.50
Sale $5215.00
New York, which sponsors the
May, righthanded reliever
list $1020300
Sale 5910000
Randy Miller and minor
Heisman, has created six new
• You Save 989.50
You Save "400.00 You Save 803,00,
trophies known as the DAC
league right-hander Bryn
By
The
from
Associated Press Smith. Smith was shifted
Awards.
BASEBALL
Rochester to Denver.
The top three finishers in
American League
Baltimore General Manager
each category - offensive
Sidewinder ll
end, offensive lineman, BALTIMORE ORIOLES - Hank Peters then disclosed he
Rabbita.
Fox Wagon
running back', defensive Traded Rudy May, Bryan had sent pitcher Mike Parrott
VW sport car, limited
2 Door model 1721, custom
Automatic, beige, sun roof,
lineman, linebacker, defen- Smith and Randy Miller, to the Mariners for outfielder
edition model, white-black
dark blue metallic paint,
leatherette interior, lots of
sive back - have been invited _pitchers, to the Montreal Carlos Lopez and pitcher
corduroy interior, stripes
sun roof,tint windows,
room and economy
to attend tonight's $65-a-plate Expos for Don Stanhouse ithd Tommy Moore.
front spoiler, a beauty.
Sale $6601.50
list $490150
list $7232 00
Sale $6800.00
black-tie banquet at the New Joe Kerrigan, pitchers. Sent
The most intriguing„tran- [jai S6359 50
Sale S6059 50
York Hilton Hotel.
Mike Parrott, pitcher, to the saction had to be the
You Save '432.00
. You Save'300.00
You Save loom
The accounting firm of Seattle Mariners for Carlos Messersmith sale. The rightHarris, Kerr, Forster & Co., Lopez, Outfielder, and Tommy hander, who began his major
which tabulated the ballots of Moore, pitcher.
league career with the
some 1,050 members of the CHICAGO WHITE SOX - California Angels in 1968,
media frora coast to coast, Named Paul Richards, revolutionized
player
kV) Carroll
kp
announced that the top three director of player develop- .contracts with, the help of an
DEALER
Heisman finishers are among ment; appointed Charles arbitrator and two federal
ROO Chestniit _ Mlirrn, V IT
the invitees. And since the six Evranian as his assistant.
decisions.
court
DAC categories failed to in- CLEVELAND INDIANS.,
clude a quarterbaetc.. '- Signed IlUgh 'fancy; Tree
Here are the top three agent infielder.
finishers in each of the six new
MINNESOTA TWINS-AcItalian Glass
categories, -listed quired Myrl Smith, pitcher,
alphabetically:
from Baltimore for Tom
Offensive ends - Wes Epperly, catcher.
Hand Painted Design
Chandler, Florida; Ken
NEW YORK YANKEES MacAfee,. Notre Dame; Ozzie Purchased Andy MesserNewsome,Alabama.
smith, pitcher, from the
Offensive linemen
Mark Atlanta Braves for $100,000.
Donahue, Michigan; MacAfee
National League
again; Chris Ward, Ohio NEW YORK -METS - AcState.
quired Tim Foli, shortstop,
Running backs - Charles from the San Francisco Giants
Alexander, Louisiana State; for cash or a player or players
Campbell; Terry Miller,- to be agreed upon by April 4.
419 South 4th Street - Murray
Oklahoma State.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS Defensive linemen - Ross Acquired Jim Often, pitcher,
I Next To Raberson's Hih-Burger)
Browner, Notre Dame; Brad from the Chicago White Sox
Shearer, Texas; Art Still, for Stan Butkus, pitcher.
NEINIKERREEMEIBIRSIMEMESI Kentucky.

PORTS

Campbell Expected Ta
Be Heisman Recipient

December is "The" Month
to buy your new car

1

Carroll VW-ludi

xfflimmemalmissmenstasso

1977 Audi- ious

1977 vw

1978 Audi 5000

2-1978 VW

1978 Audi

1978 VW

1978 Scirocco

1978 Audi

1977 VW

NEW WAY TO SHOP
NEW WAY TO SAVE!

Sports Deals

m
i
V _A d ,

$2995
Purchase District
Furniture Warehouse

Pro Cage Standings

If your credit cards
turn on you,turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than you
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
s get heavy.
our editcards have turned on you:
Lending money is our business.
Our only business. So you can turn to
us-for a neat, dean credit card consolidation loan.
You know going in how much you'll
-And-how much you'll
pay c-vel y
pay altogether. So you can budget for it.
Then you're controlling your finances,
instead of vice-versa.
And you've tamed the ferocious
credit card.

Amount
Financed

Month/3
,
Payment

Months
To Pay

Total Of
Payments

APR•

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,
- 800----$--904-1. 00 11-9,424:60 18'.80%
$5,500 $124.41

izio $ 7,464.60

12.74%

$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Annual Percentage Rate

KY-1

In Bel-Air Center, A44.wray
Phone: 753-5573
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
a?Eljr
nikFT
A)
,F
A YER/C4

Mire got your 10811
.Up to 07.5011

By The Associated Press
NationalBasketballAssociation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divison
W L Pct, GB
Phila
17 6 .739 N York
12 11 .522 5
Buffalo
11 11 .500 5'2
Boston
8 15 .348 9
N Jrsy
3 21 .125 14'2
Central Division

Wash
S Anton

14 P_ -636

--

15 10 .600
1.2
Cleve
13 10 .565 1 1-2
Atlanta
12 10 .545 2
N Orins - 11 13 .458 4
Houstn
9 13 .409 5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest-Division
Denver
17 8 .680
Chicago
13 9 .591
Mlw
13 12 .520 4
Ind
9 14 .391 7
K.C.
9 15 .375
Detroit
8 14 .364 71Pacific Division
Port
18 4 .818
Phnix
13 9 .591 5
Gldn St
12 11 .522
L.A.
9 14 .391 912
Seattle
9 17 .346 11
Wednesday's Results
Boston 113, Kansas City 109
San Antonio 125, New Jersey
122
Philadelphia 122,Portland 100
Washington 96, Cleveland 95
Phoenix 113, Detroit 107, OT
Indiana 118, New Orleans 103
Denver 123, Atlanta 116
Thursday's Games
New Jersey at Chicago
Milwaukee at Golden State Friday's Games
Portland at Boston
Cleveland at Buffalo
Kansas City at New Jersey
San Antonio at Philadelphia
New Orleansat Washhington
New York at Atlanta
Houston a Los Angeles
Milwaukee al Seattle
• _

ON ALL

MEN'S SHOES
, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

'Be Sure To Check Out
Our Large Selection
Of Ladies And Children's
Boots And Shoes

Shoe Store
Olympic Plaza
Murray,
Kentucky

Store Hours:
Sun. 1-5
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00

Beginning Dec. 12 - Open Nights till 9:00

4;
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Sadat Calls Critics 'Stupid,'
Will Pursue Peace Regardless

State Farm
Labor Force
Shows Decline

••=11

;.1

CAIRO, Egypt (API
Presumably he was referriNg
President Anwar Sadat called to the return of some of'the rejected "all methods of will be represented.
In Brussels, a senior Amerihis Arab critics "stupid and West Bank of the Jordan political and diplomatic acLOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP I ignorant dwarfs" today and River, which Israel took from tion" fo reconcile him with can official traveling with
The farm labor force in KenSecretary of State Cyrus R.
declared he would pursue Jordan in the 1967 Arab-Israeli Sadat.
tucky has decreased some 7
Sources in Damascus said Vance said the Carter adpeace with Israel despite their War.
percent during the past year,
Hussein suggested both Syria ministration is urging Egypt
bitter opposition.
the Kentucky Crop and Live- mg
The Jordanian press said
Sadat spoke to a cheering the king was on a "rescue and Jordan attend the meeting and Israel to keep the Cairo
stock Reporting Service says.
with IsraeLyliich Sadgt __has meeting "openensied'L....in
-tlfiro-Criiirid estimated- at 203,--issiOn""To
"at:
Based on a sul-vey conscheduled
in Cairo Dec. 14. Sa- hopes that Syria and Jordan
000 as Syrian President precedented deterioration in
ducted the week of Oct. 9-15,
Hafez Assad flew to Saudi inter-Arab relations." But dat called the meeting to can be persuaded to attend
the service said there were
Arabia to seek financial Damascus Radio, after a five- make preparations for a new
"I think to try to set too nar126.000 farm workers in the
pressure on Egypt and Jor- hour meeting Wednesday Arab-Israeli peace conference
row or tight a framework
in
state, 7 percent less than
Geneva,
but
90 far, only
dan's King Hussein came to between Hussein
and Assad, Egypt, Israel, the United would be unwise," the offficial
during October 1976. Most of
Cairo with his campaign to said the Syrian
leader States and the United Nations said.
the reduction was due to a 25
heal the SyrianEgyptian split
percent decrease in the
Speaking from a balcony of
number of hired workers, the
Abdin Palace, Sadat told the
reporting service said. Family
chanting, shouting Egyptians
workers declined only 1
htr11
')411
in Republic Square: "I bend
percent from the previous
only to the Egyptian people
October level.
and I kneel only before Allah.
MUSIC SPECIAL - The Music Department of Memorial Baptist Church will present a
The survey week found farm
"I pledge to you peace as I
at
the
special
music
University Center Auditorium, North 16th Street on Sunday,
operators working an average
once pledged to you war. God
December 11, at eight p. m. Sunshower, a group of eight young adult singers, and
Fro
of 33'.7 hours, compared to 31
will give us peace based on
Playground, eight Middle School youths, will join with the puppets from Memorial
the
reOctober
1976,
hours in
justice."
Church to present a program of secular and religious music. The puppets will feature
porting service said. Hired
belittling
Apparently,
Mr. Quirnple-in the part of custodian at the auditorium and his little friend, Surie Q,
workers averaged 25.5 hours,
Syria's role in the 1973 Arabwho involves them in the production, which all blends together to bring emphasis to
down from the 27.3 hours in
Israeli War, he said: "We
the Christmas spirit, according to the Rev. Ron Hampton, minister of music of the chur1976.
wrote history with the blood of
ch. There is no admission charge-1V the public is invited, Rev. Hampton said. Pictured
Egyptians in the sand of Sinai.
The reporting service said all are members of the Sunshower group who are, left to right, standing, Mike Walker,
... We still carry these dwarfs
hired workers during the sur- Mark Wilson, Tim Hawkins, Vicki Kloke, Sharon Outland,
seated, Mary Jane McGuire,
on
our shoulders, but that is
vey week were paid an
Diana Duncan,sound technician, Diane Dixon, and Rev. Hampton.
the duty of Egypt."
average of $2.47 per hour, 24
Assad, who fears Sadat will—
cents per hour above the
come to terms with Israel
previous October.
without getting the Golan
Heights back for Syria, went
to see Saudi King Khaled,
DEMONSTRATION
Sadat's chief financial backer,
Evelyn Cox of the Calloway
after rebuffing Hussein's
County Library will present a
attempt to make peace betdeinonstration of eggshell
How much wood could a how much.
orange, for instance, pop out
decorations for a Christmas woodcutter cut to pack a
Well, is it a bundle, a cord, a more sparks as they burn. ween him and his former
Egyptian ally.
tree following the noon lun- pickup truck with wood?
face cord, or a rick?
Osage ornage is hard to start.
A press report from Kuwait
cheon at the Senior Citizens
It's not a bundle, that's for Apple and pine and cedar
Hard to say. Let's see, the
said Assad would visit there
Nutrition Center on Friday, truck. bed is so big and the sure, because you can't "pick smell good as they burn.
Friday. Kuwait also is a finanDecember
conwood is Filled SO high. That's it- -tqs and carry
Dense hardWoode offer the
of Sadat, and the
veniently." The only way most heat. This group in- cial backer
you'll know if it's: one of the cludes: apple, white ash, Syrian apparently was trying
to stem the flow of oil money
others is to unload it, stack it, beech,. ironwood,
oak,
to the Egyptian leader to bring
and get out the yard stick.
dogwood, rock elm, locust,
*Charge It!
A standard cord measures 4 hard maple, hickory. and. him back into line.
Hussein will follow Assad to
feet high by 4 feet high by 8 pecan.
011p to 1 Year to Pay
Saudi Arabia later in the
feet long by the stick length.
White ash is the best of all
*Open Friday Night
week.
That usually makes less than woods to burn green.
til 800
Israeli Prime Minister Menhalf a cord, because most
Newman estimates that a
15=31=51
BEL AIR SHOPPING 'Open Every-Sunday
firewciais cutTrorn 16 to 18 or cord" of these high-density ahem Begin said he also wants
BIG
to meet with the Jordanian
MURRAY,KY.
20 inches long.
1-5
seasoned hardwoods will give
Newman suggests you get out from 20 to 25 million BTU's leader, and "when we talk
assurance from the supplier of heat. That's as much as you with King Hussein, we' shall
"7:1-411s1'11'r
that his truck loadi of wood will would get from about alon of make him several offers."
elaborate,
but
Begin did not
stack out to be an agreed-upon anthracite coal or 220 gallons
amount.
of No. 2 fuel oil.
Green wood has two ad,Count on using one cord to
BIG
TM?132=1:11121M3 -•;0
vantages. It's cheaper and it's keep a well-insulated 12 by 18
42 litt 10
44.1mr" t
leSW 'Xs. 1,•40;
more readily available.
foot room warm for the
Seasoned wood starts to winter. If Kentucky has
burn fairly easily, gives off another super-cold winter, it
very little smoke, makes might take more.
On Any 20 Exposure
quick heat, and burns more
That estimate is figured
DEVELOPED & PRINTED
efficiently than green wood. around a reasonably-efficient
WU ONE ROLL PER COL•Pus
If you want a fire to burn low heating stove. If you're
all night in a closed-down feeding logs into the average
BIG
rilt:E213Z11
.
heating stove, large chunks of wasteful fireplace that sends
No Finance Charge
seasoned wood will stay lit, 80 to 90 percent of its heat up
For 12 Months
burn long, and burn cleaner the chimney, you'll use more
WA'Tito
than green wood. They'll wood. If you're relying on a
Campos
deposit less soot and creosote well-managed airtight wood
on stovepipe and flue.
furnace of stove, you'll use
How can you tell if wood is much less.
well-seasoned?
Next best in heat output are
ROM ANY SLIDE OR COLOR NEC A TR E
Look at it, says Newman. the medium-dense hardl4,111" ESLARG,44144-1 PER COUPON BIG 401The neds of logs darken as woods: black ash, soft maple,
.."04
.7/1V7155=51
they dry, and cracks radiate soft elm, river birch.,
out from the center. It's sycamore, hackberry, red a...41
X.4 Q:111- "30
01Zoi.0.:1,410110k:
lighter weight than the same black gun. Sycamore, elm and
Up To 12 Months To Pay With No Finance Charge
wood green, and the bark is gum are all very, hard to
IdC MOViC
often splitting off.
--- --handsplit, so buy small- Green wood is about twice diameter logs or pre-split
as heavy because of the high sticks to burn.
*Refrigerators
20 EXPOSURE SLIDES
NO 16 EXPOSURE
moisture content. The ends of
SoPer S o POrgulo, II Memo
Low-density hardwoods
*Freezers
WohllisComixe
freshly-cut wood will show shouldn't be left out. Poplar.
*Ranges
roughness
from
the chainsaw -cottonwood, willow and
177
-45r122133
teeth, and you can clearly see basswood all make good
*Dishwashers
the tree-grow rings. firewood, too.
*Microwave
Ovens
If you're not sure, knock a
The higher the density of the
Any 12
piece of wood with another
wood, the higher the cost.
*Washers
log. A- dull thud Means it's Usually.
*Dryers
probably green- or wet.
What about the conifersSeasoned logs have a dif- often called softwoods-such
ferent, "crisper" sound.
as pine, cedar and hemlock?
*Color TV's
Wood is usually cut into
They're
and
easy
split
to
BIG 11+
*Black & White TV's
010
1 firewood lengths before make excellent kindling, says
seasoning because it dries out NeWinan; Biji used alorie-ar
*Stereos-Consoles
faster that way.
logs they barn quickly, which
*Stereo Components
Which Woods Are Best?
Bel-Air Shopping Center
means they won't hold a fire
*Motorola CB's
Almost all kinds of wood
well. They also build up more
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
make
useful
fuel,
but
they'll
soot' in the chimney than the
*Motorola Tape Players
1-6 Sun.
• 701[140F N
burn differently.
hardwoods. Burn them along
*Portable Appliances-Cookwares
Poplar, hickory and osage
with some hardwood for the
7W MI WIFE 01 VI
best results.
Your Firewood Dollar
You can spend anywhere
from $25, the lowest price
Big Special On
we've heard quoted for "a
truckload of any kind of wood
Tennis Rackets
you want, cut to your order.to $60 or more for seasoned
high-density hardwoods. This
price includes delivery.
Beware of very lightweight.
decayed or "punky" wood. It
won't give much heat. If it's
lying around free, you might
Store Hours:
as well pick it up, dry it out.
8 am..5 p.m. thru Dec. 8
and burn it. Just don't pay
The cost of credit is paid by the dealer and is
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Dec.9 thru Dec 23
good money for it.
included in the cost of goods services
ff you have a truck, check
th‘e come-and-get-it ads
"Seasoned firewood and
kindling, $10 per pick-up load"
sounds like a good deal. You
could hardly cut it yourself for
that price, says Newman.
The worst time to buy wood
Downtown, Murray, Ky.
205 SO.5th
Have A Happy Holiday Season!
i
is from January on. So stock -...Li
jUP now, and do it earlier next

SEIKO Egi SEIKO SEIKO
FOR HIM. FOR HER. Michelsmon's
FOR CHRISTMAS. 'Jewelers

••

Measuring Firewood

PHOTO
SPECIALS
41+

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

50C OFF COLOR
ROLL

5x7COLOR,

Enlargcmcnt 69c

For The Holidays Buy Now - Pay Later

el In

Proccssing

1.

BIG 4C+

1

Exposure 1.99
Film

Sporting Goods

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE SPECIAL PRICED
STOREWIDE SALE!

Christmas Hours For
Downtown Merchants

Open Friday Nights til Christmas

Georgelodge & Son, Inc.

Beginning December 12th
Open Late Every Night

I

tie

1,
kitt

t

41,t1144.lti

111"s.
s

6
.
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SANTA arid the PIGWIDGEN'i
By LUCRECE BEALE

•

New Regulations Now Require

Judges Attending
Orientation Session

SImpsiS The etvests-e Claw tour
Of, 10 destro% the Pip% idgen. 5401
arrot,. ring. a mouthharp and a
dagger dipped in poison. The
muio of each will %oil only once.

Bidding On State PropertyLeases
._

.

—7----T1TAPTERSEVEV‘.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP), must be informed of it in

THE.GIANT

the 1978 General Assembly, Franklin County.

New_ret4140044 r_equirift.the.iiiitini.-ketwg .01._ _Iclklit_ Lk_ ...§evral,other eigellene
,. ._ title._ _„
— wbengver lbe 9_1W of

RICJIMOND, Ky. (API Newly elected district court
judges are attending an
orientation program this week
Kentucky
Eastern
at
University.
The program, which =-

advertisement of bids for most awarded.
regulations will also be given real property leased to the
property rented by the state The library lease was also statutory status in that bill, state is a corporation or dudes Friday, includes inOther provisions of the partnership, the names of thir---struction
have gone -into effect after later cancelled. The "built to
all
in such areas as
being approved by the suit"form of lease involved in regulations include:
persons owning 5 percent or jr:u:ccotila,lreto.maettniiagcsme,menprtni.etgruiesal
AdministrAtin---Eafantiong- that-controversy=where-r---A, requirement that &Peet'in- more- -of the shares of.
Review Subcommittee.
building is constructed to wtuch the annual rental is ex- corporation . must be listah,
The regulations, approved meet the state's needs and pected to be $100,000 or. more, including silent and limited

WHAT did it matter, thought
Claus, if the magic of the elves'
marvelous gifts would work but
once? Each weapon was so
—powerful that ii could destroy
the Pigwidgen. And once only
would it be needed.

Wednesday,were drafted over

to it-is not ad-

then rented
Claus thanked •the elves and
the past year following con- dressed in the regulation&
•
climbed aboard the Sopchoppy
trovereies about some state
James Bird, commissioner
River Ferry. Patrick Tweedleknees
leases, including one to some
the Bureau of Public
of
poled the raft back through the dark
friends of the Carroll adminis- Properties who will oversee
and perilous currents.
tration for a Lexington warethe regulations, said such
At the river's end they clambered
house without public bid or no- leases will be handled in
out of the hole and started on their
tice.
way to the land of frost and neverlegislation to be introduced in
The regulations were reending snow where the Pigwidgen
1
—
viewed by the skibcommittee
was said to dwell.
With a great bellow, the giant racecrafter them.
•
of the Legislative Research
Day and night they traveled
over the elf's peered down at the hump they saw Commission in less than five
north. They stoppectonly for a few clapped his hand
_at a nearby hill. the gianl had merely turned on his minutes.
pointed
month...He
--hours' steep or to hunt for a bit Of
"What is it?" sputtered Tweed- hack and was now peacefully snor- "I feel it is a good effort perfood in the forests. One night they
.ng.
leknees
behind Claus' hand.
came upon a mansion standing dark
"What an oar" grumbled sonally," said Rep. William
hill!" gasped Claus.
a
"It's
not
and empty against the moonlighted
Tweedle-knees.
He was ashamed to Brinkley, D-Madisonville,
. He pointed
"It's a sleeping eant!"
sky.
chairman of the threei
where they had spent' have been so afraid. "I should have'
mansion
at
the
It was a eiiidAnigiu and so they
member subcomMittee.'
given
him
a
good
clouting
while
we
the 'night. "And that isn't a mancrept through the doorless entrance
The newly appointed
were there."
•
sion.
It's
the
giant's
glove!"
.
• of the mansion to find warmth.
"Come on," urged Claus. "He Republican manlier of the
.Suddenly the mighty hump stir
Using Tweedleknees' fire-fly
subcommittee-Rep. Albert
may wake soon.•'
flashlight they found themselves in _-red_
They scrambled up the rocky Robinson of Pittsburg-johied
"L
-let's
get
out
of
here!"
stutan empty hall from which four long
mountain. They had.only to disap- Brinkley in voting for the
and one short corridors led. They tered Tweedleknees. He and Claus pear on the
other side to be safe and regulations. Sen. Don Johnstarted
off
as
fast
as
their
trembling
tiptoed into the short corridor and
the giant would never know they s*, D-Ft. Thomas, was ablegs
could
carry
them.
(ay down on the floor and fell asUnfortunately the only place to had been there.
sent.
leep.
run
was
straight
up
a
mountainside.
Rut
"I think we have good reguwhen
they
reached
the
top
When dawn came they went back
to the hall and out the flapping,- •They had hardly - started when a Tweedleknees turned and -glared lations, • ones we can live'
doorless entrance_ Tweedleknees grinding, crunching caterwaul split down at the hump far below. "I'm with," Charles Wickliffe,
stood there yawning noisily. Claus their ears. They fell to the ground not afraid of giants," he bragged. general counsel for the state
and shivered and shook. When they "In fact, I think I'll just finish of Department for _Finance and
that giant heft:1(e we go."
Administration told the
•
•
Before Claus could stop him. subcommittee.
o•'
•,•
'
•,•
tie
Tweedleknees _put all his weight_ The initial regulations were
di
1",:11A
behind a colossal boulder and released
SM11,111".IP','
last June, but numerOP707.611
-14A.
)21,:,;•.‘ "mormesemsxmw:
shoved it off the top of the moun:
—
s
et 4. o
ous revisions were made
•
•
down
lain._ The boulder rocketed_.
It •
following an Aug:- 9 public
the mountain side and bashed the
hearing. The final version was
head of the sleeping giant
what. hese.you done?', ciied not finished until late last
week and barely nude the
' Claus in alarm: •
'Demolished, a giant!'' said deadline for getting on the
agenda of Tuesday's meeting.
Tweedleknees gleefully .
But the:boulder had done the Wickliffe told the subcomDIAMOND
gilni no naore4tarm than an acorn mittee the revision included
EARRINGS
Downtown
dropped from a Ire It had merely many suggestions made at the
I
Brilliant diamond in
Shopping Center
awakened him and
was very an- hearing by Sen. Joe Graves,
7
41.
2:i4ril
t ed
‘frearring:
-- • ----R-Lexington and-assistant
gold,
He "timbered to his feet. Seeing state -auditor -Robert Warren.
Claus and Tweedleknees at the top The regulations also spell
I From$42.50 753-184$
of the mountain he gave a bc1knV• out '
what
constitute
Dozens of patterns
I to select from
and startecLafterlbein_
emergency situations. Part of
Donkey-Tomorrow: The
Imam slam

LINDSEY'S'
JEWELERS

must be advertised in the
Louisville
Courier-Journal,
Lexington Herald and the
newspaper having general
circulation in the county
where the space is to be
rented. The provision applies
to all property rented in

partners.
-The Bureau of Public
Properties must establish and
keep a register of proposed
modifications or renewals of
leases which shall be
available for public inspection.

c
eonfliThec
uuetrAtvdiseojtr
fanilimi
ct. 27
twillurt
ed jurisdiction
josee
new
off the
u
lowercole
level court of
afrl
ri the
system. District courts will
replace police, county,
quarterly and magistrates
courts.

ado thaek

PLUS SPECIAL PURCHASES AND REGULAR BARGAINS

REALISTIC HI-Fl
FLOOR/SHELF SPEAKER

50% OFF

*Free Parking *Free Gift Wrapping
SIR HASTINGS - luxurious in hand - Thane's soft full
fashioned long sleeve shirt accented With full_ fashioned__
collar and loop placket. 100% Orlon' acrylic. S-M-l--XL,
Green heather, blue heather, navy, natural, tan, camel
o
-cifriate-,(MOM.Machine wadi and Ty.
bather,cliDuPont Reg. T.M.

the controversy over the
Lexington warehouse lease
was the state's contention that
an emergency situation existed, although there were no
specific guidelines on just
what was an emergency.
The Lexington lease was
later cancelled by the date
but a grand jury investigating
it recommended the date
adopt
some
written
procedures for leasing.
Gov.Julian Carroll also had
directed that the regulations
be drafted.
The regulations partially
address a more recent controversy over a a lease for a
new state library, in which a
private corporation_ was to
build the library and lea* it to
the state.
Several persons complained
. they would have bid on the
project if they had known the
state was willing to deviate
from its standard leasing policies to include a provision
that the Statewould hay- the
building if it cancelled the
lease before 1990.
The regulations provide that
the state must note its willingness to deviate from the
Standard state lease form in
Itrnid advertisernerrt ifir-a- bidder proposes a deviation
that is in the best interest of
-the dater--all •other bidders-

95

Reg.
7995 Ea

—
Our half-price Novo -6 makes giving twice as
easy! Big 8" woofer and 3" tweeter for 30-20,000
Hz response. Trim the tree with this beautiful
walnut veneer speaker!

4-KEY MEMORY "LCD"
ULTRASLIM CALCULATOR

SAVE 26%
Reg. 2995
65-625
•°fay lOmm Thick,

EC-256 is a great gift ideal Square root, co keys,
overflow, memory indicators. Includes extra!ong life batteries, case.

MORE AFFORDABLE CIVEABLES
150-IN-1 ELECTRONIC PROJECT KIT

LOW CALORIES
SACRAMENTO..Calif. (AP).
- A drinking spot bere has
scrapped its afternoon peanuts
in favor of fresh vegetables Lai iu - sticks, celery and zucchini.
One of the bartender's, Patri-

Eurkinglytm Nag,Ka

cia Brawley, explains it iS by
customer demand.The regulars
were bothered by the calories
in the peanuts.
One customer, shocked at,
first by the sight of the "garbage" on the bar, reluctantly
admitted: "Zucchini and beer
ain't all that bad," she said.

Dixieland Center
Open Fri. Nights til 8:00 - Sunday 1-5

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA -

The Number To Call

t

ansonl
national

TV

- ONLY
6 cams let yoy ccintrol the
action! Christmas cheer
for kids 3 and up'

WHITE TERVIER
11"
12-977
BROWN TERRIER
13" —42474•,-.?..,--.
BROWN SPANIEL
T1NG POODLE
:T
4
12-979
12-976
10"
PEKINGESE
12-96?
RACCOON

;‘.•:••

.-.114-1111,•..•-•":~wow •••,....••••-•,••••.--.ftwao....trrcispnr.40,.....

07,

29

28-248

INDOOR & OUTDOOR
THERMOMETER

109!1595
.01t
SMART SAP/MS SHOP EARLY

7534434

60-2374

Build solar or battery
powered radios, wireless mikes - 150 Science Fair kits in one.

CUT
$5
liteg. 2995
11

13"
15"

2

95

Electronically monAors
63461 Temperlittire in rt aä Fi
Remote sensor,

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 771 CHRISTMAS

Radio
/Melt
DEALER

•
ft
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T1M13,111arsage. Dumber S. l71
these facilities.
tended vocational schools.
"The rate of utilization of
"According to preliminary
workshops must increase next calculations, the cost of
year," Swain said".
rehabilitation was less than
He continued, "Of those $2,200 per person," said
FRANKFORT, Ky.—In
Kentucky remains in the top 9.002 handicapped Ken- serving those individuals who severely handicapped, acenrolled in rehabilitaiton Swain.
Calloway County, the Ken- rank among all states in
tuckians were rehabilitated have serious physical or cording to Swain.
programs during fiscal year
tucky
After rehabilitation, these
Bureau
of helping the handicapped during fiscal year 1077,"
Federal 1977, college training was
said mental limiretines of function, Under , the
individuals
Rehabilitation Services - reach their full potential as
go into the job
Marshall Swain, head of in terms of their ability to be Rehabilitation Act of 1973, provided to 4,856; on-me-job_
served 232 people and wage-earners according to
market as taxpayers who will
priorities
for
services
include
Kentucky's
than
Bureau
of employed. Slightly more
training to 294 and 2,078 at- pay back much more than the
rehabilitated 69 during_ fiscal Jj,5. Department 91,11ea_lth,
have
,..3.percent_ of the 37,477 II17-- _individuals_ who
—S-refl977, aketirding to figures Education and Welfare Rehabilitation Services.
Top priority is given to dividuals
were &abilities resulting from the
served
released by the state bureau. (HEW) statistics. "A total of
following: amputations,
blindness, cancer, cerebral
palsy, cystic fibrosis, deafness,
heart ' disease,
hemiplegia (paralysis of one
side of the body), paraplegia
Have Your Picture Made
• (motor and sensory paralysis
of the lower half of the body,
With Santa!
Quadriplegia (total paralysis
Seventh-day Adventist will persons "are not in line for from the neek down), and
other spinal cord disfunctions.
Sun. 1-5
spend a record $114.5 million ordination."
o...
Other severe disabilities
The
council
also
categorized
in
running
their
nationwide
Center
Dixieland
included
may result from
homosexual
practices
as
"a
organization next year, says
Chestnut Street
Luther A. May, pastor of the violation of the divine in- mental retardation, mental
Murray Adventist church. The tention in marriage," and illness, muscular dystrophy,
figure was voted at the declared them just cause for multiple sclerosis, renal
or
church's Annual Council, divorce. Previously, only failure, respiratory
which met in Washington, adultery between a man and a pulmonary disfunction,
woman was acceptable muscoloskeletal disorders,
D.C., in October.
Americans know a lot of ways to
"This budget represents an grounds for divorce in the neurological disorderr,(inenjoy steak, and one of the liveliest
ai eight percent increase over Adventist Church, May said. cluding stroke and epilepsy),
sickle cell anemia and other
is Jerry's Steak on a Stick. Its
the 1977 budget," May said.
conditions causing substantial
delicious marinated beef chunks,
"The money 'will go toward
operating the denomination's
tomatoes, onion and peppe FS,
436-5353
Upgrading medical treateducational, medical and
served with onion rings. French
ment,
counseling, facility
evangelistic programs." He
fries, and tossed salad.
evaluation and training
noted that the church lists 2.8
Good from 11 a.m. daily,
services are some of the
million baptized members
Dec. 5-11, 1977
bureau's other efforts aimed
worldwide, with nearly 600,000
at
helping the severely hanlb
in North America.
The Adventist Church RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP) — dicapped.
In addition to improving
operates 135 hospitals and The Special Services Program
sanitariums,50 of which are in fGr disadvantaged students at' existing services, the bureau
the United States and Canada. Eastern Kentucky University is initiating new approaches
The denomination also con- has received $48,000 from the and expanding programs,
ducts the largest worldwide U.S. Department of Health, such as the special innovation
Protestant
educational _Eaucation -and Welfare, ac- and expansion of services to
system, with 4,209 elemen- cording to President J.C. the deaf and hearing impaired.
secondary and post- Powell.
"Through this program
secondary schools. Total The program has been in opBe sure when you're in to sign up for
resources
for rehabilitation of
enrollment last academic eration at Eastern for three
the drawing on the world's largest
year in those schools was years. It is funded to serve 150 the deaf and hearing impaired
have greatly expande'd,"
441,764. Beginning with this students this year.
Christmas stocking.
explained
Swain. "Last year,
present school year, the Paris The program is designed to
354 persons with deafness or
Church
reopened
its provide remedial and other , Ste Our Line Of
Elementary School which had special services for youths severe hearing loss were
been closed for some years. from low-income families who rehabilitated' through bureau
The Paris Church is in the have academic potential but sponsored programs.
Along with these efforts,
Murray District.
disadvantaged Kentucky is 'pioneeringthe
be
may
RESTAURANTS
In other actions at the because of rural isolation, a
Annual Council, May said, the deprived educational, cultural concept of contract funding of
"Plano"
church rejected a proposal to and economic background, private, non-profit community
oFr -----erdain
for
paying
South 12th Street
women to the ministry. physical handicap or limited workshops
operational
costs
of
vocational
-"Women presently engaged in English-speaking ability.
rehabilitation units within
ministerial
roles
were

Calloway Residents Served By Rehabilitation Service

******Ja*******
FINIFRICIIM SPErKILS1
****************

Adventist Council Votes
Record Budget For Year

KIDS!

This week:

4fPl!
iril4)
4

STEAK
N A STICK
$2.49

ez)r-r13'

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY

SPECIAL
SLAB BACON
BIC LIGHTERS
BIC WITH PEN

cost of their rehabilitation
according to HEW statistics.
Swain added, "Among those
rehabilitate-21ot Kentucky,
1,520 were previously on
welfare rolls."
For
information
on
rehabilitation services,
contact Marshall 1502 564-4440.

EKU Receives

Grant From HEW

99c
99c

For Disadvantaged

$1 19

FREE

Christmas Gifts

Jet*

Honest Food...at Honest Prices!

50%

TACKLE BOXES

Prices Good Thru Dec. 15, 1977

designated "associates in
pastoral care" and the council
further emphasized that such

17131ZITIMITITITIMAMIZIMITTral/13117t1I17=UV

New Stock

,1978's 1N STOCK
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY...

CUSTOM

Unfinished
4-Drawer

VK PLAN

Chest
CRETIN'S

$2495

.-"'",'"•,",7"7"•
,
•45^1s,
\••^N7

Unfinished
Unfinished

Gun Cabinet

$8900

UAW

21
21

1978 Lincoln Mark V

289

Fully equipped
list $14,756.00
'

Desks - Dry Sinks
Buffet & Hutch
Storage Benchs

per month

NOW IN STOCK

Full Size

Sofa & Chair

Bean Bags

$229"

995

FREE FINANCING

1978 Monte Carlo

1978 Camaro
6 cyl., 3 Speed
AM Radio
List $4755.12

V6, Power Steering,
Air Cond., Radio
Power Brakes, List $6394.85

'89

inr-V;;;;;Ifti

9

per month

per month

an•

.M_MW.P.MWMPUI

Love Seats
1978 Corvette
New Body Style A titO,
Air, Radio, Loaded
List $11,153 89

$179

1978 Chevy Van
V8, Auto, Radio,
Power Steering
List $5806.60

9

per month

— id" AN4i,

Clocks Free Financing

Solid Wood - 8 day Wind Chime & Strike
—These Specials Good Now Thru Christmas-

Pay Cash & Do Your Own Delivery
Get 20% Off Everything In Store
Excluding Items Listed In This Ad

.

Murray_Eurnitute
ig

Court Square!-

Mart

75378,F6

n.latutiviai daisaaaaa.aVaut..n.aan xt

•

1978 Ford Thunderbird
Power Steering Air,
Radio, V8
List $6629

per month

$109.
per month

1978 Chevette

-$59

4 spd , 4 cyl 2 door
List $3595

per month

ALL YOU DO IS

1 Trade in a vehicle worth ¶1.000: 2. Qualify on credit and insorarreer 1 At the
end of the plan you turn it in with no obligation Bawd on 4;000 miles 16 moo
th lease, including taxes and licenserplates

E. MAIN
Vic
i custom Leasing, 1040
i Koenig
CARBONDALE

"Our Nanie Says It All"

529-1000
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I.Let's Stay Well

Chewing Tobacco As A
Substitute For Smoking
-11,--F-14--Iliasitgan;e4141----pullaci--off -by- a

(I hi
Q;
culeations accident which caused no
shether chewing tobacco -fracture elm- ether-serious -is harmful. She writes that injury to his toe. She wondher husband who formerly ers if his age will deterwas a heavy cizarettg mine whether his nail will
smoker has left them off grow back.
A: Regrowth of toenails
completely for several
months but has substituted or fingernails is not affected by age. They will
the chewing of tobacco.
A: Congratulations to regrow unless the accident
your husband for his hay-- has removed or destroyed
ing abstained from smok- the cells at the base of the
ing cigarettes for several nail in the cuticle. These
months. Such heavy smok- cells are responsible for
ing was likely much more the growth of nails.
Judging from your deharmful to his health than
scription of your father's
chewing tobacco.
However, when tobacco injury, it has not destroyed
is chewed and held in the these cells in the cuticle.
mouth under the tongue or The nail should grow in a
between the cheek and the few weeks or months. In
gums, local irritation to fact, the regrown nail may
the mucous membrane appear altogether normal.
,results. Such chronic
chemical injury is known
to predispose a person to
the development of cancer
in the irritated tissue after
such exposure continues
over an extended period of
time. Should he have any
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
soreness or thickened,
'whitish areas at the site of McCracken Circuit Judge J.
irritation, they should be Brandon Price has ruled that
examined promptly by a Paducah may proceed with
physician. Cancer of -the- plans to annex territory that
mouth and tongue, because will enlarge the city by oneof the rich blood and lymph third and add between 3,000
supplies, spreads readily and 4,000 residents..
and can get beyond control
The annexation would be the
if not-treated promptly.
largest in the history of PaduAs you know, the active cah, which was incorporated
ingredient in cigarette in 1856 and has grown
smoking is nicotine. It is
gradually to cover an area of
also present in chewing
tobacco. Nicotine is habit- about 12 square miles.
The new.. area would add
forming or addictive.
Therefore, it is not unusual about four. square miles.
for smokers to turn to Paducah now has a population
chewing tobacco as.- a ...A about 32,000.
The area lies on Paducah's
source of nicotine.
If the other products of wst side and extends across
chewing tobacco are spit 'Interstate 24, which skirts the
out, this tobacco "juice in city. It includes part of Lone
the saliva becomes a pub- Oak, an unincorporated town
lic nuisance. If this *juices of several thousand residents
is swallowed, it can irritate along U.S. 45 South.
Price was acting_ Qn a
and upset the upper digestive tract.
lawsuit filed in January 1974
From a health stand- by 1,118 residents' opposed to
point, it would be prefera- the
annexation.
The
ble if your husband can petitioners claimed they
soon substitute chewing would not benefit from the
gum or candy and escape action.
'prom his nicotine addicThe judge ruled that the city
tion. If he had courage had
proceeded
conenough to stop smoking, he stitutionally
and that both the
can also give up chewing
city and the people in the
tobacco.
annexed area would benefit
from
the move.
Regrowth of Injured
Toonailin_
DROP COOKIES
senior Citizen
Making drop cookies? Just
CI: Mrs. 0. Y. writes to ask dab butter on the cookie sheet
whether her 65-year-old fa- where you drop the cookie
ther can expect to have the dough. By not buttering the
nail grow back on one of whole sheet you can save on
his great toes. It was butter.

COW"
•••€.

We Rewve The Nat le!AIR inniiiiet

1407 W. MAIN. PRONE 153-4681
MAYONNAISE

Kraft Grape

JELLY

Heinz
Sweet Gherkin

89'

Hyde Pork 32 oz

18 oz

PICKLES

59'

1D011
FOG

PEARS

45

I r) oz

=En
.Q. SHOULDERS
BASKETS FOOD BAS
Angel Food

CAKE MIX ,,,i,oz'
19

I

1,

Val•

VANILLA!.Merit •

16 oz 119

Stokely Sliced

a

As,

89'

Heinz

8-1116a.41mirs.
8-8 Fri.-Sat.

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

DeS
crrt:r
i iu
s rc.
d14

Ruling Gives

Paducah Go-Ahead
To Annex Land

.1%T9

0000
Oak
•
•
Niblets
W
•
Whole Kernel
•

*
.6°6140e
•

••••
• Soft & Pretty•
•

Nellmans

TOILET 16 :MAYONNAIS4
• CORN %
•
WAFE
RS
•
• TISSUE 11
•.
•
•• $1291
C.
•
•
•
•

•
• 4/sli
•
12 oz.

410

12 oz.

Pops Rite
2 Lb Bag

59'

POP CORN
Frenchs
Big Tate Instant

1 r7 oz.

oz.

may

di

W/12.50 add. purchase
'Iva'
Excluding Tab.
Dairy
W.

•

19'

59'

MILK

• W/S12.50 Add. Purchase -1
10
Excluding Tob.
Dairy
•

io

Libby Sw or Uosweet

ORANGE
JUICE

69c
46 oz

Stokely
Cr Style White

GOLDEN
oat
RIPE
4 nc GRAPEFRUIT 07
BANANASP 17 1
FRESH
CELERY
HEAD ,c _
LETTUCE J
,

REYNOLDS
FOIL

290%

Hyde Park

CORN
PRODUCE SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK

Heavy Duty

.W
0

Je

Limit 3•

Both Super Values
W/25.00 Order or More

Both Sze

.0„1

AbOW

`mip

•
••••.°

•••••

'5,39'

JERGENS
SOAP

••• TUNA
39c •-6-, 49c

di

W Beans

79V•

WO&
S

••••••
of°••••••. PEACHES
Chicken of the Sea

"

POTATOES --160,79C
v,e,t,
CHILI

/1111 32 oz

.4 Roll Pkg

1 7 oz

5/ 1

CABBAGE

5 Lb Bag Flo

1 5C

b

9 Lives Square Meal

CAT FOOD

3/$1

/ 2 c>z

RED
GRAPES 49C

DoGF0Frskies 00D 5/1
29'
OWEN'S HAS THE BEST MEATS IN TOWN
75

%

Armour T.T.

ROUND
STEAK

9'

Ph

Armour T.T.

Norshire
nerg\ riinc h, Not when nu ye got this I ()mint) F og.
Imagitex' Poplin or Imagine Twill il(X)",, textured
Da( run- poi\ esten tull\ luxurious lined with ri( h,
Parliament Plush ‘-,i) let the thermometer dip..No011 he
out there slogging it out with the hest ot them.

SIRLOIN TIP$449 Rolled Rump
ROAST $1 49
STEAK
'h

I

lb

Armour T T

CHICKEN FRY
SIRLOIN TIP
CHICKEN
STEAK $169 ROAST $1 49
BREAST

'

Lean

GROUND
ROUND $1 29 GROUND L
BEEF
,h
Pure

FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Downtown Murray

7534234

nor

ROAST BEEF
Oven Baked
CORN BEEF

$369

Ovo-) Efrik

9

TURKEY BREAST

$339

P.r-,11,0

B.B.O. BEEF

1269

I

3-5 Lb Pkg.

Qraham & Jackson

I

Purnells Pride
Grade "A"

Fresh
Open Til 8:00 On Fridays
Open Sun. 1-5
' Free Gift Wrapping

DELI SPECIALS

Armour T T

Armour TT.

b

I

tI

GROUND
CHUCK

HAM SALAD

99,

PIMENTO CHEESE
We Do Custom

B-B-Oing

$1 29

$1 89

lb 25'
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Snow Removal
Material Now
a-Adequate Supply

•

AS OF DECEMBER 5,
-1997, I, Charles M.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — storage areas in eastern
No news is good news for state Kentucky, where
most
highway maintenance restocking problems occur,
director George -Asbury: It- Atikity said:
'means that there's • an
Other facilities are planned
adequate supply of snow for Padunah, Owensboro and
removal materials in the Louisville but won't be corndistrict offices.
-pleted until February, he said.
Despite two heavy snowfalls
"We expected to have tall
and delayed salt deliveries,
six
I filled by the middle of NoAsbury said Wednesday that
the state appears to be in vember,'• Asbury said, but so
far none are ready to be filled
pretty good shape.
Asbury said he received with salt.
Each district was stocked at
calls from highway engineers
in each of the 12 districts onlg normal levels for the start of
when there's a shortage of salt winter by mid-November, and
or some other material. Asbury said he believes stocks
Otherwise the offices operate were replenished after the
state's first snowstorm Nov.
independently.
The state experienced late 27.
delivery of sale-because of the
A series of snowstorms,
lon&shoreman's_ strike, and such as those predicted this
Asbury said it had been week, can cause problem's if
"touch and go" as to whether there's not enough time to
the needed stocks would be in restock, or if the slick roads
before the first snowfall.
slow deliveries, Asbury said.
It's difficult to stockpile the When salt supplies dwindle,
sodium chloride- — large they are mixed with fine rock,
grains of table salt — because cinders, sand or other
it's susceptible to moisture abrasives to provide traction.
and humidity during the
An inventory is taken every
summer. '
two weeks to assess how supLast winter's unusually
plies are holding up, Asbury
heavy snowfall and cold said.
temperature,_r;esulted in a
The Highway Bureau purplan to build six large storage
chased
sqme additional Snow
facilities for salt, but construction has been delayed. removal equipment after last
winter, but "not enough to
Asbury said only three
routinely take care of another
would be ready for use this
winter like last winter,"
winter — in Floyd, RockAsbury
said.
castle, and Kenton counties.
Priority was given to the
The top priority roads are
interestates, interstate access
roads, and other well-traveled
highways. However, there is
Fist film Sec vice
generally
not enough equipAi Big Discount
ment to take care of all top
priority roads at the same
time,
Asbury said.
!or
lou Pay Only
problem that salt trucks
One
Prints
101If Good
and snow plows encounter is
stalled or slow-moving traffic,
FILM, FIJISII CURES,
which holds them up.
CAMERAS,FRAMES
Removing snow cost -the
Artcroft Studios
state more than $6.2 million
111 lie57S.341035
Pres Porting At P. Boor
last winter, including tabor,
7
equipment and materials.

DEVELOPING

be responsible for any
debts other than my
own. Charles M. Broach
2 Notice

Check
Your
4Y.

•.."
,•3O%•.,

I'M IN DISGUISE!
I'M TRYING TO FIND
OUT WHO TOOK THE
BOX OF 6OLD STARS..

I THINK
YOU
MEAN
DROP

PARTICIPATION 'THEATRE — An educational program of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre
visited Robertson Elementary School recently. In this scene Director Richard Valentine instructs students in an impro;Askinal scene "Goldilocks and the rwo Gorillas? -From left are: Kelly Steeley (Papa Gorliia), liii johnsnn
(Goldilocks), Director Richard Valentine, and lasoi? Billington(Mama Gorilla).
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon

All Types Said They Killed Kennedy
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Mere was Hobo Smith. And .a
Miami Beach gangster called
Jimmy Blue Eyes.
A French woman named
Truth. And Glenn T. Carthron,
a telephone-pole creosote
salesman, who said Jimmy
Hoffa paid $1.5 million to have
John F. Kennedy killed.
How did he know? God fold
him in Philadelphia.
All got the attention of FBI
agents as they hunted for the
real Story ,hehind she president's assassination.
Pages and pages of, files
made public Wednesday by
the FBI — 40,001 pages to be
precise — show the bureau
chased tips from shoeshine
boys, mental patients, artists,
drunks, telephone operators,
businessitieri, housewives.
Almost anyone who offered
anything by way of help made
it into the official record.
A Michigan man telephoned
FBI headquarters to say the

Russians had paid five men to
kill Kennedy. An agent. investigated. He duly reported
two empty whiskey bottles
and the man's inability to get
out of bed.
A woman .stiggested that
agents investigate graffiti on a
bathroom wall at a Maryland
restaurant. One agent thought
a chalk scrawl inside a boxcar
in Michigan might be Lee
Harvey Oswald's. Check it
out, he ordered.
Hobo Smith was from Spartanburg, S.C. "Locate and Inordered
terview,''
Washington. The files aren't
clear about what agents
found, but it couldn't have
been much.
The matter of "Suspect
Smith," as agents called him,
was dropped as a, "chronic
complaint." ,
Agents heard about Jimmy
Blue Eyes from a shoeshine
boy.
The gangster was quoted as

E3UT I J1)57) THAT'S my
SAW YOU ATTORNEY...
SITTING HES ALSO IN
AT 4OUR DISGUISE...
DESK... fm

BEFORE E
EXCEPT AFTER C
4.

NO .1 MEAN

DROP

IN

BUT YOU ALWAYS TOLD US
TO HIT 'EM LO
AND
HOLD ON

saying, "They should have
gotten the whole family, including Robert Kennedy."
The Miami field office
reported it to Director J.
Edgar Hoover. Not much
came of that investigation,
either. Seems that Jimmy
Blue Eyes didn't really mean
it.
"Angele" was how the
French woman signed her letter.
"Is Hitler really dead and
buried?" she wrote. ."Yes, I
know, you were told he is, although it has not been proved.
But I. 'Truth,' am telling you

Burley Market
krone; Prices
Drop A Nickel

that that monster is not dead
_ You are now warned, be
watchful and merciless. ...
"Attacks can take place
within the very near future."
Her handwriting matched
nothing in the bureau's
Anonymous Letter File. Dead
end.
Agents reported Carthron,
who peddled creosote to keep
telephone poles frOm rotting,
described his message from
Cod this way:
"He told of his being in his
room at the Ben Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., and
while in the bathroom a light
came through the transom
and a voice spoke ... He told of
being so frightened he fell to
the floor_ and held onto the,
bathroom 'fixtures."

Search For Robbers

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Prices dropped a nickel and
volume was down slightly on
Kentucky burley tobacco
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -markets Wednesday, the The search continued WednesTobacco Market News Service day for three men who robbed
-.
reported.
a Lexington store of an estiBurley producers in the mated $250,000 in jewelry PoBluegrass State sold some 19 lice Lt. John Mitchell said.
million pounds Wednesday,
According to police reports,
grossing $22.8 million for an an unidentified man entered
$120.01
unofficial average of
the C.&H. Rauch Co. Tuesday
per hundredweight.
night store, produced a pistol
of
average
The unofficial
and ordered clerk Sherill B.
Tuesday's sales was $119.71. Mynear to fill a pillow case
But the market news service with dianotills and other
said the price climbed to jewelry.
$120.06 after all reports were
A second man joined the
received.
robber in the store, while a
Wednesday's high market third accomplice waited
price was paid at Lebanon, outside in a pickup truck,
where 690,004 pounds of the police said.
golden leaf were sold for an
The truck was believed to
average of $122.81 per hundred have been stolen early
pounds.
Tuesday morning, police said.
-London reported the day's It was found abandoned about
low average, marketing four blocks from the store in
436,192 pounds for $111.33 per an apartment complex
•
hundredweight.
parking lot. Police said the
With one day left in the third thieves apparently escaped in
week of the marketing season, a second vehicle.
Kentucky burley producers
No one was injured in the
have sold some 246.6 million robbery. Store employees said
pounds for $300,1 million, an the thieves appeared to be in
average $121.71.
their 20s.

ACROSSDOWN
IL
I F
ill
1 Crony lcolloo
1Moccasin
;E
K
2
Mohammedan
4 Prepares for
u,
RE
commander
print
3 Very good
mnr,ih
one'sATMT"
12 Time gone
A
4 Smooth
by
:A
5
Funeral
13 Essential
-SlOng
14 Devoured 6 Pronoun
1Vantry
7 Sailor
11-)
Z
IP Coons rri
Icoltoql
1 4T? E 1TE
H
oven
Sluggish
8
.R
N
19 Sovereigns
POLS
9 Chief
25 Damp
10 Unit of
22Unlock
pencil
Siamese
27 Wash tightly
24 Dawn
47 River island
28 Insert
currency
goddess
49
11
surreptitiously
Affirmative
Story
26 Slave
52 Tissue
16 Eats
30 Cry
29 Peels
54 Death rattle
18 Roman
32 Female
31 Scold
Seed
55
Icolloq
bronze
33 Spanish for
56 Mountain on
36 Stroke
20 Offspring
"river"
Crete
38 Memoranda
22 Musical
34 Spanish
57 Male sheep
41 Thicker
drama
article
59
43
Macaw
Wild ok of
Haying
less
23
35 Soak up
color
60 Fall behind
Tibet
37 Mans
63River,n taly
45 Rubber on
25 Mournful
nickname
.• 4
5
6
I
7
7 / .X.9 10 11
3
39 Symbol for
nickel
:•.*:
M...
.
40 Communist
'ye t 4
13
12
42 Body of
40:
..
-1,7771T—
18
water
16
15
44 Clayey
earth
.-•'.4.-.1
...•. .•,
46 Region
IA'. i'..•..
48 Sunburn
''-'-'''
27 21
75 1.:•`...:5 26
.,..... 24
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NNE?'s s riP
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LIVES"

1

J. 'A

.....,21
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krst insertion of ods for
correction
This
newspaper will be
responsible or only
eery trscorrertS *resection
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND,NOTIFY US PROM

If You
Need Them:
Fire.
Police .
Rescue
Ambulance

PTLY IN CASE OF AN

Qrossword Puzzler
Answer to Wednesday s Pun ,.

IF ANY MAN KNOWS WHY
THESE TAO SHOULD NOT
-136 JOINED IN
MATRIMONY, LET
)
HIM STEP FORWARD..,

107 N.3rd Street

ore

,3968164 , 46r
Di tr Sy rriterf F. 1,1r6,

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332

*spits!

ERROR

Continue Today

BEETLE BAILEY

THE PHANTOM

GIBSON
LOCKER PUNT

Ady•rt,s•rs

I'M
DROP
N

HE SAID RHODA IS
ON A, DIET OP
CHOPPED ?COSTER
LIVERS

Corns see the Country
Nam Christmas Tree.
The perfeef gift for all
the family.

requested to check the

OUT

I'M DISGUSTED
•WITH YOU,
KILLER

.COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
ccalks.-1144.de Ir0111 any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, uge Out rear- en-' trance.

i

PEANUTS

SIR, WHAT ARE QUIET,
q011 DOING OUT MARCIE
HERE IN THE
HALLWAY?

2 Notice

1 legal Notice

'Emergency
Society

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves_ and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.

753-3991
isapreliensive
Care
Poison Control
Saner Citizens
Needling
Lean Is Read .

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

"Grepofrole PII" sift Mein
ens son convulse Hsi
arepotrees • ion seekrivisa
sues and Su %Wee. Begley
Drop.

753-5131

753-6622
753-1588
753-0919
753-NEED
753-1188

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
. , Times

r

Save Energy with

In-Sider'

DAY CARE will open for
night service,6:30 p.m.
a.m. Friday -sad
Saturday nights only.
Call 753-4481.

Storm Window

WATKINS
FOR
Products. Contact
Holman jams,217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
PARIS
LANDING
Country Store will be
open 7 days a week
through the winter
months. Antiques,
china, lamps,
miscellaneous. New
Arida gas logs,$20 each.
Peel and stick floor tile,
$5.00 box. Across from
Paris Landing Park on
Highway 119.
THE WORD Paradise
appears in the King
James version of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
Revelations 2-7.
Paradise - Greek -..
Peradeisos, ,Par-ad'isos, a Park, i.e. (spec.)
an Eden. 'Hebrew Pardee, Par-dace', of
for. or. a Park: forest,
orchard. Jesus was
crucified in paradise
(Gol-go-thal placed in
hell and raised to the
right hand of God. Acts
2-31-33. For further
consult
information
For
Bible.
your
assistance call 753-0984.
MUSICIANS WANTED to
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, & MusicMan
auitars & Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC dr TV
szi Paris.
tat
s

1

Keeps heat in...
...in winter
Keeps heat out...
..in summer
• Installs inside
• Do-lt-Yourselt
• Clear, rigichplastic
• Airtight fit
Stop drafts
• Paint trim with latex paint
or stain
• Save up to 32% on heating
8 Cooling Costs

Murray Nome
& Auto
Chestnut St

WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday Anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South, on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.

1

ADVERTISING DEADLINES .

- All display ads,
classified displays
and regular disdlay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day ,
before publication '
All
reader
classifieth must be
swiwnittref-br-11,-rrntrr
the day
before
pilblic_atiori.

Your
Message
Makes A
Bigger
Splash..
HERE!

'
Newspaper advertising is
like having a party line
to Out entire circulation ,
Piorp your message today,

Milerray
Ledger & Times

Phone-753-1916
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6 Help

S. Lost And Found
LOST Gold ladies' watch
in front of Family Shoe
Store, - Saturday afternoon. If found .call
collect, 1-901-247-5357.
Sentimental value,
reward offered. • -6. Help Wanted

anted

1400
WEEK- LY
t.'_0.S.S11/LE - slurf
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
10 Business Opportunity

TO ANYONE who would
want a part time job
selling Amway. Call 7534440.
NEEDED - Delivery
boy. Call 753-3251,
starting njunediately.
Full time employement.
WANTED:
Young
married couple to
manage 4 Plex. Apply
600 Poplar, Friday,
December 9, or call
Eddyville, 388-2466..

LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,
personal and consolidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.

15. Articles For Sale

10 Business Opportunity
GROW EARTHWORMS
Bolto
COMMODES
for profit., Free DataArtesian,
Or
Warner
- IRIn
WORM- WOB
4.15-. Colors,
Josephine, -Tvgfe,
South
HardWallin
$42.50.
Denver, Colorado 80210
Paris.
ware,
or call Mr. James.
Collect (303) -778-1026. SAVEJ.10 on latest tapes
_ & albums-. Fvervia.y.
discount prices at
ANT TO BUY lot near
LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV
Hazel. 1-11
/
2 acres
in
Paris.
preferable. Call 901-6420992 or 436-2124.
WANTED-Terri Lee
doll, also Jerri, Connie
Lynn and Linda doll in
any size and any of the
clothes. Call 753-3416.
WANTED TO BUY - dark
fired tobacco base. Call
753-0463.

FIREWOOD. Will
deliver. Call 753-5857.
TWO EACH 17,000 gallcn
storage tanks with
ladders. Would make
1,800 bushel grain bins.
Top condition. Both
$2,000. Call 618-524-9614.

20. Sports

Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales

RALEIGH 27" wheel 1974
unicREsT,
12110
bicycle. Super course.
2 bedroom,
and
$200 Jima. Call M12411--Zetirreidr.
Partly furnished. See at
14' ALUMACRAFT boat
Cts or call 753and trailer. Call 4$63280 before 5, or 436-5524
2318.
after 6.

gas"Ikeheat
new.

Riviera

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
WURLITZER PIANOS &
organs. Rental applies
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.
23 Exterminating

7

FREE
10" CRAFTSMAN radial
OP. GOOD USED MOBILE
CAREER
arm saw. $175. Call 753Termite
PORTUNITY. We're an
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
7295.
Inspection
old established Texas oil
Articles
For
15.
Sale
Certified
Sy IPA
company looking for. a
-WOOD FOR SALE, $15
Avoid Costly Nemo Repairs
mature person to con- CORRELLE
rick & up. Immediate,.
SOMEONE TO BABVSEK,
PRESSION, 20 piece
ta6t rustomers in
delivery.Call -437-4346.
part time in return for
Kelly's Termite
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Murray area.' We train.
room and board. Prefer
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Write K. 0. Dick, Pres.,
Pest Control
&
younger person. Call
Southwestern
green
-EATERS : HIDE-A-BED,
WEED
Home
MEOW
osd severed ovoir 20
753-2897.
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
naugahyde covering.
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Cle no yin en, open./ esti lee
fileired. •
Worth Tex. 76101.
Good condition. $85. Call
Model 500 or 507, while
100 South 13th St
NEEDED BABYSITTER
Wallin
$49.99.
753-0605.
last,
they
Phone 753-3914
12. Insurance
in my home, 7:30-4:30
Hardware, Paris.
-Monday through Friday.
Roaches,Shyer Fist.
PORTABLE DISHReferences
required.
and Shrubs
,SMOKE ALARM, battery
WASHER Kelvinator,
-TIME-C,a11- 753-8445 after 4:30:•
operated, by Water Pik',
green Deluxe. Used only
TO
$29.99. Wallin Hard3 months. $125. Call 759.:
0'is;1
1:4;;11
1)
WANTED-Innovative
TRADE
ware, Paris.
1288 after 4:30 p.m.
adself-starter for
vertising
account,
TWIN BEDS, complete
SKIL SAW sale. Model
44--.06
24. Miscellaneous
representative position.
574, 744", 114 HP,$29.99,
bedspreads. Three
with
Person hired will be
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Model 559 ballbearing 2
chest, dresser, several
expected to plan and
r;
Urethane foam. All
Wallin
$54.95.
Call
:753HP,
other items.
advertising
organize
sizes, all densities. Cut
Hardware. Paris.
3593.
programs. Salary and
to your specs. West Ky.
See us for financing
fringes including
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
HANDMADE BarbieDoll
G. E. STOVE and
hospitalization-major
Avenue. 753-6767.
Very
Fireanciag arranged Iv
clothes.
Frigidaire refrigerator
medical, paid vacation,
FA Security swvir...
753Call
reasonable.
combination freezer. CUSTOM
MADE
-etc. Interested persons
4011.
White. Call 753-5227.
MATTRESS
for
antique
complete
•
should send
•*
beds or, campers.' Bay
resume,. includiag salary
FIBEWOOD for'sale, Call
KENMORE CLOTHES
.2101. Mon
direct from factory and
4
11
5
expectations, to P.O. Box
437-4228.
753-0489
dryer.
Excellent
consave.
See their elegant
MSIMOKI
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
dition. $50. Also KenD 01 SiMitit
Bamboo, Wicker and
42071.
FOR SALE- Ornate oak
more washer. cat 7S3Brass furniture. Wises
$250.
tree,
hall
4423.
West Ky. Mattress and
Refinished. CaU 492-8594
Furniture 1136 South
SOFA, -VERY
good
after 6 p. m.
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1condition. Dark Rose
443-7323.
Offered for information leading to
WOOD
Damask, $45. Call 753AUTOMATIC
SKIL HEAVY /
1
2" drill
7349.
heater used one winter.
arrest and convection of person or
with spade handle,
75377568.
Call
$150.
persons cutting tires at Taber Body
Model 510 only 630.99:
KENMORE 9 FT. UPTight
Shop. Contact Gerald Tabers
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
freezer. Purchased for
FRANKLIN STOVE - 24".
Very
new.
June.
Will
sell
$230
last
Like.
753-3134 or
BATH TUBS - Borg
reasonable. Will deliver.
for $175. Call 753-7136 or
Warner or Artesian, 5'
Murray Police Department
753-6701.
Call 753-0091 evenings.
steel, white, $59.99.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
ONE TWIN SIZE mata. SCRATCHED and dented
Hardware, Paris.
tress. Good and clean.
G. E. refrigerators, only
little.
Used
very
2 left. Full warranties.
NEW
AND
USED
Reason: need a firmer
For information call 75
railroad
ties,
culvert
mattress. Call 753-2802.
0595.
pipe, used steel pipe and
Farm Equipment
treated timbers, rough
PSYCHEDELIC
sawed treated lumber,
••••ne
bookshelf and stereo 1952 MODEL B John
locust and Catalpha
Deere tractor and
combination. AM-FM
post. Many other items.
436-2318.
Call
cultivator.
radio. Tape player and
Phone day or night 618record player, $150.
Equipment
Sports
20
524-9614.
Sears automatic washer BEAR HUNTINC,
bow.
COUNTRY FOLKS
and Maytag dryer. All in
BANISH DISHWASHER
Must sell. Best offer
good condition. $75. Call
Located 6 miles from Murray, this 3 bedroom,
drudgery forever. G. E.
accepted. Call 753-7585.
753-2753.
11
/
2 bath home offers easy, happy family living at
dishwashers
at
acres
/
2
a reasonable price. Home is situated on 11
ridiculous low prices.'
12
'GAUGE
Remington
COUCH AND CHAIR,
with lots of shade trees and two outside storage
For information call 753automatic, 6109 firm.
girls clothes. Size 1-6X.
buildings. Priced at $32,500.
0595.
Also mini-bike, $40. Call
Call 489-2303.
489-2156.
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
'LOFTY PILE, free from
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
REMENGTON
870,
3
inch
soil is the carpet cleaned
$54.95. Choice of color.
magnum,
30"
full
with
with Blue Lustre. Rent
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
rib.
$150.
Call
753-7648
electric shampooer.
after 5 p. m.
GO CARTS,3 HP,$279.95;
Western Auto, home of
George Gallagher 753.8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
"Wishing Well Gift SAILBOATS 10 percent
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Shop".
$309.95. Wallin Hardoff AMF Sunfish and
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
ware, Paris.
Force 5. Free delivery
THREE PIECE walnut
within 50 Miles. Great
bedroom suite. Call 489- - Christmas gift for whole
2162.
family. Ky. Lake Sails, SAVE.MARANV Stereo
Components Speakers
Highway 62, Calvert
SKIL ROUTER sale, /
1
2
Warranty.
5 -year
City,
Ky..
WednesdayHP model 548 only
system
on
Discount
Saturday call 395-7844 or
$35.99. Wallin Hardyour
prices,
at
362-8585
nights.
ware Paris.
-11444kainauo,s--Xtea1er in
I.EACH'S MUSIC
.

16. Nome Furnishings

Ronnie Ross

JSIIL

$150 REWARD

19.

KOPPERUD
REALTY ni
711 Main753-12/2

Saturday, December 10, 10:00 A.M.
her a Slane
LOCATION LIT & R Newt fiat Kentadir

Nursery
Four Seasons
You A joyous Holiday Season
Wishing

A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
holiday tradition We have premium
quality trees available at the best prices in
this area

GROCERY STOCK, HARDWARE & RXTURES
FIXTURES: 7 ft

squ:lre gloss front FrederIch refrigerator. 8 ft Kermit°,display freezer.
Peps, oo. ,ce ;ream be, 8 it meat and produce display refrigerator. Dayton
Cusforneread 30 ib capacity scales, 2 Glove meat slicers. 580 ft shelving, includes 16
units 3.6 ft drug display racks, card rack, 3 hardware display racks, standing metal
racks 29 IS Mood Counters cigarette rack, rood table, 1 sheets pegboard. Curtis-knoll,
key mach ire R C Auer, manual cash register Marquette refrigerator. Magic Chef electic
range

STOCK: kirio, oil

fence ziire staples nails caulking compound fence woe, chain and
thspiar rack Ivge assOment plumbing supplies, paint, garden chemicals, screws, nuts
and bolts Hudson sprayer parts yard and garden tools, paint brushes. drill bits, loot
tubs, styrotaarn coolers hinges torches, electruc fence chargers mess' caps and hats,
rnens shqes and boots pet footh. sunglasses, locks, push carts, drugs notions, canning
and freezing ->uppiies. school sup.phes., parer products. frozen vegetables, frozen desser
rs ,-vreais canned egatables and soups• canned meats bob, food. diet foods
dressngs baYing needs sdites candy. and many many other itinis too numerous to
mention

CUT TREES
Balsam Fir sod Scotch Pine

LIVE TREES
Whits Fins Scotch Pima, sad Canadian Hemlock. These niche
a lovely *nation to soor yard when the holidays ore over,

FLOCKED TREES
Wilson Fir and .Scotch Pins (White and U
These flocked trees are fire resistant

TERNS (ash
OWNERS Martha Turbenille sod David Iteddso

e.a Skelton
'Co

Real Estate & Auction CO
247-1385
730 Paris Road r - Mayfield, Keetec
247 1115
Chi thetas lull. 40.0.8?
Rop

We also have door sprays, a lovely, assortment of
handmade centerpieces, and Holiday Wreaths. While
you are buying your tree, check our displays of potters and plants for gift ideas.

Four Seasons Nursery
753-9946
flpen:
Man.-SaL11
Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

Hwy.631 North
Alm(' Kv
;-tXles-trom Murray

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED- Old
English Sheepdog
puppies. Will hold until
Christmas. Call 492-8441.

12 X 60 SHULTZ mobile
home. Partially furnished. $4200. Call 4365812 after 6:30 p. m. or
489-2697.

DOBERMAN PUPS, AKC, 9 weeks. $95. Call
Gleason, Tenn. 901-6485424.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
SMALL
HOUSE
TRAILER, $40 month.
Through winter months.
Call 436-2427.
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM
furnished trailer on ,641
N. Near Starks Well
drilling. Call 753-0047.
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
30 Business Rentals
1,000 Sri, Ft. space
Southside
located
Shopping Center. Call:
753-6612

33. Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOM for
boys, utilities furnished.
Walking distance for
MSU. Call 753-1812. -

Sunset

REPOSSESSED Zenith
console stereo, one only.
Terrific deal. For information call 753-0595
WANTED A RESPONSIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25"'color
TV. J & B MusicMagnaaox.Call 753-7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1975 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home. can be
seefruv Fa'UaddrawrCall 753-9661.

36. For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between r and 5. _
Mini
Wire-Nouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

GET READY for winter
- In
ranch home with central
gas heat, central air,
den with fireplace,
attached garage, and
good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this
roomy, yet cozy home.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
more information.

thia 3 bedroom brick

Waldrop Realty
"In sfness
Since 1956"

753-5646

41 ACRES, all fenced,
located near Coldwater,.
30 acres tendable, more
could be made tendable.
Priced at $30,000. Phone
,KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for all your
farm real estate needs.

Poplar-Benton

AKC
MINIATURE
puppies.
Schnauzer
Deposit will hold for
Christmas. Also dog
grooming. Call 435-4481.
AKC REGISTEitED
puppies.
Doberman
bloodlines.
Champion
Call after 5, 753-4183.

527-1468 - 753.9625

Lis, Your Property With
SOS mein*.

Us

7534151

Murray Home
& Auto

II

Ch?stnut Street

Win4g5V
OPEN NIGHTS
AND SUNDAYS
TIL CHRISTMAS

41. Public Sales
AIOVING SALE,
Saturday
10th.
Refrigerator, furniture,
clothing and more. 1621
Hamilton.

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor

1/17Y
U

TWO BEAGLES, 2 year
old running dogs. Call
753-0g55.

master charge

Charge It On
YARD SALE - Murray
Manor, located behind
office. 9-3..TliursdaY and
Friday.
43. Real Estate

GET BACK to nature on
this 40 acre farm...26
tendable, tobacco base,
woods, creek and an
older frame home. •
31. Want To Rent
Owner will consider any
ONE BEDROOM , furreasonable offer.
nished apartment
Loretta Jobs_ Realtors,.
needed at Christmas. 753-1492.
Refer,ences offered. Call
CRACKLING FIRE on
753-0903.
the fireplace...large
32. Apartments For Rent
living room - kitchen
WO BEDROOM uncombination...loft
furnished
apartment.
bedroom.. large wooded
Call 753-6756.
lot
in
secluded
area...ideal hideaway.
FURNISHED
APARTAll for only $11,000.
MENT, very close to
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
campus. Call 753-8742
753-1492.
after 5 p.m.
LARGE COMMERCIAL
THREE EXCELLENT
LOT- Corner of US-641
apartments. 600 Poplar.
and Green
Plains
Apply
Friday, Church Road. Measures
December 9, or call 3881.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
2466. Eddyville. $160
Railroad right-of-way on
month plus electric.
the East side. Excellent
location for retail or
NICE
FURNISHED
service businesses. If
apartment. Married
interested. Call Stinson
couple or singres.
Realty, 753-3744.
Inquire 100 South 13th

THE POLICSr.at
Boulevard tirge you to
hurry and la)'-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some
mode's Some come on
over
Sunset
to
Boulevard Music,
Center,
Dixieland
Chestnut St.

.c111...

38 Pets

TWO BEDROOM, air
condition, electric heat.
12 wide. Call 901-6421550.

variety of colors).

Tne T a. P Market has gone out of business The above listed -tems represent their
bre ,nrontor, I very tern must be sold

SMALL PINTO Pony will
take $15. Approxiniately
3 want aid. Call 4352555.

12 x 58 NEW MOON 3
bedroom, all electric
carpeted, and
air
conditioned. See at
Riviera Courts or call
753-3280 before 5 or 4365524 after 6.

26. TV-Radio

AUCTION SALE

37 livestock - Supplies

AKC OERMAN short
haired--Painter puppies.
Guaranteed against hip
dysplasia. Sired by
O.S.A. certified double
field champion. Dam xrayed good at 13 months.
Shots, wormed. Call 1354-8776.

1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
underpinning, nice front
porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call .7533418 after 5.

3E:11

The Phone
Number In

Murray
For All Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

759-1707
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
After Hours
759-1711

MONEY MAKER
Brick duplex - Two miles from -Murray, twp ,
bedrooms, living room, kitchen with eat-in area,
and bath on each side. This well insulated duplex '
contains 1950 sq. ft. Included in sale is extra lot L'2
acre in size with mobile home hook-up, city
water, septic and electric. All of this for only
$.31,500.
at

The Nelson Slime Co.,REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

759-1707 or 759-1716
:Our Business- lc 1,411..-4'Pexn-p4..-

ONE OF A KIND
This is a home of superior quality with the finest
materials. Built for convenience and comfort
with oversized hallways and doorways. The 3
bedrooms are unusually large. A cathederal
ceiling overlooks the formalliving room which is
just across the pegged wood floor of the foyer
from the dining room. The carpet throughout
provides comfort whether sitting in the family
room in front of the fireplace or using the intercom. The kitchen built for convenience has
custom cabinets, range and oven, plus a
microwave oven. The 2 car garage off the paved
driveway provides more than enough space for
storage:-The fenced backyard provides safety
and privacy for children or Pets. By appointment
only.

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

759-1707 or 759-1716
-Helping people is our business

ATTENTION:
GROCERIES AND
RESTAURANTS AND
MURRAY STATE ALUMNI
AUCTION
laturckty, December 10, 10 a.m., rain or shine, we will
be selling the contents of THE HUT, an old Murray
_
State'landmark, at 15th and Olive, Murray, Ky. Jac'
and Millie Ward, owners.
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT: Cold drink dispenSing- atia-carbonating machine, adding machine,
potato peelers, mixer, chicken broister, grease
filter and cold top, steam table, heavy metal table
with hardwood top, large commercial ctisnwasner,
disposal and stainless steel tables, 5 gal. ice cream
machine, coal stoker, milk cooler, meat grinder,
tenderizer, Hollyrnatic hamburger pattie machine,
scales„ hot chocolate machines, coffee makers,
large refrigeration compressor, french fry cuttgrs,
malt machine, old glass pie case, aluminum stock
pots, and other large pots serving spoons, ladles,
multishake mixer, jet spray drink dispenser, steel
fire-proof safe-all of the above commercial equipmient.
ODDS-ENDS-SOUVENIRS: Plates, platters,
horse collars, couch, tables, chairs, luggage, hot
fudge, Murray State and fraternity license plates,
Shenango china, and cream pitchers, Hut meal
tickers, sugar holders, Kda glasses, tulip sundae
• di4hes, coke gla'sses, towel holders, salt and pepper
shakers, old Huf menus, cheese shakers, folding
• chairs, napkin holders, iron 'muffin pans, carhop
'N. trays, electrical wire and equipment. folding door,
old Fraternity bulletin boards, drink cups(the Hut),
lawn edgers, leaf vacuum, and much much more.
Comeahd buy a souvenir 11111rhe Hut.
Commercial equipment will be sold at 12 noon. Not
responsible for dccidents, detailed announcements
day of sale, eat and drinks available. For all your
auction needs and information call:

Bob (Frosty) Miller 492-8594
Terry Shoemaker 436-5327
AUCTIONEERS
n a• •••• •

*
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43 Real Estate

49. Used Cars & Trucks

REALTORS
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LYNN -caovE_7: If you
like lots Orelbow room,
this home is for you.
Home has nine rooms
including 4 bedrooms,
142 bath and lovely
combination. Situated
on over one acre with
beautiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information.
THE
WILSON
INSURANCE and Real
Estate Agency, Inc., has
helped to solve your real
estate needs for over 25
years. If you are a buyer
or a seller and we can be
of service to you please
wall 753-3263 anytime.
Our pledge -to you is
competent, courteous
service.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southold* Court Square

filervey, &Wacky

753-4451

NEAR THE UNIVERSITY - The price is
net- 8101' SO LI the
location, close to the
university on 'quiet
South 12th at Sycamore
residential street. Four
.
TLi*EPHONE 753-1661
bedrooms and 2 baths
-• with -lots of-hiring area.
Fenced. backyard and
JUST IN TIME for
living
room
with
Christmas. Tasteful-Tr fireplace
are
some
of
the
Level
in
lovely
extra features. Priced in
Gatesboro. Wall-to-wall
the 20's. Phone KOPspaciousness is one of
PERUD
REALTY, 753the many desirable
1222, or come by our
features of this 4 to 5
conveniently located
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath
office at 711 Main Street.
home. Large living
room, dining area,
roomy kitchen with
KOPPERUD
dishwasher., range,
REAL Y
quality
cabinets.
"For
Real Service
Economical central gas
In Real Estate"
heat, central electric
711 Main 753-1222
air. This beauty is
vacant if you buy now
you can be settled in for • BUILDING LOT the holidays. In 50*s.
Excellent opportunity to
Call 614 come by 105 N.
Purchase a * choice
12th Boyd Majors Real
residential
lot
in
Estate, 753-8080.
Richland Subdivision on
Keeneland Dr. close to
shopping centers,
Guy Spann Realtt
schools, churches. Only
"Your Key People
$5,500. Call 7534263
In Iteal Estate"
Wilson Ins. & Real
753-7724
Estate anytime.
Murray, Ky.
901 Sycamore
Get into your own business..
Brand new Campground on
Rte. 94, one mite-from
Kenlake State Park. 26 new
pads - fully equipped to handle
100. 26'-s acres allow for much
future expansion. Residence,
office, equipment shed. and
,shower building See it today
at $125,000.

Tennessee Valley Polled
Hereford
Sale
Saturday, Dec. 10, 1977
Sale Time: 12:30 p.m.
Henry County Fairgrounds
Paris, Tennessee
a

Ruth Ryan,
REALTOR

Edge of city limits,south of 79 Hwy.,follow sale signs
64 lots
17 Bulls
14 Open Heifers

44. Lots For Sale

13 cow. Calf Pairs
20 Bred Heifers

-190 X 140 FT. WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forest.
Call 753-2286 after 5 p.
m.

Sale Manager:
Morrow Brothers Cattle Sales
Box 191
Bolivar, Tn. 38008

est
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a
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Come In And Register For
Large Size

TWO ROOM BLOCK
house, has well and
septic tank. With 4
acres. About 8 miles
• North of Murray. $4,500.
Call 489-2224.

Weeping Fig
Floor Plant
To Be Given Away Dec. 23rd

FOR SALE By Owner: 3
- bedroom brick home
on quiet street close to
schools. Dining room,
den, 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted,. central heat
and air. Lots of storage
including walk-in
closets. Double garage,
patio. Call-753-0376.

New Group

Green Plant Arrangements

$6" & 9895 Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sunday

48. Automotive Service

Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668

will
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Poulan
111TICIFOXXV

S- 995

SALE- - Willard -*Car
battery,
2
year
guarantee, $22.88; 3
year guarantee, $26.99.
4 year guarantee,
$29.99; 5 year guarantee, $32.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin lardware, Paris.
•
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 FORD • station
wagon, body good, fair
-1
m c aruca
after 5 p.m. 753-6505,
1975 FORD GRANADA,
power steering, Power
brakes, air, V-8. Very
nice. $2995. Call 753-2738
nights.

as low
as...

Poulan

1974 PEUGOET, 504
diesel, 4 door sedan.
39,000 miles. 30 mpg.
Immaculate. Call 7532738 nights. -

IIIKTO
25-10"

2 Cu. in. engine
weighs less thin
.
;7 1/2.1 h5-..
Automatic oil** $
100% bearing conitruction.
Extra quiet muffler.
-4titOcisition cutting.

CHEVROLET
1970
pickup, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. $795. 1967
Datsun pickup, $495
-Call 489-2595.

Poulan
111100
25-12"
Deluxe

1969 IMPALA 2 door, air
power
condition.
' steering and brakes.
$500. Call 901-247-5259.

Deluxe model with
12" spriCdnose ber
and chr me chain.
Vinyl coy
handle.

East Side Small Engine

Highway 94 East

Murray, Ky. 42071
actory suggested list price

1971 RUG,good condition.
Recently
overhauled.
New brakes, tires, semicustomized. Best offer
over $1000. Call 767-6236
till 11 p.m. Keep trying.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
49 Used Cars & Trucks
, .
1974 CHEVROLET truck.
Locally owned. Like
new. Automatic transmission. Power
steering. Low Mileage.
1976 BUICK REGAL
Long wheel base. $2850.
Landau. Sharp. FM - 753-3535.
stereo. Triple black.
Call 436-2427
CtINTINENTAL
1970
Mark III. Loaded with
1970 BUICK Electra, 2
extras. Call 436-2569.
door. Has all extras. Car
is in good condition. Also 1976 SCOUT II. 4x4. 22-25
has new set of tires.
mpg. Good condition.
$950. Call 753-6564.
Many extras. $4400. Call
759-1447.
1974 LTD, power steering
and brakes. Four door. 1974 MERCURY Comet.
Call after 6, 753-7754.
A-1 shape. 1972 Dodge
truck. A-1
600 dump :
1972 DATSUN 1200 coupe,
shape. Call 436-2382.
4 speed. 65,000 miles.
$950. Call 753-0612. 1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
1969 MERCURY MONsteering; 302.V-8 motor.
MX 'Power
TEGO
Good gas mileage.
brakes, steering and air,
Ashley wood stove
new tires. Call 753-9039
without jacket. Call 436after 3 o'clock.
2204.
1969 FORD PICKUP, V-8
automatic, $1,050. 1970
Chevrolet 6 cylinder
stick,,3
/
4 ton. $1500. Call
759-1667.

HAMPSHIRE, YORKSHIRES
AND LANDRACE
46. Homes For Sale
Boars, Gilts and Crossbred Gilts for sale
privately. During a recent survey we found that
TWO BEDROOM frame
many farmers would prefer to buy privately so
on /
3
4 acre lot. Has new
root, panelled, carpet, -.they wilt have time to visit, look over the herd,
and see our facilities, rather than buy at auction.
electric heat, storm
So we are devoting the entire months of Nov. and
doors and windows.
Dec. to private sales and tours.
Three miles South of
Farmington on 564
HINDS FARMS
Highway. Call 1-345Springs,
Mo.
Willow
417-469-2029
2290.

will deliver Fres in city limits

e

1972 FORD TORINO
Grand Sports. Two door
hardtop,
brakes,
steering and air conditioning. New tires.
Bought new in Murray.
Call 7534030.

LOT WITH TREES in
GatieStiCirtitIgh-.125 -rx 227
ft. Call 753-6275.

Owners: Ron & Charlotte Hager

IRS

•

354-8500 • 11.590
After News,354-1153$

1976 - MUSTANG 11,
-handy: -Air- condition,
beater, steel 'belted
radials, 4 speed, factory
mag wheels, AM radio,
good deal. Call 753-9906.

153_0400

1967 MUSTANG, good
engine, good interior.
$800. Call 753-0066 or 7532982.

BIG SPECIAL
DISCOUNT
On All

Component Stereos
In The Store

Shop And Compare

753-5865

Open Evenings Till Christmas

Run your own business and your own life with
this grdcery store in the New Providence area on
Highway 893. Sale includes four refrigerators,
soft drink box, ice cream box, and all stock.
Texaco Gas Service contribute to an excellent
gross - priced at $27,500.

WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock,'rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
driveway and parking
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Engine Repair
Stgliway 94 bast
7934400

54 Free Column
GOOD CLEAN wheat
straw. Call 753-4713.
FREE-two very healthy
and cute puppies. About
six months old. Both
have been wormed and
have had distemper
shots. These pups have
-gentle, friendly personalities and would be
ideal Christmas gifts for
children. One is brown
and the other is an offwhite color. They are
sweet
dogs
who
desperately need pod
homes. Call 753-3535
after 6:00.

cleans, rinses and vacuten
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep
ECONOMICALLY
cleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cot
YOU SAYE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM)

Rent fur WY $121°.
Rol-Air Decor Store
leMir OM* 7P-1613

Save! Save!
20 Mile
Free Delivery
tiered, reedy to use. Or km is IMAM mid Save. couple, and
reedy to assemble blip to 24x40 standard. lit will mead any she
and buy We rest
t•
needed: *op the rtst
for Wilt U1100111 suln aunaings /53-0554

TREES
If Its Trees You Want, Trees We've tot
"MOWS TNE TIME TO PLANT"

FRUIT
TREES
Apple
Cherry
Peach
Pear
Plum

SHADE
ORNAMENTAL
TREES
White Birch
Green Ash
Purple Plum
Norway Maple
Flowering
Sugar Maple
Crabapple
Red Maple White Dogwood
Corkscrew
Oak
Willow
,
Willow
Pin Oak
White Pine
Scotch Pine

sr•

Four Seasoni
Nursery

eveSeitorica

SIGNS

Route 1
Almo, Kentucky
HOURS

*759-1661

Mon. Thru Sat.-8:00 to 8:00 Sun. -1:00 to 6:00

The Most Fabulous
Wood Stove Ever Made
"FISHER
WOOD STOVES"

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

138 Acre Farm - good bottom land with over 100
acres tendable. Air cured, dark fired, and burley
tobacco bases go with sale. Over it mile of
blacktop Highway frontage. Go to Coldwater and
turn right on Highway 1836, 11
/
2 miles on right.
Good buy at $886 acre.

YOIJNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

Older home at 413 N. 6th St. Extra large lot with
garden spot. Maintenance free aluminum siding
exterior. Interior walls are dry wall panelling
over tongue and groove wood. Natural gas heat
makes this warm and cozy. Washer - Dryer connections, electric stoveand more only $16,700.

Granpa Model
Makes Fireplace

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
-

QUALITY-SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-.
dition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290:

3 Sizes Available
Baby- Mama-Papa

We have these :toves in stock for immediate delivery.
Priced from $374.00 to $528.00 depending on size. Monthly
payments can be arranged from $13 to $25 per month. See
us and we will work out a plan to suit you.
Jerry Rayburn
Open Nights & Sundays til Christmas

Carrier

Whatever your needs Call

-Hufistrig peoplimis our buirne3s

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

Eastside Small

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe _work
needs. Also septic tank cleaning. Call John '
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

Beautiful corner lot in Canterbury Estates is
priced to sell. 1401
/
2 x 120 in area of beautiful
homes. Price is going up, buy now and save.
Compare at $6,300-

759-1707 or 759-1716

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

RENT RINSENVAC

Chain Saw •
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

FENCE SALES at Sears....,
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.

What's Your Fancy,
Business, Form, Lot,
Or Home?

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

1973 VOLKSWAGEN,
local; car. With new'
V 'tires-. Good- condition
Call 753-8030.

1

JACKSON PURCHASE
Insulation of Murray
announces its ,opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.

T.V. Service
Center
Central Shopping Center

'WILL'DO light hauling.
DRIVEWAYS
ad__ --Gravel;dirt;-trashetcrparking areas white
Call 753-1537.'
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford LADY TO LIVEipin
home
Garrison, 753-5429 after
with elderly couple at
4 p.m.
Hazel, Ky. For more
information call 492-8165
BLOWN-IN
Cellulose
after 5 -p.ni.
insulation. Fast
dependable service.
Fred's Insulation Co.,
phone 901-642-9500.
He ether "do-it-yeeirself"
- .
sembod deans carpets as...
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling EASILYpound portable powerand top soil. Call -Joe 39
house does all the work
Beard, 436-2306.
EFFECTIVELY-

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and as indo
wffl
stallittion
1973 /
3
4 TON Heavy duty
and
heating
plumbing,
Dodge Club cab. Call .
sewer cleaning. Call 753_
753-7370 or 753-0129.
7203.
1970
CHEVROLET
UPHOLSCaprice. Power and air. CUSTOM
TERY. Free estimates.
Low mileage. Two
Call 436-2786.
owners. Extra clean.
Call 436-2427.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
SPORTY 1976 Sunbird,
dry, work completely
with all options. Four
guaranteed. call or
cylinder. Good mileage.
write Morgan ConOne owner. $3000. Call
struction Co., Route 2,
753-0983 after 6 p.m.
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
1976 BUICK SKYLARK,
night 442-7026.
automatic, 20,000 miles,
power windows, power WATCH AND CLOCK
locks, power steering
repairing. All work
and brakes, cruise
guaranteed. call 759control, AM-FM. Like
1231.
new. A Steal' $4,300.
Call 753-2501.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
51. Services Offered
'Charles Coolcsey after 6
GUTTERING BY Sears,
p.m. 436-5896.
Sears continuous if-utters
installed per your LICENSED ELECTRICIAN And gas Inspecifications.
Call
stallation
will
do
Doug taylor at 753-2310
plumbing, heating and
for free estimates.
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
I AIR COMPRESSORS
*LICENSE-11, ELFXNew & Rebid* Units. impairs
TRICIAN prompt efof ell makes
fecient service. No job
502-442-9396
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

51 ServIces ()tiered

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

Ticallatie
HARDWARE STORES

Murray Home & Auto Store
4

Chestnut St. 753-2571
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Franklin Pastor At
I Funerals I Rev.
North Pleasant Grove
Rdy H. Jones Dies

At Home;funeral
-To Be On Friday.

DeWayne
Rev.
The
riankrn—was weltoth Mintier
pastorate Of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Roy H. Jones of Kirksey Presbyterian Church on
died Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. Sunday, December 4. He and
at his home. He was 71 years
of age and his death followed
an extended illness.
The Kirksey man was a
retired farmer. Born January
25, 1906, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late
Harmon Jones and Josie
Lawrence Jones.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Bess Fulton Jones,
to whom he was married on
January 24, 1926; two
brothers, Paul D. Jones of
Kirksey and Pat Jones of
Garden City, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Rome with the Rev.
Rev. DeWayne Franklin
John Jones of Benton and the
-New Pastor
Rev. Joel Smith officiating.
were given a
Martha,
wife,
his
The music and song service
special welcome at the
will be by the Kings Sons.
Pallbearers will be Mark morning service.
Rev. Franklin succeeds the
Cunningham, Edwin Earl
Fulton, Keith Jones, Freddie Rev. W. Ed Glover who had
Roberts, Paul Ross Jones, and been the pastor for over
Crawford Hanley. Burial will twenty years before retiring in
follow in the Kirksey
.
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Prices of stocks of local interest at
funeral home after four p.m.
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
by f M Simon Co. of Murray are
Times
today Thursday.
as follows' -

iof

October of this year. The new
-minister tomes from the-Pr oviderrer,- Krritueit-y
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, and has been pastor
of a number of Cumberland
Chu r Offse SITS/Fr-an
throughout Kentucky.
- North Pleasant Grove
Church is located near the
Penny community, just off the
Popr- Farm Road and the
Penny-Airport Road. It is one
of the oldest churches in
Calloway County having been
organized in 1829.
The public is invited to
attend the services of the
church held each Sunday
morning. and evening, a
church spokesman said.
A church wide dinner and
Christmas party will be held
at DeVanti's on Friday,
m.
December 9, at 6:30

Bazaasr Planned Here
By Lutheran Womei
Immanuel Lutheran Church
will sponsor its Seventh Annual Christmas Bazaar on
Saturday, December 10, at the
Callaway County Public
Libraey. It will.begin at 9:00_
a.m. and end at 5:00 p.m.
The theme for this year will
be "Country Patch Bazaar"
-and- will--be -carried aut.Ail
special decorations. On sale
will be various craft items and
baked goods.
The Bazaar Committee is
composed of Janet McMillen,
Sarah Finzer, and Marian
Brockhoff.
SPECIAL EVENT
The Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will have a banquet and
musical program at the Hazel
Center
Community
on
Saturday, December 10.
Plates at $1.50 each will be
served starting at 5:30 p.m.
with a musical program to
follow.

Dedication Planned For
Sunday, Dexter-Hardin

The Rev. Ed Crump,
The Dexter-Hardin United
superintendent of the Paris
Methodist Church, located on
District of the United
U.S. Highway 641 North at the
Methodist Church, will be
Calloway-Marshall County
present for /he dedication
-line, has. ,rescheduled its
ceremonies, along with the
special service of dedication
on Sunday, December 11, at Rev. John Penney and the
eleven a. m. with the special Rev. Thomas Bullock who
G. have served as pastors of the
-4 59 speaker to be the Rev. Earl
Industrial Av
Airco
Hunt, Jr., bishop of the Nash- church during the past ten
A tr Products
years, and the Rev. Shapard,
• ville Area of the United
4
American Motors
•
Ashland Chl
present minister.
Methodist Church.
— •
AT&T
Bishop Hunt was appointed
Pastor of the Dexter-Hardin
Ford Motor Co
48‘4 -r'4
the Rev. Steve to his present position during
The funeral for Toy Jones of Gen Dynamics
Church,
62,s
General Motors
1976
Southeastern
Dexter Route One will be held General Ti re
Shapard, said the dedication the
207,
Goodnch
Friday at one p.m, at the
service was scheduled earlier Jurisdictional Conference,
OXIKOU
Brdoks. Chapel
tnited IBM710this year in January; but due and- he is head of both the
11'.
Methodist Church, where he Pennwalt
to- the snow and ice, it was Memphis and Tennessee
22'. r-'4.
Quaker Oats
was a member, with the Riv. Tappan
cancelled. The December 11 Annual Conferences of the
"rss
Keith Smith, the Rev. Johnson W'esten Union
date was set so that the Rev. church.14'4 t-'s
Zenith Radio
Rev. Shapard urges the
Easley, and the Rev. John
Hunt could be speaker.
Prices of stock of loszal interest at noon
said the public to attend the special
Shapard
Bradley officiatinf.,Burial
Rev.
FITT today. furnished to the Ledger 8,
will follow in the— Brooks Times by First of Michigan. Corpof present church building was services on Sunday morning
Murray. are as followsChapel Cemetery.
erected in 1967 and in October at the church.
• Friends may call at the Linn
197&-tbe church paid off the,
aO
-'s
.
McDonalds Corp
Funeral Home, Benton, until Ponderosa
building indebtedness with a Special Dinner Will
.
Systems
4154
Kimberly Clark
the funeral hour.
note burning ceremony at the
trtic
Mr. Jones, age 73, died Wnf Grace
church. The church was
2634 one
une
Wednesday at 6:30 a.m. at his Texaco
formed from the merger of the Be Held By Masons
,•••
49
General F_:lec
DeTter_and Hardie churches
home. He is swyJtyiiis "11VA't
Arl'415"--25'
Free
ik•iurray
wife, -ktra.---Lcila Burkeen .Vcrgia Pacific. „
in 1967.
• 20"-,s
will
Masons
Accepted
and
Jones; three daughters, Mrs. JimAalters
e
2034
have a dinner on Friday,
Roy Ross and Mrs. Joe Kirsch
Purchase Area Group
December 9, at six p.m. at the
McKendree, Benton Route r3e
Franklin Mint'
new lodge hall. located one
One, and Mrs. Roebert Siress,
15
December
Meets On
mile north of Murray on HighHardin Route One; ten
The
Purchase
Area way 121.
grandchildren; two great
District's
.Market Nrws Service Development
Fedrra: State
The dinner will be to honor
grandchildren.
December 8, 107
Resources Committee will the wives and children of
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
meet Thursday, December deceased Masons. TranReport Includes 8 Buying Stations
LAKE DATA
RecelptS Act. 1125 Est 700 Barrows & 15 four p. m. in the conference
sportation can be arranged by
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6 Gilts 1.25-1 75 lower Sows 1.00 lower
room of the PADD office at contacting any lodge member.
. 143.00-43- 25
US 1-2 2:00-230 lbs. .
up 0.4.
542.75-43.00 Mayfield, according to Carol
US I-3110-240 lbs
A guest speaker is planned,
Below dam 328.1 no change. US 2-4 240-N,0 lbs
141.75-42.75
75-4175 Rogers, public information
3-4
US
lbs
$40
260-M0
All members should attend
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1
officer.
Sows
this annual event.
down 0.5.
,, 833.00-34.00
US 1-2270-350 lbs
Ms. Rogers said there was a
532.00-33.00
US 1-3 30D-500 lbs
Below dam 330.9 up 0.2.
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 03.0434.00 few 34.50 change of meeting from
Sunset 4:40 p.m. Sunrise US 2-3 300-500 lbs
. $31 00-32.06
December'S to December 15.
Boars 2500-7700
6:57 a.m.

. STOCK MARKET

Funeral Is Friday
For Toy Jones

Hog Market

NALLTHE DODGE
TRUCKS REGISTERED
IN THEPAST 10YEARS,
96OUTOF100ARE
STILL ON THE JOB:

Final Agreement On Toughest
Energy Problems Still Elusive
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter can claim an important victory
in congressional negotiators' approval
of a tax on fuel-wasting cars. But a final
agreement on the toughest energy
probleins seems as elusive as ever.
If accepted by a second conference
committee and then by the House and
Senate, the auto tax would cost buyers
of inefficient 1979-model cars up to $550,
a figure that would soar to as much as
$3,850 on 1985 models.
The tax was approved Wednesday by
,conference committee on energy
boxes. Another part of the compromise
approved by the committee would allow
the 19 million motorists who itemize
income tax deductions to continue to
take a deduction for state and local
gasoline taxes. The House had voted to
end that tax break.
Even with those agreements, it
seems unlikely that Congress will be
able to wrap up work this year on
Carter's energy program.
The two energy conference committees still face the toughest issues of

all — the price of natural gas, a tax on
domestic crude oil to force conservation and the distribution of
revenues from that tax.
There appears to be a hardening of
positions on key issues.
'Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, 1)-Ohio,
who supports Carter's House-approved
plan to keep federal controls on the
price of natural gas, said, We have no
leeway in our position, absolutely no
flexibility."
Rep. Anthony Moffett, D-Conn., said
an increasing number of House
members "would certainly rather have
no bill than to move too far toward
deregulation" of natural gas prices,
which is favored by the Senate.
And Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La.,the
chief Senate delegate at the tax committee, was sharply critical of the
Carter administration for what he
called its refusal to comprd-mise on
giving the oil and gas industry additional incentives to increase
production,
The House-Senate panel considertng

natural gas faced another sessTon today
with little prospect of progress.
The tax panel, after approving the
auto tax, adjourned until next week to
- give staff members time to work out
some proposals for taxing factories and_,
power plants that burn large amounts
of oil or natural gas.
The vote on the auto tax was the first
major agreement reached by the tax
conferees in 11 days of meetings.
The tax is not expected to save a
great deal of energy, only about 175,000
barrels of oil a day compared to current
U.S. consumption of 18 million barrels a
day. But backers view the tax as a
highly visible tool to make Americans
aware of the need to conserve fuel.
The tax would be paid directly by the
buyer of any car that does not meet
minimum standards. It would be in
addition to a heavy fine on any
manufacturer whose fleet of new cars
did not meet mileage standards. While
the manufacturer would have to pay
that penalty, it would e passed along to
cuatomers as higher car prices.

Coal Strike Cuts Output To'1.6
Million Tons Daily; Costs Miners
CHARLESTON, W.Va. lAPi — A
national coal strike which began
Tuesday has cut the nation's coal
production by at least 1.6 million tons
daily, and is costing the. 160,000 striking
members of the United Mine Workers'
union $10 million a day in wages.
Negotiations between the UMW and
the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association were scheduled to resume
toddY in Washington, D.C., and UMW
President Arnold Miller said he asked
the industry negotiators to present "a
complete counter proposal" during the
sessions.
The . union's demands include
refinancing of miners' health and
retirement benefits, a limited right to
strike over .local grievances, and a
wage increase to $114.36 per day over
the proposed three year span of the
0 uhder Th
pact. 'rhe maximum viacontract just expired was $65.36.
According to the estimates of wage
and production losses by BCOA
spokesman Morris Feibusch, the strike
also will cost the union's health and
retirement funds approximately $1.31
million daily. The funds, which are
financed by contributions from the
operators on the basis of production and
man hours worked, have been
financially weakened by inflation in the
cost of -medical care and wildcat
strikes. t
Reductions in'the health benefits

All the BCOA's 1,800 mines were
were first announced in June, and
closed Wednesday, as well as many
touched off a 10-week wildcat strike; all
ncitkinion Mines. In some instances, the
medical, retirement, and death benefits
non-union mines were closed to avoid
ceased when the miners went on strike,
The union has no strike fund, but a---151=6-oety dainage or threats of violence
against employees, but others were
u-in'On spokesman said elected UMW
closed in sympathy as the union miners
officials will continue drawing
braved bitter cold and snow Wednesday
paychecks during the strike. When the
.
—to man pieket lines and- persuade non,
union struck in 1974, Miller and other
union truck drivers to quit hauling coat.
officials worked without pay,saving the
union an estima,ted 47.50,000 a month.
Some observers of the coal industry
But during the union's 1976
the UMW members evenpredicted
delegates
convention,
constitutional
tually may picket the railroads as well.
eliminated the measure.
"Everyone will go to the railroads, and
The industry's chief demand is an end
the railroad men won't cross the UMW
to the wildcat strikes which have in-fines," -said- Pike Co.unty,-1C.F.,.Judge
creasingly plagued the industry. th
Wayne Rutherford. About 3,500
1976. the BCOA estimates 1.950.300
employees of five railroads have
man-days were lost to wildcat strikes in
already been furloughed, and the
its 1,800 mines. During the first eight
layoffs are expected to increase as the
months of 1977, that figure jumped to
a s' eeentimies,
2,Z73,b0U man-Mys, accoTtin to the
BCOA's estimates.
For the most part, no violence has
Wednesday, Miller accused the inbeen reported along the picket lines. In
dustry of encouraging a strike of at
Price, Utah, one man was injured and
least a month in order to drive up prices
two police cars damaged in a rockand weaken the union. "They think that
throwing incident that occurred when a
if we have a month-long strike we'll
bus carrying non-union miners crossed
take anything they give us, and they
a union picket line. Wednesday, Utah
want to drive up the market price of
Gov. Scott Matheson ordered 80 state
coal," he said.
Highway Patrol troopers to the site of
"If the operators want a three or fpurthe incident, and the Wednesday night
month strike, we'll give it to them. If
shift at three non-union mines was
they refuse to bargain for the next
canceled in order to avoid any more
month, I'm going to make sure they pay
violence.
for it," he added.
4'
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That'sbetterthan Chevy. That betterthan Ford.
reputation for comfort and style. too.
Dodge trucks have acquired quite a
To make sure you not only get where
reputation over the years. A reputation
for being tough and dependable. And
you're going, mile after mile and year
the figures prove it. All but four out of
after year ... but that, you look and
one hundred Dodge trucks registered
feel good while you're doing it No
in the last ten years are still on the lob.
wonder that irom 196610
And that's good enough to
237'
"
"9" '9'6
1976 were the fastest growing
beat both Chevy and Ford.
truck company in Americal
But toughness and
• Source Registration
dependability aren't enough.
MI
Figures: R. L. Polk &
11.01 SI
Not for uS .1.. not for you. So
Company Trucks registered
,J4f'WV
11110 hf “.11.1Nol
as of 7:1 76.
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-"Enameled Cast Iron From France
'Copper Teakettles $ Fry Pans
Cutlery by Subitier.
Beautiful Kitchen Aprons

--SPECIAL VALUES TNIS WEEKEND —

PAUL WINSLOW'S
Olympic

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore

ANOTHER

SAVE 25 -'100

falk,

v."

(1)Cook A Complete Meal
(2)Memory
(3) Metal Rack
(4)Giant 1.5 Cubic Foot Oven

Contempouy
& Cooking
Plaza N. 12th Murray

WU'
lay Away

Complete
Vacuum
Cleaner
Repair
Department

1. Eureka Adjustable Upright. Six Position
Dial-A-Nap that adjusts for any rarpet Two.
*y Edge Kleener. too. Includes 860.4 tool setfor above-the-floor cleaning. Model 1446

2.

,p,wer hew Two motors one
trek
powers beater bar/brush, the other adds I 6
peak H P suction power friar the canister Includes above-the-fluor cleaning Idols Model

'6995
Price Includes Tools

91995
Sale Price

1255.

1534632
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